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ABSTRACT

Gyorgy Sandor and the Kodaly Legacy:
An Oral History

by

Jacques Sagot

This document is organized in three chapters preceded by a 

general introduction. The multifarious figure of Zoltan Kodaly is 

evoked by one of his most distinguished students, piano virtuoso 

Gyorgy Sandor, in the manner of a conversation with the author of 

this thesis. The format of the dissertation is, thus, that of an oral 

history in which Kodaly the man, the teacher, and the composer is 

brought alive through the reminiscences of his pupil. The first 

chapter examines the human profile of Kodaly, his personality, 

idiosyncracies, and above all, his patriotism  and unwavering 

comm itm ent to the musical enlightenm ent of the Hungarian people. 

Special attention is given to his solidarity and loyalty to a country 

ravaged by totalitarian regimes of Nazi and communist affiliation. 

Kodaly's pedagogical philosophy is considered in the second chapter. 

Maestro Sandor takes us back to his years at the Liszt Academy in 

Budapest, where he studied composition under the guidance of 

Kodaly, and piano with Bartok. The third chapter explores Kodaly 

the composer, and demonstrates how the ethnom usicologist, the 

pedagogue, the creator, and the man constitute in his case a perfectly
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harm onic and indivisible unity. The appendix includes pictures, 

documents, and a concise biography of maestro Sandor, 

com plem ented by his discography, some representative recital 

programs, and a list of his publications.
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My personal involvem ent with maestro Sandor1 goes back to a 

very precise day of my life: Tuesday June 19th, 1972. My father— to 

whom I owe my love for music—took me to the National Theater for a 

season concert of Costa Rica's National Symphony Orchestra. The 

soloist was Gyorgy Sandor; the program included a symphony by 

W illiam Boyce and two piano concertos: Beethoven's E m p ero r  and

Chopin's Second. I even remember where our seats were: palco de

g a len a  izquierda, that is, balcony, first row to the left. I was then 

eight years old, and my father— who always enjoyed ritualizing 

things— had created in me a great expectation for that solemn 

occasion. The whole country was under the effervescence of the 

recent reorganization of the National Symphony Orchestra, a 

controversial but immensely successful process launched by Costa 

Rica's then Vice-Minister of Culture, Mr. Guido Saenz, who was later 

to become one of my dearest friends. In an unprecedentedly 

audacious political action Mr. Saenz dismissed three fourths of the 

"old" orchestra and embarked in a world-wide search for first-class 

musicians. The outcome of this saga was a rejuvenated, thoroughly 

professional ensemble, the backbone of Costa Rica's musical life for 

almost three decades. Two other figures were fundam ental in 

securing the success of this enterprise: President Jose Figueres and

maestro Gerald Brown, a young graduate of Juilliard recruited by Mr. 

Saenz as the new orchestra's conductor.2 As a part of this process,

*1 have preserved here the original accentuation marks for all 
Hungarian names.

2 Guido Saenz has left us a fascinating account of this process in his 
book iP ara  que Tractores sin Violines? (San Jose: Editorial Costa Rica, 1982).
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the country was blessed by the frequent visit of great soloists, 

something rarely seen with the previous orchestra. My formative 

years coincided with this musical renaissance, with this golden age of 

symphonic music in Costa Rica. I lost count of the many legendary 

musicians I had the privilege to hear during those early seasons of 

the new National Symphony Orchestra.

Gyorgy Sandor's concert was a coup de foudre, an authentic 

revelation. The magic started in the very moment that the lights of 

the theater's colossal chandelier started to fade, and the orchestra's 

unm istakable tuning mare magnum  receded: it was like the

sonorous chaos that preceded the Creation. That night, immediately 

after the performance, I gave my father the dreadful news: "I want

to be a pianist, just like him..." (a vow which was all the more 

dramatic since it implied the need to buy a piano!) The impression 

of m aestro Sandor's performance was so strong I even rem em ber the 

encores, which he announced with a deliberate, deep, perfectly 

articulate voice: a Chopin mazurka and a Brahms intermezzo.

Three days later he gave a recital: Mozart's E-flat major

Sonata, Beethoven's C minor Sonata, Op. I l l ,  Bartok's first R om an ian  

D a n c e , a Chopin nocturne, a Rachmaninoff prelude, Liszt's Sonetto  

Petrarca  104  and Funerailles, Ondine  by Debussy and Scriabin's 

Etude, Op. 8, No. 12. The encores included one of Bartok's B ulgarian  

D ances  from M ikrokosm os  and another Chopin mazurka. At eight 

years old, these two events had left an indelible mark in my heart, 

and had awakened me to my real vocation. As long as I live I will 

rem ember the tectonic rumbling of Sandor's left hand octaves in the 

crescendo of Liszt's Funera illes ,  a piece I have often played since,
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never failing to pay tribute in my mind to that unforgettable 

p e rfo rm an c e .

In August of 1973 the maestro was back with another d u p le t  a 

of concertos: Bartok's Third— a piece Sandor him self prem iered in

1946 under Ormandy's baton, and which received that night its first 

Costa Rican performance— and Liszt's First. W ith the octave marathon 

that brings the piece to its irresistible conclusion, Sandor unleashed 

an ovation that exploded well before the concerto's final chord. It 

was not an applause: it was more like the roar one would hear in a

stadium— a cathartic outburst of energy and excitement. I have 

since heard many great pianists without ever feeling such high 

voltage in an audience's reaction. As for Bartok's concerto— which I 

had never heard— all I can say is that one could not have wished for a 

more welcoming passport into a composer's world, especially one as 

difficult as Bartok's. The sonorities were scintillating, the pianist's 

palette  projected and blended all imaginable colors with astonishing 

ease. W hat a treat for a child, to discover that a piano was actually 

capable of sounding like a xylophone, in the percussive section of the 

second movement! I remember I went backstage after the 

applause had finally receded. I shook his hand and asked for an 

autograph: there was a certain euphoria in his expression, an

exhilarated, ecstatic feeling he was trying to conceal under the most 

urbane m anners.

In March of 1978—Mr. Guido Saenz had by then been promoted 

to the position of M inister of Culture— Sandor inaugurated the concert 

season with Brahms' Second Concerto. If I had to evoke one single 

thing from that concert, I would not hesitate in my choice: the
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majestic, expansive ring of the low B-flat that opens the piano 

discourse and marvelously sets the mood of the piece. I still have 

that note in my ears, I can still savor its color and deep 

reverberation. And now for the record, the encores included in this 

concert were Chopin's G major Mazurka and Scriabin's Etude Op. 2 No. 

1.

The next chapter of my relation with maestro Sandor takes us 

to Mexico City, during the summer of 1981. I was well into my 

pianistic studies by then, and the news that he was going to give a 

series o f master classes in Mexico made me make the decision to 

travel there for two months and enroll in the course as a listener (my 

finances did not permit me to participate as a performer). I was 

then an awkward adolescent who had lost all the charm of childhood, 

without having yet acquired the poise and maturity of an adult. All I 

knew is that I wanted to become a musician, and I suspected— quite 

correctly indeed— that my musical training suffered from many 

serious deficiencies. During these few weeks I got acquainted with 

the other facet of maestro Sandor: his pedagogical approach to the

instrument, his ideas about piano playing and music in general. The 

crucial discovery I made was, alas, a very disturbing one: I basically 

did not know how to play the piano. It was that simple.

As soon as I graduated from the University of Costa Rica I came 

to the United States, seeking to find there all those things my country 

had been unable to give me: structure, discipline, method,

knowledge, interaction with other pianists (the pianistic school in 

Costa Rica did not evolve much in spite of the musical revolution 

triggered by Mr. Saenz's reorganization of the National Symphony
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Orchestra and its most important outgrowth: the Youth Program).

M aestro Sandor's most recent Costa Rican appearance took place in 

March of 1992, when he opened the concert season again with 

Beethoven's E m p ero r  Concerto, an occasion for which I published a 

special article in La Nacion, Costa Rica's most im portant newspaper.3 

Being in Houston at that time, I could not attend his performance, the 

first one I had missed since 1972.

W hen in 1996 I was urged to choose the topic of my doctoral 

dissertation, the image of Sandor— whom I had not seen since 

1981— came to my mind. It was not an immediate decision, for I

toyed with other tentative topics before deciding to reopen, through

him, the coffer of my childhood and youthful rem iniscences. After 

all, he had been the detonator of my musical passion, the single most 

im portant initiatory figure in my life—without him ever suspecting it, 

of course. W hat could be more natural therefore than to dedicate my

dissertation to his life and work?

One problem remained to be solved though: how could I

approach him? I am not one of those individuals who— to use a Costa 

Rican expression— "would not hesitate to speak with the dead." I am 

certainly not a "pushy" person, and my respect for a trajectory such 

as his tends to have an almost paralyzing effect on me. And then I 

had the best idea of my life: I resorted to Mr. Guido Saenz and asked

him to talk to maestro Sandor on my behalf. They had been friends 

for over forty years, and as Vice-M inister and M inister Mr. Saenz 

had been instrum ental in Sandor's frequent reengagem ents in Costa

3See Appendix p. 258.
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Rica. During one of his trips to New York Mr. Saenz was generous 

enough to convince maestro Sandor of the pertinence and importance 

of my project. The pianist offered considerable resistance: he had

once acquiesced to a similar petition, only to find later that his words 

and thoughts had been grossly distorted by the interviewer. 

Characteristically enough, Mr. Saenz proceeded then to hyperbolize 

my talents in such a way that no possibility was left for a negative: 

according to him my musicological insight was on a level with Paul 

Henry Lang's, my prose was not unworthy of Garcia Marquez, and 

my pianistic abilities easily tolerated comparison with Horowitz.

These "slight" exaggerations on his part were more than maestro 

Sandor's reticence could resist. As soon as the ground was prepared 

and Mr. Saenz had given me the signal, I proceeded to call him...

"M aestro Sandor?"
"Speaking."
"My name is Jacques Sagot, I am a doctoral student at 

Rice University and..."
"Oh yes, yes, Guido told me all about you."
"Really? I didn't know you had spoken with him 

recen tly ."
"He was here in New York a few days ago. We have been 

friends for many years, you know."
"So, you are aware of my project..."
"Listen, as I told Guido, a biographical essay on my 

person would take an awful lot of time, and I don't think it 
would be a practical thing to do, because in spite of the fact 
that I have my headquarters in New York I do travel a lot. We 
would have to go back to my childhood in Hungary, and by 
God's sake, you would have to write about my eighty-six years 
on this planet. Believe me: you would be graduating by the 
year 2010!"

"I understand, but if  we could only..."
"I have been already approached by four different 

persons who want to write books or theses about me, and I had 
to say no to all of them, because, let's be realistic, it really
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would take forever to embark in such projects. I don't 
understand it: I am not really a famous person like, say,
Princess Diana or Luciano Pavarotti. My time is as limited as 
ever, and although I feel very flattered by your interest, I am 
afraid I will have to decline."

"I understand, maestro. However, we could perhaps..."
"Besides, if  we talk about my life I would have to tell you 

a lot of gossip, you know, all that people want to know is who 
you have slept with and things like that."

"It doesn't have to be a gossipy biography. I am not 
interested in gossip (well, a little bit perhaps, but that would 
not be the main focus of my research)."

"Well, who would ever want to read a biography without 
gossip?"

"I guess you are right. You know, I attended a summer 
course you gave in Mexico in 1981. I don't expect you to 
rem em ber me, though..."

"Actually, when Guido mentioned your name it sounded 
familiar to me, then I realized you had signed your name in a 
card the students had given me at the end of that course.
There is where I remembered it from."

"Well, I never played for you in those master classes, 
which I attended as a listener, so I did not expect you to 
rem em ber me."

"I did remember however what you had written in the
card."

"You know, you were the first pianist I ever heard: June
19th 1972, Beethoven's E m peror  Concerto and Chopin's Second, 
with Gerald Brown at the podium. I even remember your 
encores: a Brahms intermezzo and..."

"You remember all that? Isn't that something! Yes, I 
used to go all the time to Costa Rica: a lovely country!"

"In the archives of the National Theater of Costa Rica I 
have found the program of a recital you gave there as early as 
1939."

"Yes, that was during my first Latin American tour, which 
followed my Carnegie Hall debut in 1939. From there I went to 
Colombia, Peru, Brazil, Argentina, everywhere."

"Of all the great modern pianists, you are the one whose 
name is more closely associated with Costa Rica: you came
back often during the forties, fifties, sixties and seventies. You 
are a witness to the different phases of our musical evolution: 
you played as a soloist with our "old" orchestra and with the
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"new" one, you have seen us grow and evolve from a 
completely provincial, rural culture to a highly sophisticated 
musical e tab lissem ent."

"Yes, Costa Rica was one of my favorite countries."
"I recently met an old couple who got married in 1953, 

precisely on the day that you first played the Emperor  in Costa 
Rica. They went back to hear you play the same concert in 1972, 
and celebrated their thirty-ninth wedding anniversary the day
you played the E m p e ro r  for the third time in 1992. So, the
1953 and 1992 performances of the piece took place the same day
of the year, which happens to be a very special day for them.
Isn't that amazing? I even wrote about that in the n e w sp ap er!"

"Life has that kind of things...You know...I was thinking... 
may I suggest this: if you could narrow your dissertation to a
more manageable topic, perhaps we could do something about 
it."

"Sure, yes. What if we talk about your personal relation 
with Bartok?"

"Well, the truth is I am m yself planning to write 
something on that subject, and besides, I am afraid that would 
also take too long. Why don't we discuss Kodaly? You know, I 
studied with him and knew him very well. He was a wonderful 
man, and is nowadays a very unappreciated composer. 
Unfortunately Bartok has overshadowed him. Actually Kodaly 
is as great a composer as Bartok."

"Kodaly it is!"
"When do you want to start with the interviews?"
"Whenever is most convenient for you."
"We would have to wait until June, because in April I am 

going to Europe and I will remain there for two months: I have
to play in Italy, Spain, Germany, Turkey and Greece."

"Whatever you say, maestro. I will start reading all I can 
about Kodaly, and I will immediately call Guido: he will be 
delighted to know that we are going to do this project after all."

"Please tell him I wish him all the best, and call me early 
in June, when I am back, so we can proceed with Kodaly."

"I really appreciate your cooperation, the more so since I 
know you are a very busy person. I will do my best not to 
disappoint you, and I will punctually call you in a couple of 
months. Let me wish you great success in your European tour, 
and a happy return home."

"Thank you, and I will be expecting you in June."
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The only thing I am unable to reproduce here is his rather 

conspicuous Hungarian accent, particularly that Bela Lugosian way of 

pronouncing the "w" as a "v", which became one of the trademarks of 

the best Count Dracula the screen has ever seen.

As it can be inferred from this conversation— which I have 

transcribed here to the very best of my recollections— Kodaly was not 

my first choice for this document. However, I can very sincerely say 

that if  ever a second choice has ultimately becomed a blessing, this is 

precisely the case. For exploring the noble, lofty figure of Kodaly and 

getting acquainted with his music and thoughts have been one of the 

most enriching experiences of my life. I feel genuine shame for all 

the m isconceptions that plagued my knowledge of this composer 

prior to this project. Up until three years ago I had nothing but the 

vaguest notion of his music and his ethnomusicological legacy:

Kodaly? A Hungarian folklorist, Bartok's epigone, the creator of a 

certain method and... oh yes, the Hary Janos Suite] If only this 

dissertation could raise in the reader the suspicion of an infinitely 

richer figure behind these abused code-words, I would consider 

m yself at least partially redeemed from my previous ignorance. Few 

things in our century's aesthetic values seem to me as erroneous as 

the disdain and indifference towards Kodaly's work as a composer.

It is a responsibility shared by performers, audiences and 

musicologists, and it is only through our conjunct effort that such 

unjust neglect will be amended.

There is a brand of magic in maestro Sandor's reminiscences of 

Kodaly. He first met him in 1928, when he was a student at the Liszt 

Academy in Budapest, and the ensuing friendship lasted until the
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composer's death in 1967. In September 1966 Kodaly wrote him a 

note on the occasion of his birthday with the following words: "Many

happy returns for your birthday. Live slowly so it lasts longer." At 

eighty-six years old maestro Sandor seems to have indeed followed 

the advice, in spite of his relentless concertizing around the world 

and his permanent activity as a pedagogue.

In 1974 he recorded Kodaly's complete piano works (Candide), 

and some of his piano chamber music (Vox). The authority of his 

perform ances stems from his intim ate involvem ent with the 

composer, as well as his profound understanding of the music. In 

1981 I had the privilege of hearing him perform Kodaly in a recital 

in Mexico City. The program ended precisely with the composer's 

most substantial piano work: the M arosszek  D ances .  The poetry of

the lyric sections and the thunderous final crescendo are still fresh in 

my memory.

This dissertation will adhere to the conversational form at of an 

oral history: maestro Sandor will share with us his priceless

recollections of Kodaly, while I will complement them with some 

contextual information. The sequence of the dialogue has been 

slightly modified in order to secure each chapter's thematic unity. I 

also took the liberty of expanding a posteriori the content of some of 

my interventions with the purpose of strategically introducing 

certain concepts that I deemed pertinent. One of my goals was to 

infuse the interviews with the spirit of a real dialogue. Becoming an 

active participant in the conversation was inevitable in order to 

collect a maximum of information from my interlocutor.
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The interviews took place in New York on the following dates: 

June 7th and 8th, 1996; November 10th and 11th, 1997; February 

27th, 1999. Most of the pictures and documents featured in the 

Appendix belong to maestro Sandor's memorabilia. He generously 

allowed me to make copies of them in order to include them in this 

d isse rta tio n .

Maestro Sandor's own observations on music frequently 

emerged, even dominated the conversation. Filtering out these 

opinions would have meant not only a considerable adulteration of 

the original dialogue, but also the elimination of some of the most 

valuable portions of the inteview. To put it in musical terms, the 

m aestro's discourse could be best described as "rhapsodic" and highly 

"modulatory." It is jazz rather than strict counterpoint. Nobody 

can— or should— keep a four-hour long conversation within the 

straightjacket of a pre-established script, so I was the first one to 

encourage his fascinating digressions. It has been my aim to 

preserve in this document the freshness of the dialogue, as well as its 

im provisatory them atic p a rco u r .  Maestro Sandor very often alludes 

in this interview to the gravitational power of tonality, as the single 

most important unifying element of musical form. Somehow, I think 

our conversation fits rather well the spirit of a sonata form: our

constant— and sometimes distant— m odulations and them atic 

excursions are held together by a recurring element: the patrician

figure of Zoltan Kodaly. In each chapter a different aspect of this 

great artist will provide the thematic axis of our conversation.

W ithin the framework of this basic "tonality," we will let our 

thoughts take their course.
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Maestro Sandor read and corrected all the drafts of the 

interviews, and in our last meeting (February 1999) he approved the 

definitive version, considering it thoroughly representative of his 

words and thoughts.

The maestro's reminiscences of Kodaly are imbued with 

unlim ited admiration, and strike me with their pertinence and 

precision. If it is true that an implicit portrait of the witness can 

always be inferred from the testimony, this document will serve the 

double purpose of illuminating as well the personality of one of our 

century 's m ost outstanding pianists.

As for me, all I can say is that Kodaly's artistic and human 

probity are all the more humbling when evoked through the eyes of 

one of his spiritual peers. For the master's glory will always depend 

on the stature of his apostles.
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It's Sunday afternoon, and I have defied the dangers of the 

world's most turbulent city to be received by maestro Sandor in his 

residence, at 230 Central Park South, New York. Once I find myself 

in front of his door I have to pause for a moment, and give my heart 

a few seconds to calm down. Expectation never comes to us in a 

chemically pure state: it is always tinged by a hint of trepidation

and insecurity. I know that after ringing the door bell I will be 

opening a Pandora's box of memories, testimonies and concepts 

clamoring to be preserved. This is precisely what I intend to do. To 

my amazement, the door opens in the very instant my hand was 

going to press the button. Standing there is maestro Sandor, slightly 

amused at my bewilderment, welcoming me with his characteristic 

urbanity. His presence exudes great fam iliarity, but even at his most

casual, the aristocracy of his demeanor infuses every one of his

gestures with an outmoded and somewhat nostalgic charm. After a 

few ritualistic commentaries about weather, hotel, and food, we take 

a spectacular leap to the year 1928, when the maestro was studying 

with Kodaly. Seventy years have passed since! Truly, we are both, 

just like Marcel Proust, "a la recherche du temps perdu"!

Like his pianistic style, maestro Sandor's reconstruction of the

past is objective, factual, and above all, rigorously unsentim ental... or 

is it? This artist of extraordinary intellectual resources, who wrote a 

book on piano playing based on the scientific, systematic observation 

of certain fundamental principles of physics and human anatomy, 

this thinker who so often invokes logic, common sense, and the 

natural laws as the foundation of his ideas on music and life in 

general, this same man has the walls of his living room profusely
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covered with hand-w ritten documents from the great m asters, a 

wealth of memorabilia he has collected through his whole life. A 

very revealing detail, in my opinion. Perhaps there is an 

undercurrent of lyricism, and a capacity of almost superstitious 

adoration carefully concealed under his strictly "positivistic" line of 

thought. Perhaps this also explains the sudden glitter in his eyes, the 

apparently unm otivated smiles and the barely concealed em otion 

that his voice betrays when we evoke certain episodes of his relation 

with Bartok and Kodaly. I observe him with admiration. I explore 

him, decipher him, and his heart shows, no doubt in spite of himself.

Maestro Sandor is a man of unshakable beliefs: his are not 

opinions, but convictions. He could well be one of the most assertive 

men I have ever met. Billy Graham once said that the worst place of 

hell was reserved for those who would declare themselves 

"uncertain" in life's most crucial issues. All I can say is that the 

maestro certainly does not qualify as a candidate for residence in 

that special place. He has a fondness for analysis that manifests 

itself in his tendency to reduce complex phenomenon to their basic 

principles. He observes things with objective detachment, and then 

draws his conclusions. In general, he will tend to dismiss conjectures 

and speculations, rejecting all theories that have not been obtained 

through a similarly rigorous process.

Today we will attempt to explore Kodaly's human dimension, 

and reconstruct the man behind such an awe-inspiring legacy. As a 

complem ent to maestro Sandor's words I have collected and included 

here a number of testimonies that will— such is at least my 

hope— round off his remembrances of the composer. If the resulting
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human profile is not as coherent as one might expect, I beg the 

reader to consider that, as Unamuno once said, "a man is nothing but 

a tissue of inner contradictions." Those dissonant, perhaps 

irreconcilable aspects of his nature should be accepted as 

components of his psychological richness. Human beings are not 

un id im ensional creatures.

Kodaly's biographer Percy M. Young has defined the composer's 

hum anistic conception of life and art with rem arkable eloquence:

Of Kodaly it can be said that had he not achieved distinction as 
a composer he would have done so through other means.
There are not many musicians of whom this may be said w ith  
comparable confidence. The reason is that Kodaly has regarded 
him self primarily as a custodian of the Hungarian ethos, most 
of all as crystallised in the Magyar language: it is not because 
he was, as is sometimes suggested, born to greatness. Indeed, 
part of Kodaly's greatness lies in his rejection of the idea of a 
particular personal worth, in his acceptance of his role as a 
citizen inter pares. Most of his compositions stem from this 
rule of life—which is why they are as they are, and why, 
comparatively speaking, they are few in number. Kodaly is a 
guarantor of the traditional views that (a) music can, by 
allusion, create an awareness of extra-m usical circum stances,
(b) it can, therefore, exert moral force, (c) it can, nevertheless, 
preserve its own, purely musical, status, and (d) it can best do 
all of these if the composer is on terms with his public— even if 
that public needs bringing to the point of co-operation.4

There are some great artists who, in spite of the unlimited 

admiration they provoke by virtue of their work, do not inspire in us 

a desire for human emulation. We revere their creation, but if we 

were given the power to travel back in time we would not move a 

finger in order to meet them. This is definitely not the case with our

4Percy M. Young, Zoltan Kodaly: A Hungarian Musician (London:
Ernest Benn Limited, 1964), 165.
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musician. Kodaly the composer triggers an inmediate curiosity about 

Kodaly the man, and vice versa. Schumann once said: "The laws of

morals and the laws of art are the same." Kodaly is the very

embodiment of this principle. He molded and perfected his life as if

it were a work of art. His supreme masterwork is no other than his 

own existence, the most perfect opus he ever wrote.

S A G O T : Maestro, allow me first to piece together the few things I

have been able to infer about Kodaly the man, as revealed in other 

people's testimonies and in his own writings. Although there is a 

plethora of essays and articles written by him, and his personality 

inevitably emerges in them, it is not easy to reconstruct the man 

behind these literary utterances. The reason is that he rarely spoke 

of himself: he left no memoirs a la Berlioz, or narcissistic

autobiographical portraits in the style of Wagner. He was a rather 

reserved, discreet man who had very strong artistic and hum anistic 

ideas, but no interest whatsoever in the glorification of his own 

image or in assuring his own inmortality.

S A N D O R : He was a modest man, yes, a quiet, shy, rather withdrawn

person, who on occasion could be very outspoken too. Outside of the 

classroom he was capable of displaying a great sense of humor, if 

perhaps a bit on the sarcastic side. He was a very perceptive man, a

great ob server o f  hum an nature.
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S A G O T : The one trait of his character which everybody seems to

rem ember is his extraordinary economy with words. His pupil 

M atyas Seiber recalls:

It was not necessary for him to do much talking, and 
indeed he never said one word too many. But, precisely for 
this reason, everything he did say was all the more significant... 
One such word from Kodaly was sometimes enough to change 
the whole direction of a man's life...5

The feeling I get from his book Folk Music o f  Hungary,6

however, is the one of a very poetic person, somehow trying to curb

his natural proclivities, and trying to act very scientifically and very

objectively. I have the feeling he was going a little bit against his

own essence...

SA N D O R: Absolutely.

S A G O T : In fact, what makes me believe such a thing is that, every 

once in a while in his book, one can find little remarks, given almost 

in spite of himself, where a basically poetic and romantic nature 

seems to emerge.

SA N D O R : You are right, yes...

5Laszlo Eosze, Zoltdn Kodaly: His Life and Work,  trans. Istvan Farkas and  
Gyula Gulyas (Boston: Crescendo Publishing Company, 1962), 68.

6Zoltan Kodaly, Folk Music of H u n g a ry ,  trans. Ronald Tempest and  
Cynthia Jolly (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1971).
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S A G O T : For instance, there is this moment where he is talking about

the Szeke ly  C om pla in ts .1 There he mentions this old tradition of 

Hungarian folk people going together to the cemetery to visit the 

tombs of their loved ones, and improvise collectively their own 

musical "laments"... Kodaly goes on and on talking about the beauty 

of that cemetery suddenly becoming like an old resounding organ, 

vibrating with the weeping and wailing of the peasants. W hen I was 

reading that passage I could not avoid thinking, how could such a 

beautiful, emotional image appear in the middle of a strictly 

scientific book? It is as though he had betrayed his own nature, as if 

a different part of him had surfaced there.

S A N D O R : You are absolutely right, yes. In other words, he was a 

very complete human being, blessed with all the emotions a sensitive 

person is capable of, plus the talent, imagination and poetry of a 

great artist. He kept all this emotional and poetic fire under 

tremendous control and discipline. Bartok was like that too: a real

volcano under control (like the Irazu!)8 Kodaly emphasized the 

principles of economy and purposefulness all the time. In 

composition, his idea was to say the most with the least, using very

7An im provisational Hungarian folk tune cultivated by the S zek e ly
tribe. It was intoned in the style of prose recitative, usually as a m o u r n i n g
song for the dead. Kodaly discusses this particular kind of song in the f i f t h
chapter of his book Folk Music o f  Hungary.

8Irazu is one of Costa Rica's legendary volcanos, active during th e
sixties. Maestro Sandor visited it in 1953, on the occasion of one of h is  
frequent Costa Rican engagem ents. The author of this document has s e e n
footage of the pianist's excursion to the crater, accompanied by Guido Saenz.
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few notes, as if he were saving them. Just the opposite of the style of 

Bruckner, Mahler, and so many others.

S A G O T : It is true that at times they can be a little verbose.

S A N D O R : Yes, it is mostly talking and not saying much. Luckily, the 

message begins to get through now. I recently read a few reviews of 

M ahler which are very cautious. It was inevitable that this would 

come, there is no question about it. After the Second W orld War, 

there was a brand of new audience coming into concert halls, not 

only in America but in Europe as well (the war brought all sorts of 

social changes: a lot of people began to live better, and people who

were very poor improved economically afterwards). In m ost of 

Europe's great cultural centers (Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia), 

musical culture and art were reserved for very few people, to the 

upper middle class (in Germany less so). In Europe — and let us 

speak about Hungary— the working class, the farmers, the miners 

(about eighty per cent of the population) had no access to classical 

music. They lived in poverty and had to put up with the ruling 

system. Before the Second W orld War concert audiences were 

lim ited to a minority from the upper middle class: doctors, lawyers,

professors, very few of the young people. The great masses only had 

exposure to popular or ethnic music, not to classical music. The same 

thing happened in England.

S A G O T : That seems a little more surprising.
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S A N D O R : Why? Don't forget that Karl Marx lived in England, and he 

created the communist idea, on the bases of the "fewer and fewer 

people get rich, and more and more people get poor," and these 

"more and more people" were the English workers, farmers, peasants, 

miners, etc. Those were the masses. After the war this changed, and 

a lot of people began to come into the concert halls, although concert 

halls were still known as "high-brow," "elitist music" places. And 

suddenly, they heard music they could understand: M ahler became

highly popular because he was very accessible. Beethoven's music 

made Mahler's very understandable. Not Debussy, not Bartok, not 

Prokofiev, but Mahler! Then came this invasion of people who were 

able to enjoy this very accessible music. I think that is what made 

M ahler's symphonies so popular. Then the next step, of course, was 

that the conductors, who naturally wanted to be successful, had to 

deal with his music, and his music does sound wonderful (his 

orchestration is great), so they began to be enamored of his 

symphonies: Bernstein, Solti, etc. Unfortunately they didn't see that

the music itself is not great, it is the presentation of it, the sound that 

is wonderful. I have to make an exception, however, for Das Lied  

von der Erde and some other song-cycles, where the texts lim it the 

com poser's usually overextended forms. The symphonies are 

hypertrophic. Kodaly and Bartok were very much against verbose 

music, where you use too many tools for too little.

S A G O T : Kodaly was a very concise composer. His compositions 

rarely went beyond the duration of twenty-five minutes (and this 

includes his large-scale works, such as the Symphony, the Te Deum
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and the Missa). In the foreword to Percy M. Young's book, Kodaly 

him self writes: "A German critic reproached me for not having any

longer work than twenty to thirty minutes. Is it not pure loyalty to 

the listeners instead of boring them for hours?"9 And in a review of 

Bartok's Second String Quartet written on the occasion of its first 

perform ance in March 1918, Kodaly states:

If it is permissible in respect of mediocre talents to speak 
of development at all, it will usually be found to be a 
developm ent towards greater and more glittering com plexity 
and artificiality. Such composers seek to deck out the little 
they have to say in ever more striking finery.10

Of course, he didn't refer to Bartok, for whom he had the

greatest admiration, but rather to the inferior composers he was

com paring him with.

S A N D O R : He is absolutely right! I have here some photos of 

K odaly.11 He was in the United States just before he died. These 

pictures were taken in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in September 1966.12

S A G O T : He died on March 6th 1967.

9Young, viii.

10Eosze, 63.

11 See Appendix p. 272.

12Maestro Sandor was director of graduate pianistic studies in th e  
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor during the years 1961-1981.
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S A N D O R : March 6th? Then these photos were taken just six months

before his death. He was here and we had a wonderful time. We 

went to Lake Michigan, we were swimming and I could not keep up 

with him, and by then he was eighty-four! You know, he learned ice 

skating at the age of fifty: figure skating!

S A G O T : He was quite a sportsman!

S A N D O R : Well, he was a very late bloomer. I remember all this 

because I went to the ice skating too, and I saw him doing some of 

the most conventional figures of this sport. Yes, he was very good at 

swimming and skating.

S A G O T : In his book Zoltan Kodaly Jean-Pierre Amann has left us a

very interesting portrait of the maestro, which I would like to share

with you:

Kodaly always did things differently. Not that he was
obsessed with originality for its own sake. Being different was
rather a profound m anifestation of his personality. The way he 
dressed was in this respect very revealing. His notorious 
silhouette, ornamented with a large cape and a hat with 
enormous wings was far from common in Budapest during the 
twenties. Furthermore, Kodaly was a fervent adept of nudism. 
If even nowadays nudism remains a rather controversial 
practice, we can hardly imagine what it must have represented 
at the beginning of the century. In a letter to Bartok written in 
July 1908 he exhorts him to cultivate nudism: 'Starting today I
will, as much as circumstances permit it, spent my whole 
summers naked. The human being experiences a feeling of 
rebirth by rediscovering his own nudity. If you want to make 
something really intelligent, send your trips to hell (going 
around always dressed up, what an atrocity!), and come join  
me here. This is the best imaginable occasion to experience
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naturism. It is an art that should be approached with 
precaution: take off your sandals, throw your hat and undress
yourself. Let us start a new life over this corrupt earth. We 
should also preach nudism in Hungary. Great things would 
come out of that! And certainly much pleasure too. All 
sicknesses would disappear in a heart beat!13

In the composer's writings we often find reflections on the 

benefits of open air life and naturism. Now, if Kodaly's figure may 

indeed evoke the shoeless, half-naked hermit, I must confess I have 

a hard time visualizing poor Bartok walking naked in the forests!

S A N D O R : I am afraid you are right, yes. At any rate, Kodaly was an 

extraordinary human being, a very colorful, very interesting person. 

His first wife was Emma Gruber. Maybe you have read about her, 

haven 't you?

S A G O T : Oh yes, she may have been the single most important

person in Kodaly's life.

S A N D O R : She was married to an industrialist, and she was sort of a

patroness of the arts. Emma was very interested in the arts, being a 

composer herself. I think she met first Bartok and then Kodaly (I 

could be wrong in this). In any case, Bartok and Kodaly didn't know 

each other, but both were known by Emma Gruber. She actually 

prop itiated  the con tact b etw een  both com p osers. S h e w as the sister

13Jean-Pierre Amann, Zoltan Kodaly  (Lausanne: Editions de l'A ire ,
1983), 51-52.
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of a very influential man called Paul Sandor, a member of the 

congress. Emma belonged to a very well-to-do family.

S A G O T : I am confused here, was her name Emma Sandor or Emma 

G ru b er?

S A N D O R : Her maiden name was Emma Sandor—incidentally, no

relation with my family— then she married Gruber, about whom I 

don't know much. She was very interested in musical activities. She 

herself wrote some music. Bartok and Kodaly often participated in 

the musical seances she organized. She was not what you would call 

a very pretty lady. She had a very unusual, characteristic expression 

and face. She was much older than Kodaly, I think about twenty 

years older. How and when they got married I don't know, but 

Kodaly must have been in his twenties, shortly after he came back 

from France.14

S A G O T : They got married in 1910, thus when Kodaly was twenty-

eight years old. As for the age difference, nobody knows for certain, 

because Emma Gruber never revealed the year of her birth. She 

m ust have been at least twenty years older than he.

S A N D O R : I have to say she was the most ideal companion for 

Kodaly. She died at the approximate age of ninety-seven, which 

means they were married for about fifty years. She was a wonderful

14Kodaly lived in Paris during the years 1906-1907.
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companion; she took care of everything that had to do with him, and 

was very protective of her husband's time. I remember when I was 

a student I went once to visit Kodaly and was received by Emma: 

"Kodaly is busy now, what can I do for you?," she asked me. She 

didn't even let me in. She just took the message and passed it to 

Kodaly. I must have been sixteen or seventeen years old back then. 

So, she really took very good care of her husband, and Kodaly was 

trem endously involved with her. Some witnesses have m entioned 

that they had a very intense physical togetherness for many, many 

years. He was totally devoted to Emma. Problems came of course 

during the Nazi years, because she was of Jewish origin. Although 

Kodaly was considered an untouchable figure in Hungary, I know he 

had to risk a lot of things to protect his wife. Those were very 

difficult times.

S A G O T : I find it thoroughly commendable that they both wanted to

rem ain in Hungary during the war. Shortly before the Nazi invasion, 

which took place on March 19th 1944, Kodaly wrote two choral 

pieces entitled Children o f  the Oppressed Homeland  and It is a Divine 

Miracle that our Nation still Remains. They have the character of 

revolutionary hymns. That gesture alone could have put him in 

serious trouble. The seriousness of the situation can be inferred 

from a letter Bartok wrote in 1938 to Mme. M uller-W idmann:

Concerning my personal situation, I must say it is as bad as it 
can be. Not only my editorial house—Universal— has 
become a Nazi enterprise (the former owners and directors
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were dismissed), but the AKM,15 the Viennese society that 
collects my royalties— as well as Kodaly's—was just 'nazified' as 
w e ll.16

Fearing for his wife's life, Kodaly left his apartment and sought 

refuge in a convent of nuns. There he composed the Chorus fo r  the 

Feast o f  Saint Agnes, which he dedicated to the Mother Superior.

After all, she may have saved his life as well as Emma's.

S A N D O R : There is something very interesting I want to tell you. 

When I saw Kodaly after the communists took over— he was 

profoundly anti-communist— I asked him why he hadn't left Hungary. 

"My place is here" he said, "and as long as I am here I can still 

influence things and slow down the trend that is going on." The same 

thing happened during the Nazi time. He and Bartok were very close 

and shared the same political ideas. Bartok left. He detested all 

forms of totalitarism, and didn't want to be a witness of what was 

going on in Hungary. Kodaly stayed on. Already in 1935 Bartok had 

made a statement in a newspaper, explicitly prohibiting the 

perform ance of his music in any totalitarian country.

S A G O T : Whether of left or right?

S A N D O R : Well, in 1935 he basically referred to the right. The left 

was not yet that evident in Central Europe. There was no immediate 

threat yet. In principle, Bartok was implacably critical of any kind of

15Autoren, Komponisten und M u s i k v e r g e l e r  (Authors, Composers and  
Editors).

16Amann, 54.
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totalitarism . However, some of his compositions were perform ed in 

totalitarian Italy under M ussolini, several years after his statem ent 

to the press. Actually, in his will Bartok mentions that he doesn't 

perm it his name to be used on any avenue, square, or the like, as 

long as the country used a totalitarian dictator's name (there used to 

be in Budapest "Stalin" and "Hitler" squares: all that has changed

now). Going back to Kodaly, he was just as anti-totalitarian as 

Bartok, but he decided to stay in Hungary during the Nazi era, using 

his influence to protect a lot of people who were in danger. When 

the war got really bad and persecutions became very active he 

him self was instrum ental— I know that from first hand 

testim onies—in providing food to many people who were hiding from 

the Nazis. He truly behaved in a very human, admirable way. He 

stayed in Hungary because he was Hungarian, having been born and 

raised there, and he felt that was his place. He said that he wanted 

to stay, because that way he could contribute to slowing down the 

deterioration of his country.

S A G O T : Was he ever accused of communist or Nazi sympathies for 

staying in Hungary?

S A N D O R : He actually was accused after 1918 or 1919, when Bela 

Kun came as the first Hungarian communist dictator. Kodaly and 

Bartok accepted a position at the Liszt Academy, and they both got 

into trouble later on, during the Miklos Horthy era. Dohnanyi, who 

was by then the president of the Liszt Academy, behaved very well, 

protecting both of them from political persecution. W hen the Horthy
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regime came to power in Hungary, Bartok and Kodaly were accused 

of having collaborated with the communist regime. Of course they 

hadn't. During the Kun era Bartok, Kodaly and Dohnanyi were the 

head of the Concilium (an organizational unit introduced by the 

Soviets mostly for party members, although none of the three 

composers were members of the Communist Party). The fact is, 

Bartok, Kodaly and Dohnanyi were very active during the communist 

years, so when the new government came with all its anti

comm unist fury, the three composers were subjected to persecution. 

It was a time of massive political purges. Bartok and Kodaly 

defended very openly their position, and rem ained and carried on 

with their lives.

S A G O T : Jean-Pierre Amann quotes in his aforementioned book a

very moving letter Bartok wrote in 1923 as an act of solidarity for 

Kodaly, when he learned that his friend was being the victim of a 

political witch hunt. It says:

I have just learned that, as a part of the inquiry against 
Zoltan Kodaly, he is being accused of having served as a 
member of the Directory. I also participated in the Executive 
Concilium of this organ, and precisely in the same quality as 
Kodaly. I protest against the fact that he has to assume alone 
this responsibility, whether he is being harrassed simply for 
his membership in the Directory or for any other action that 
may be imputated to him. I would appreciate it if you could 
read this letter in front of the Disciplinary Committee, and then 
proceed to include it in my file. Respectfully: B61a Bartdk.17

17Amann, 29.
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A very noble thing on the part of Bartok, a way of saying: 

Kodaly and I, we are both in the same boat; whatever you want to do 

to him, you will also have to do to me.

S A N D O R : Dohnanyi, who also was under pressure, behaved very

well too. The fact that they were active as teachers, researchers and 

composers during the communist regime doesn't m ean that they 

were communists. It was simply a trend that for them was more 

appealing than the capitalist ideas of the time, ideas with which 

people have never been happy. Socialism came in those years as a 

revelation. The very word implies equal justice and equal 

opportunities for everybody. Unfortunately, it ju st developed into a 

m onolithic party, the Communist Party, which turned out to be more 

dictatorial and totalitarian than the czarist regime itself. It ju st was 

a m onum ental error.

S A G O T : Against the accusations of "anti-patriotism" addressed to

him by the Horthy regime, Kodaly responded with his usual lucidity:

Let him who has done more for Hungary than I come 
forward to lecture me. All the work I have accomplished has 
been done without any financial aid from the State, but with an 
expenditure of my own money that might almost be called 
prodigal. And, incidentally, these efforts are of a kind that can 
not be paid for in money. And from where have I obtained the 
energy for all this? Doubtless from those "anti-patriotic 
dispositions"  o f  w hich  p eop le  are so  anxious to find  m e gu ilty .
I have never meddled in everyday politics. But, figuratively 
speaking, every bar of music, every folk tune I have recorded, 
has been a political act. In my opinion, that is true patriotic
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policy: a policy of actual deeds, not o f mere phrase-mongering.
And it is for this I am being persecuted!18

S A N D O R : Totalitarian regimes will declare "anti-patriotic" just about

any person whose ideas do not conform to the official "dogmas."

S A G O T : So, we know what Bartok and Kodaly were not: they were 

not communists, they were not Nazis or fascists, they were far from 

believing capitalism  could be a formula for human happiness...so 

what were they, politically speaking?

S A N D O R : They were humanists and patriots. Men who respected

the human being, the ideas, the freedom of expression, briefly, what 

we call here democracy.

S A G O T : Libre penseursl

S A N D O R : No, not free thinkers, because that suggests the archetype

of the intellectual who goes against any system, no. They were 

simply partisans of the freedom of expression and choice, you know, 

the American ideal (it may not be a hundred per cent successful, but 

there is no question America is far ahead of any other country in this 

quest). Bartok and Kodaly had great respect for human ideas, and as 

artists they didn't want to be under the pressure of any political 

party. They were against idiotic things such as persecuting people 

simply because of race, regardless of the fact that they could be

18Eosze, 24.
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geniuses, like Otto Klemperer or Bruno Walter. When the Nazi 

dictatorship came— Hungary was geographically under the Nazi 

domination—Bartok left. He actually wanted to leave much sooner, 

but his mother was alive. She was an old lady, and he couldn't leave 

her alone. As soon as she died in 1939 he packed up and left.

Kodaly on the other hand did not. He felt that his place was in 

Hungary. He was convinced that he had to defend his ideas and 

rem ain active in the right direction under any regime, in this case 

the Nazi regime. He was personally involved in the whole ordeal, 

since he had to protect his own wife from the Nazi persecution. 

Fortunately they didn't touch her; they didn't bother her too much.

In 1947 came the communist occupation. Just before that a 

plebiscite had given only seven per cent of the votes for the 

communists. Ninety-three per cent of the Hungarian population was 

against them! Of course, the Soviets didn't ask too many questions, 

they simply imposed this totalitarian system in Hungary. Bartok was 

naturally aware that all this could happen, but since he died in 1945 

he didn't see how the whole thing developed. Kodaly on the contrary 

was there, actively protesting against what was going on.

S A G O T : I remember having read that during the fifties Kodaly was

one of the few privileged Hungarian citizens who had a passport to 

travel to the west. He once asked Matyas Rakosi, the chief of the 

government, why he would not allow Hungarian artists to travel 

outside the iron curtain, and the politician answered him: "Doesn't

the canary sing just as beautifully inside his own cage?" Kodaly then 

proceeded to demolish and ridicule his line of thought. Apparently
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he was one of the very few Hungarians who could afford to criticize 

the governm ent's policies so outspokenly.

SANDOR: I must tell you a little anecdote which I find very

interesting. There was an anniversary of Bartok's death during this 

communist era. On this occasion Kodaly was approached by some 

party members, the m inister of cultural affairs among them, and he 

was requested to make a speech about Bartok. The host of the 

ceremony publicly introduced Kodaly's speech in the following terms: 

"Comrade Kodaly is going to talk now about comrade Bartok. As we 

all know, if comrade Bartok were alive, he no doubt would be a 

member of the Communist Party." Kodaly stood up— this is a true 

story— and said: "If Bartok were still alive he surely would not be a

member of the Communist Party. He would not be a member of any 

party at all. Using his name for political propaganda is like using the 

light of a meteor for industrial illumination." Such a metaphor 

speaks clearly of his manifest, absolute opposition to communist 

ideas.

S A G O T : It is important to mention here that Kodaly gave the entire

sums of his numerous awards (including the coveted Kossuth Prize, 

which he won thrice) to young Hungarian artists, so that they could 

leave the country and continue their careers in the West. Your 

compatriot and colleague Tamas Vasary was one of the beneficiaries 

of such generosity: thanks to Kodaly he emigrated to Switzerland in

1958.
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S A N D O R : He was a magnanimous man, yes, and a very brave one 

too, for he could be quite daring in his statements against the party.

I happened to visit him in his home during the communist years. 

W hile I talked to him there was a guy sitting there and watching us. 

During those days people were watching each other and were always 

controlled by some party member, that is, an observer sent by the 

party to report any opposition to the regime. As we talked, even in 

the presence of that guy, Kodaly was absolutely open in his criticism 

of the party. He said everything he wanted to say. I asked why he 

would not leave, and he literally said: "I can go out anytime I want

to, because I don't think they would bother me. By staying here I 

can slow things down."

S A G O T : What exactly did he mean by "I can slow things down"?

S A N D O R : He meant that he could actively fight every new reckless, 

stupid decree coming from the Communist Party.

S A G O T : I see, he was highly respected, and he could use his

authority and prestige to fight for common sense in a world that was 

falling apart. Kodaly remained in Hungary like a captain in his ship.

I read that in 1957 a government delegation came knocking on his 

door to offer him the Presidency of the Republic! Characteristically 

enough, he declined the honor. It's too bad. W ith Paderewski he 

would have become the second great musician in history to lead a 

nation! Anyway, his decision to stay in Hungary during the war was 

an act of supreme responsibility on his part. I am sure it would have
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been easier to protest against the regime by simply emigrating.

W hen Franco came to power in Spain, most artists and intellectuals 

left the country (Picasso, Unamuno, Ortega y Gasset, Juan Ramon 

Jimenez, Casals, Bunuel), but in all fairness one must say their lives 

were perhaps more seriously threatened there. Just look at what 

they did to poor Federico Garcia Lorca...

S A N D O R : In Hungary Kodaly was immensely respected by 

everybody. Of course, he had to be somewhat diplomatic in his 

statem ents— his words were always extremely well chosen— but he 

still was a very outspoken person. Emma, his wife, was even more 

so. Let me tell you a little story which is also true. Kodaly and 

Emma were in a meeting with the m inister of cultural affairs, whose 

name was, I think, Ortutay. They were there sitting at the table, 

when Emma quite loud told Kodaly: "Listen, he is a communist!" (she

refered to Mr. Ortutay, and used the expression derogatorily). 

However, they didn't touch him or her. Kodaly talked about his 

views whenever he had a chance, and always made it very clear that 

he would not go along the party line. He was very protective with a 

lot of people, not only his former students, but people whom he had 

met socially.

S A G O T : You said the post-war communist regime was established in

Hungary in 1947?

S A N D O R : That is correct. Before that we had the Nazis, who were 

beaten in 1945. Inmediately after their defeat the Russians moved
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in. That was the most difficult time for Hungary. My family was 

there during those years. The Russians came in, and they just 

butchered anybody suspected of having collaborated with the Nazis, 

unfortunately also people who had actually been victims of them, not 

collaborators. Communist officials would break into apartments and 

destroy them because they had the luxury of a bathroom, and 

therefore it could only belong to a capitalist Nazi partisan. It was a 

very dangerous time. There was hardly any food. Kodaly was very 

helpful in getting food for people who were in the hiding. I had a 

brother who had to travel eighty kilometers with a carriage just to 

get some potatos. Kodaly stood there during all those difficult years.

S A G O T : His patriotism shows not only in his actions, but in his music 

too. In 1945 he wrote Over the Martyr's Grave, a work for choir and 

orchestra conceived as a tribute to the war's victims. And in 1954 he 

composed the Zrinyi Hymn, a piece for solo baritone and choir a 

cappella  based on a seventeenth-century pam phlet w ritten by the 

poet and patriot Miklos Zrinyi. The text denounces the horrors of the 

Turkish domination in a way that seems all too allegorical of the 

Stalinian oppression. M utatis mutandi, the gesture reminds me of 

the social upheavals Verdi produced with the im plicit political 

message of N abucco .  Some Hungarian dissidents claim that the Z riny i  

H y m n  was sung by the insurgents of 1956.

SA N D O R : Well, what about the Psalmus Hungaricus\
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S A G O T : The Psalmus Hungaricus was composed in 1923, on the 

occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the unification of Pest, Obuda 

and Buda. Kodaly wrote it when Hungary was at the nadir o f its 

tu rbu len t h is to ry .19 The piece—undoubtedly one of Kodaly's 

m asterworks—is based on Psalm 55, as paraphrased by Hungarian 

poet Kecskemeti Veg, who lived during the early period of the 

Turkish rule. It is a deeply moving allegory of the destiny and 

suffering of Hungarian people: "O... hear the voice of my complaining,

terrors of death are fallen upon me, hide not Thyself from my 

supplication, hatred and wrath of wicked men oppress me." The 

symbolism of the words is unequivocal.

S A N D O R : It is an absolutely marvelous piece, yes. Kodaly conducted

it in Dallas in 1947. In that same concert I played Bartok's Third 

under Dorati. I truly think Kodaly's decision to remain in Hungary 

during all those nightmarish years defines him as a man: first the

communist dictatorship of Bela Kun, then the right wing dictatorship 

of Horthy, followed by the Nazi occupation and finally the communist 

regime! He and his wife traveled a lot, however. I met them once in 

London, where Kodaly was very celebrated.

19In 1919 the Treaty of Trianon reduced Hungary's population fro m
fifty-two to only eight million, and its territory went from 700,000 to ju s t  
95,000 square kms., with the loss of many of its regions, among them S lovak ia , 
where Kodaly was born (Galanta and Nagyszombat became a part of th e  
recently founded state of Czechoslovakia). The glorious A u stro -H u n g a r ia n  
Empire was now an im poverished and demoralized nation, split asunder b y 
revolution and counter-revolution.
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S A G O T : I am not surprised. The fact that he was a predominantly 

choral composer m ust have made him particularly appreciated in a 

country with such great choral tradition.

S A N D O R : I remember a little thing he said then, something which I 

find very cute and revealing. I asked him: "Are you staying at the

same place?" (he had been in London the year before too). "No, we 

can't stay at the same place," he answered, "because our leg hurts." 

Previously he had stayed at a second floor apartment, and Emma, 

who by then was in her nineties, could no longer climb the stairs. 

"Our leg hurts," he said in Hungarian. Emma would accompany 

Kodaly wherever he would go. She was a very bright old lady.

S A G O T : Shortly before Emma's death Kodaly wrote to Ernest

Anserm et a letter where he says:

My wife has recovered with great difficulty from the 
fracture of the thighbone she suffered during the summer of 
1954. We are now living the years of farewell, and sharing 
that painful happiness that so much resembles the joy  and 
expectation of engagem ent.20

S A N D O R : Kodaly was seventy-six years old when she died in 1958,

at the approximate age of ninety-seven. I wrote him a letter of 

condolence and he answered me (I have some letters that I can show 

you  later). H e w as very upset and very sad about Em m a's death.

20Amann, 81.
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The next year he married Sara (Sarolta) Peczely, who was twenty- 

one years old.

S A G O T : Is Sarolta a Hungarian nickname for Sara?

S A N D O R : Well, actually Sarolta is more formal. The Hungarian 

nickname for Sara would be Sari, but Sarolta is the official name. Her

name is Sarolta Peczely. She was and still is a very lovely lady.

Actually she was Zoltan and Emma's godchild. Emma knew about the 

closeness that existed between Zoltan and Sarolta and approved it. 

Apparently Sarolta wanted to become a nun (I can't assure it, but I 

remember having heard about it). She was always very close to the 

Kodalys, and when Emma died she sort of took over her role at the 

side of Zoltan.

SAGOT: I feel a little bit curious here: did Emma foresee the

potential of a relationship between Zoltan and Sarolta and still gave it 

her blessing?

SANDOR: No. Emma and Kodaly simply had this girl whom they

loved as a godchild, so she was in continuous touch with them (she 

lived in Pecs). It is not like Emma told Zoltan: "You are going to 

marry this girl," but Mrs. Kodaly was nevertheless very approving of 

the fact that Sarolta was taking over things for her and for Zoltan.

That is, at any rate, how the story goes. I was not there at that time,

but that is what I have heard. Emma knew Sarolta very well, and
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she was very positive about her closeness to Kodaly. The marriage 

between Zoltan and Sarolta took place a year after Emma's death.

S A G O T : On December 18th, 1958, to be precise.

S A N D O R : Kodaly and his new wife were very happy together. The

sad thing is that immediately after the wedding Kodaly had a 

coronary attack (which is humanly understandable!) He recovered, 

however, and remained in great physical form until he died, close to 

eighty-five years old.

S A G O T : To think that he just died in 1967! Not even thirty years 

have passed since!21 You know, whenever we talk about these kinds 

of mythic figures, it feels like they belong to an almost legendary

past, but the fact is Kodaly was a thoroughly contemporary man, a

person so close to us he could have lived in the same apartment 

complex or taken the same bus we do. I was already four years old 

when he died!

SANDOR: Sure, right. And it was around that time that he started

to come to the United States. There is something else I wanted to tell 

you about Emma, let me see... I always think of so many things!

SAGOT: I have here the book by Percy M. Young, which contains

several pictures of her. She looks like a very strong woman.

21This interview took place in June 1996.
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S A N D O R : You have pictures of her? Good, because I don't have any. 

It would be interesting to include in your thesis both pictures of 

Kodaly as well as of Emma.22

S A G O T : Yes, here are some pictures of her... definitely not what you

would call a pretty woman, at least not in the conventional sense of 

the word.

SA N D O R : No, that she was not.

S A G O T : I also have some drawings made by her... I guess she really

was a m ultitalented woman.

S A N D O R : Yes, she made portraits of Kodaly and Bartok. But let me 

see these pictures: there is Kodaly with Menuhin! Isn't this 

something! Tibor Serly is also in here! And look at this: Szabo, Zeller, 

Jeno Adam... I knew all those people of course! Bardos Lajos is also 

here... now, these two guys I don't know...23

S A G O T : I just saw Tibor Serly, jr., in a documentary about Bartok.24

SA N D O R : Tibor Serly has no son.

22See Appendix p. 278.

23See Appendix p. 285.

24After the Storm: The American Years of  Bela Bartok ,  dir. D onald
Sturrock, 75 min., BBC/MTC Hungary co-production, 1989, videocassette.
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S A G O T : Tibor Serly doesn't have a son? So who is the person who 

appears in the BBC documentary giving some recollections about 

Bartok? I could have sworn there was an interview there with a 

certain Tibor Serly.

SA N D O R : Well, that is him! He had no son!

S A G O T : Is that right? Well, he looked awfully young to me, if we 

consider that in 1945 he was completing the scores of Bartok's Third 

Piano and Viola Concertos.

SA N D O R : Look, here is a picture of Kodaly conducting at Moscow, 

that is interesting.25 And here is Ansermet. He was a wonderful 

person, Ansermet, you know?

S A G O T : I always loved him as a conductor. I know he was a very 

good friend of Kodaly. Several of the letters they exchanged have 

been included in the Jean-Pierre Amann book. Apparently Kodaly 

was very fond of Ansermet's book Les fondements de la musique 

dans la conscience humaine, which he kept recommending to 

everybody. Here we are, here is finally Emma! She was by then 

very old though...

25See Appendix p. 284.
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S A N D O R : Well, as far as I can remember she always was very old. 

Let me see...yes, that's her, that's her all right. And here is Sara with 

Casals and his wife Martita.26 I knew them well. This is Martita, 

from Puerto Rico. They were very good friends. That's Sara again.

So, the age difference between Kodaly's first and second wives was of 

seventy-five years. Isn't that remarkable! Anyway, I was telling 

you Kodaly had this heart attack in 1960 or 1961 I think, but he 

recovered and regained all his physical stamina. I think I already 

told you how in his early eighties he was still beating me at 

swimming in Lake Michigan. He remained in great physical 

condition, but he kept on returning occasionally to the hospital for 

some routine check-ups. On March 5th, 1967, he went to the hospital 

for one of these check-ups. He was perfectly well. The doctors asked 

him to stay in the hospital overnight, and in the middle of the night 

he called the nurse complaining of a pain in his leg. The nurse didn't 

consider it serious and just said: "Okay, tomorrow morning the

doctor is coming." It was an embolism. By the morning he was dead. 

They should have called someone immediately. So, a blood clot was 

the immediate cause of his death. And it was all intended to be just 

a routine check-up!

S A G O T : The ironic—and tragic—thing about his death is that it 

happened in the very place where it could have been easily 

p re v e n te d .

26See Appendix p. 282
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S A N D O R : Isn't that something! Wait a moment, I remember now

what I wanted to tell you about Emma: her name was originally

Schlesinger, then she changed it to Sandor, Emma Sandor. You see, 

when the Austro-Hungarian Jews were emancipated they had to buy 

names. The cheapest ones were simple names like W eiss, Schwartz, 

Roth, etc. The rich ones bought fancy names such as Rosenbluth, 

Goldberg, Himmel, and the like. Then came the nationalistic era, 

and many of them changed to Hungarian names. They had the right 

to do so. Emma Schlesinger became thus Emma Sandor. That doesn't 

mean Sandor is a Jewish name, because there was for instance a 

Count Sandor who of course was not Jewish. Sandor is actually a first 

name, which some people adopted as family name. Sandor means 

A lexander.

S A G O T : Is that right!

S A N D O R : Yes, Sandor is the same as Alexander. So, this family's 

name was originally Schlesinger, and later on they changed it to 

Sandor. Pal Sandor— Emma's brother—was a very well known 

politician. Then Emma Sandor married Mr. Gruber (I don't 

rem em ber his first name). After her husband died, Emma married 

Kodaly in 1910. This means they were married from 1910 until 

1958, when she died. So, as we said, almost half a century of a very 

happy marriage. I mentioned that in 1947 I met Kodaly and Emma 

in Dallas. We were having dinner when Emma said she wanted to do 

some shopping at Neiman Marcus, which as you know is a very 

famous store. Mr. Stanley Marcus, the owner (he was one of five
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brothers) was a great music lover, and happened to be present at the 

concert that night. Emma told him: "I am sorry we are leaving 

tomorrow, because I would have liked to visit your store." So, 

immediately after the concert Marcus went to his store and had it 

opened for her. So, we all went to the store after the concert. There 

were some men working overnight in the store, getting things ready 

for some big sale to take place the next day. I remember her looking 

around for lipstick and other things for herself. She certainly was 

very young in spirit in spite of her age.

S A G O T : So, Kodaly was married to two women, none of them within 

his age range.

S A N D O R : That is right. The first one was twenty years older, the 

second one fifty-five years younger than him. Well, that's all right!

I rem ember when Stokowski m et Gloria Vanderbilt he was sixty- 

seven and she was twenty-three, and people would say: "Well, that

doesn't matter, because by the time he is a hundred-sixty she will be 

a hundred-twenty." So it's perfectly all right. Anyway, Emma was 

an ideal companion for Kodaly, and they really loved each other very 

m uch .

S A G O T : You told me earlier that she was herself a composer. A few 

days ago, browsing through the music section of Fondren Library at 

Rice University I stumbled upon the score of Emma's V aises  

V iennoises .  Kodaly wrote a little foreword which I find m ost moving:
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These melodies may reflect a few personal traits of a most 
remarkable woman, the beloved companion of my life for 
forty-eight years. She did not care to be published, or to figure 
as a composer; her music was just an organic part of her life, as 
well as her very fine piano playing and singing. She was a 
"phantom of delight" for everybody who m et her.27

M aestro, have you heard Emma's compositions?

S A N D O R : Actually I heard some of them. A Kodaly she was not. By 

the way, certain children's pieces now attributed to Bartok and kept 

in the so-called Bartok archives turned out to be Emma' s 

compositions. They were sort of folksy-type pieces. I don't really 

remember how good or bad they were. She must have been 

reasonably talented, but by no means a great composer. She really 

was Kodaly's greatest collaborator, and both he and Bartok had a 

very high opinion of her musical judgement.

S A G O T : Everything seems to suggest that she must have been a

woman of superior intelligence. W hat about Sarolta, his second wife?

S A N D O R : I told you earlier that Kodaly generally spoke very few

words. As years went by, he mellowed a little bit, and by the time 

he m et Sara he had become quite talkative. I particularly remember 

a very wonderful interview he once gave. For about an hour he 

expressed his views about music and other things in a very open, 

bright way.

27Emma Kodaly. Vaises Viennoises (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 1965).
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S A G O T : How is it that Sarolta appeared in Kodaly's life?

SA N D O R : As I said, Sarolta was Zoltan and Emma's godchild.

Sarolta's family was very close to the Kodaly family. They were good 

friends. She dedicated her whole life to Kodaly. In these pictures 

you can see her with Zoltan, when they both came to the United 

States, in 1966.28 I don't think she came much to this country after 

that year.

S A G O T : Is she still alive?

S A N D O R : Of course she is alive! Look at this picture of her: it was 

ju st taken last year!29 She lives in Budapest now. She is a very 

attractive woman. She was twenty-one years old in 1959, which 

means she would have been born in 1938. She is a mature but 

youthful lady, now in charge of the Kodaly Museum. Zoltan and Sara 

lived in an apartment on Andrassy Ut #89. That street was renamed 

"Red Army Avenue" by the communists. Now it is back to Andrassy 

Ut, but the nearby plaza is called Kodaly ter. Kodaly and Sarolta 

lived a very nice, luxurious home. There is where I happened to 

visit him during the war years. I went there recently: it is now the

Kodaly Museum. It contains lots of manuscripts, books, statues, 

paintings, etc. She organizes and custodiates all of it: she really is

like the widow of a monument. Sarolta never rem arried after

28See Appendix p. 275.

29See Appendix p. 279.
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Kodaly's death, and I don't know much about her personal life.

Lovely woman. She was a singer, as a matter of fact she still sings. 

She studied singing quite formally, but she is by no means a top level 

singer. A couple of years ago Sarolta and I participated in a chamber 

recital in Obuda. She sang some Lieder by Liszt, and I had great 

pleasure accompaning her. Sarolta is very active as a champion of 

the Kodaly method.

S A G O T : In one of his letters to Ansermet Kodaly says that in order

to understand the nature of his relation with Sarolta one had to read 

Goethe's sonnet W achstung .30 That is a truly fascinating little 

confession on his part, which brings us to the question of Kodaly's 

vast literary culture: he was proficient in German, French, English,

Slovakian and, of course, his native tongue. He studied Hungarian 

literature in depth, and wrote his doctoral thesis on the subject of the 

strophic structure of his homeland's folk song.

S A N D O R : He was a man of great culture, yes, just like Bartok, who 

spoke fluently no less than fourteen languages.

S A G O T :  The difference between these two geniuses may perhaps be

sumed up in a little anecdote Kodaly tells Ansermet in an interview 

broadcasted in 1946 by the Radio of the Suisse Romande:

I remember once a pianist asked Bartok: "Why do you enjoy
writing such terrible dissonances? It is after all quite ugly, 
you know?" Bela answered: "It's because life happens to

30Amann, 83.
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be ugly." As for me, I think life is beautiful, in spite of all its 
u g l in e s s .31

31Amann, 66.
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Maestro Sandor and I are once again ready to face the difficult 

but immensely rewarding task of bringing alive Kodaly, in all his 

multifarious complexity: the composer, the man, the teacher, the

patriot, the friend, the husband... not the father though, for he had no 

children. The thousands of youngsters who received the blessing of 

music through his teaching became his true spiritual progeny. In a 

way he was a spiritual father to all Hungarians. In today's interview 

maestro Sandor and I will focus on the composer's pedagogical 

legacy.

When, in 1907, Kodaly was appointed to fill the vacant Chair of 

Musical Theory at the Liszt Academy, he was not yet twenty-five; 

and at the end of twelve months he took over the first-year students 

in the Composition Department from the retiring professor, Koessler. 

His appointment was a turning-point in the history of the Academy. 

From the time of Liszt and Erkel onwards a large proportion of the

teaching staff had been Germans. Thanks to scholars such as

Volkmann, Herzfeld, and Koessler, the Liszt Academy rapidly 

achieved a European reputation, but the language they taught in, and 

more significantly the whole spirit of their teaching, rem ained 

German. To change this state of affairs was the task of a new 

generation, mainly Dohnanyi, Bartok and Kodaly. M aestro Sandor 

was a witness to the historical process that transform ed the 

Academy into a center of Hungarian musical culture. Through Kodaly 

he assimilated all the best in the musical heritage of W estern Europe,

together with the recently discovered treasure of M agyar folklore.

Maestro Sandor occupies a special place among Kodaly's many 

distinguished students (unlike Bartok, who as a pedagogue produced
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very few outstanding musicians, Kodaly left a legion of pupils to 

carry on his legacy). He pioneered his piano compositions at a time 

when such music was still received with considerable reticence by 

critics and audiences in general. Some of Bartok's and Kodaly's most 

daring piano pieces were featured in his early recitals in Europe and 

America (Carnegie Hall) during the thirties. Although from our 

present perspective this may seem difficult to understand, such 

music was then considered little less than "blasphemous"— to use the 

maestro's own word. Nowadays a pianist can easily make a career 

performing mostly Bartok and Kodaly. Back in the thirties, however, 

the frequent programming of this kind of music could well have 

m eant the "kiss of death" for a performer whose career was not yet 

fully consolidated— as was maestro Sandor's case. He still was willing 

to take the risk, and history has proven him right. This is a personal 

triumph for him, and although he does not dwell on it, I know he 

m ust have often thought about it with legitim ate satisfaction.

Something peculiar happens when m aestro Sandor evokes 

Kodaly the teacher: it is almost as if he became again a student.

During these momentary regressions his discourse becomes quieter, 

less assertive, and even more admiring than usual. As for me, I 

secretly celebrate this little discovery, which somehow makes me 

feel closer to him. It goes to prove that in life we are all destined to 

play the dual role of the great master and the humble student, of 

Moses and Joshua.

M aestro Sandor and I have agreed to keep our conversation 

within the boundaries of this particular topic, but I suspect our
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solemn vow will remain in the realm of good intentions. As we all 

know, digressions are often the best part of a dialogue.

The microphone is on, and like the amanuensis of ancient 

times, I grasp pen and paper, ready to take note...

S A N D O R : I studied composition with Kodaly at the Liszt Academy in 

Budapest, between the years 1928-1933, when he was in his late 

forties. He always was quite stingy with words. He never said three 

words when he could say two, or never said two when he could say 

one, and he was quite comfortable with no words at all.

S A G O T : I sensed that when reading his book Folk Music o f  Hungary. 

It is rather laconic. Although the essays compiled in his S e le c te d  

W ri t in g s32 have a more lyrical quality, his style rem ains extremely 

lean and economic.

S A N D O R : Well, in art that is wonderful, because economy is really 

the most important thing. I remember, for instance, when we 

started the school year he would come into the classroom without 

ever saying "good morning" or "how was the summer?" Never, 

nothing, absolutely nothing! He just came in, sat down and started to 

work as if the preceding class had just been yesterday. At the end of 

the school year, he never said "goodbye" or "see you next term": not

one word! I remember I once invited him to one of my concerts,

32The Selected Writings of Zoltan K o d a ly , ed. Ferenc Bonis and  
Zenemiikiado Vallalat, trans. Lili Haldpy and Fred M acnicol (London: Boosey & 
Hawkes, 1974).
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when I was eighteen years old. He came to the concert, where 

among other things I was playing the Liszt Sonata. I saw him 

afterwards and asked him: "How did you like the concert?" "You did

not resolve that seventh note in the sonata," was his answer, and he 

was right. There is a certain passage where you have to hear the G 

as well as its resolution: the F. That was his comment! So, as you can 

see he was very stingy with words.

S A G O T : Not a very complimentary man at all!

S A N D O R : However, a letter of recommendation he wrote for me was 

very eloquent, really  wonderful!

S A G O T : A letter in German, signed in Budapest in 1936, I have read

it. There he proclaims you one of the best pianists of the young 

generation, both in the classical as well as in the modern repertoire.33

S A N D O R : After the war I went to Dallas (1946 or 47, I think it was). 

I played with Antal Dorati Bartok's Third Concerto, and there was 

Kodaly with his first wife Emma. Kodaly conducted his P sa lm u s  

H u n g a r ic u s  in the same concert. I saw them at lunch at the Baker 

Hotel, so I greeted them. "You got wrinkled," was all he said.

S A G O T : That was his greeting?

33See Appendix p. 262.
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S A N D O R : Yes, and I saw him again in Budapest after eight or nine 

years: "You got wrinkled!" he said again with a smile. No small talk,

never, ever. He only said the most essential things. Later on he 

changed: by the time we were together in Michigan during the

sixties he had become more talkative.

S A G O T : Kodaly's profound understanding of the importance of

musical pedagogy can be seen in a memorable thought from his 

essay "Children's Chorus," compiled in the book The Selected Writings 

o f  Zoltan Kodaly. There he says:

It is much more important who the singing master at 
Kisvarda is than who the director of the Opera House in 
Budapest is, because a poor director will fail. (Often even a 
good one). But a bad teacher may kill off the love of music for 
thirty years from thirty classes of pupils.34

S A N D O R : He is absolutely right!

S A G O T : Maestro Sandor, as a composition student of Kodaly in the

Liszt Academy of Budapest, do you find in retrospect that it was 

useful for your performing career to have received all that training 

with him?

S A N D O R : May I say this: I think everybody who is a musician 

should study composition— everybody! We often don't realize that 

when we listen to music, that music comes from somewhere and goes 

somewhere else. We tend to worry only about the notes and the

34The Selected Writings o f  Zoltan Kodaly, 124.
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"feeling" of the music, as conveyed by tempo and dynamics (you 

know: if it should go faster or louder, etc.) Actually, composition is a 

tremendously im portant thing. It will help you understand how 

things come around in a given piece of music. In any musical work 

the biggest dramatic climaxes are in places which are the most 

distant from the tonic, so if  your point of departure is wrong you will 

miss the climax. I am not just talking about the loudest moments, 

because some compositions are loud nearly all the way through. I 

refer to those climactic moments which are usually in the most 

remote harmonic relationship to the tonic. So, in order to plan ahead 

your dramatic climaxes it is fundamental to know where is the tonic. 

You take for instance Bartok's Allegro Barbaro: it's mostly fortissimo!

The tonal plan of the piece is what gives away where the climax 

really is. Same thing with Beethoven, Mozart or any great composer.

S A G O T : Rachmaninoff once said that every piece of music should

have one and only one culminating climax. His own music illustrates 

very eloquently this concept. In spite of the fact that there are 

usually so many intense emotional passages in his compositions, 

there is always a climactic moment that towers above all the others 

and towards which everything else seems to go.

S A N D O R : Usually the climax is placed where the harmonic tension is

the strongest (of course, it also tends to be the loudest moment). If 

you have several of those moments, you have to make an educated 

cho ice . Although this may seem an obvious thing to say, 

determining the tonality of a piece is crucial in order to convey in
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your performance the harmonic tension of its climax. Chopin's 

Fantasy Op. 49, for instance, is actually in A-flat, and yet people call 

it Fantasy in F minor! It is not at all in F minor! The introduction is 

in F minor, but the main theme, the recapitulation, the cadenza and

the coda are all in A-flat.

SA GOT: The same thing happens in Tchaikovsky's First Piano

Concerto: the introduction is in D-flat major, but the vast remaining

of the movement is in B-flat minor (it does end in B-flat major, 

h o w ev er).

S A N D O R : Well, major or minor are irrelevant here, what counts is 

the tonal center. In both cases we have independent introductions in

the parallel keys (F minor for Chopin and D-flat major for

Tchaikovsky), which do not tell us what the real tonalities of the 

pieces are. There are plenty of such instances in the piano literature. 

Chopin's Second Scherzo is not in B-flat minor at all. The first and 

second themes are in D-flat major. The middle section is in A major, 

which is an enharmonic of B-double flat, thus a third relationship to 

D-flat, (A major could hardly be explained in relation to B-flat). The 

end too is in D-flat. I have talked about this with Rubinstein, 

Ashkenazy, Van Cliburn, and many others. I particularly rem ember 

mentioning this to Rubinstein after he had played the piece. "What 

do you mean?" he told me. "Well, there are five flats in the key 

signature, but the fact is the whole piece is in D-flat and certainly 

ends in D-flat," I pointed out to him. "Yes, but Chopin called it B-flat 

minor Scherzo," he retorted. Actually Chopin never called it "B-flat
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minor Scherzo," he simply called it "Second Scherzo," and put five 

flats. There is a deceptive recapitulation which suggests a turn 

towards B-flat minor, but ultim ately all the themes are reexposed in 

D-flat major. The final section is in D-flat beyond any doubt.

S A G O T : The final jump clearly rubricates the key of D-flat, a jump 

which is, incidentally, so easy to miss!

S A N D O R : Who cares if one misses it! Anyway, let's consider 

Chopin's Second Ballade.

SA G O T : The one in F?

S A N D O R : Always look at the end, rather than the beginning of the

piece: A minor! The opening is F, but halfway through it we are

already in A minor. The fortissimo section is in A minor. The 

recapitulation comes in D minor, which is the subdominant of A, a 

very baroque way of bringing back the first theme. The piece ends 

with a long coda in A minor. It's all in A minor! You see, people live 

with these errors, without ever checking things critically. That is 

why, when analyzing Bartok or Kodaly, it is so important to look at 

the end of the piece first, because the beginning can often be tonally 

misleading. The fact that Chopin's Second Scherzo starts with B-flat 

does not mean that B-flat is the tonality of the piece. The real 

tonality is established in the second page. I remember when I told 

Ashkenazy about Chopin's Second Scherzo, he said: "You are right,

but I still hear it in B-flat minor," so I told him: "Well, try to hear it
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in D-flat major: it is much more interesting!" And when I talked to

Van Cliburn, he said: "Of course it is in D-flat major, but everybody

calls it B-flat minor Scherzo, so why should I bother!" I guess he was 

righ t.

SAGOT: If you change in a program the "official" tonality of Chopin's

Second Scherzo, people and most critics would probably think of it as 

a mistake. I personally would not dare doing it, unless I could 

include some program notes explaining the facts, or perhaps even a 

little oral commentary, provided that the situation would allow it.

S A N D O R : I played it once in San Francisco, and explicitly wrote D- 

flat. There was a very good review, but it said: "The Second Scherzo,

which Mr. Sandor erroneously called D-flat major was very well 

performed bla bla bla..." So I wrote him a long analysis, which he 

never answ ered.

S A G O T : He should have at least acknowledged his gratitude for

what I regard as a free masterclass in harmony and musical form!

S A N D O R : The same thing happens all the time in Juilliard. You 

know, people are so condescending: "Yes, we know you call it D-flat

major yes, yes..." Those guys teach harmony and analysis. Why 

don't they simply apply to Chopin's Scherzo the same rules they 

teach? You can't avoid the issue, you can't call it B-flat minor. You 

know, the same thing happens in all the four Ballades: none of them

starts in the tonic.
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S A G O T : What about the Third Scherzo?

S A N D O R : It also starts with an introduction in a different key: the 

Neapolitan of C-sharp minor. This kind of thing occurs all the time. 

That is why pianists should study composition. Seriously: it is not

just a matter of luxury, Jacques. With Kodaly we had composition 

classes three times a week (they took place in the afternoon). He had 

a very particular style of teaching. He never told you what to do; he 

only told you what not to do. We covered first the simplest, most 

primitive musical form: the motif. Then "sentences," "periods,"

"paragraphs," then binary and ternary forms, rondos, suites, the 

sonata form, and so on. We had to study of course harmony: four-

part harmony is extremely important. (In spite of Kodaly's constant 

admonitions, we would all make the mistake of using parallel 

oc taves).

S A G O T : No parallel octaves or fifths: we have all gone through that.

So, would Kodaly go around the class looking for those kinds of 

tra n sg re ss io n s?

S A N D O R : Well, they are forbidden as you know. Now, what is the 

reason for parallel octaves not to be allowed in four-part harmony?

S A G O T : Supposedly, because in the context of four independently 

moving parts, parallel octaves would create a feeling of lack of 

harm onic motion, of stagnation.
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S A N D O R : A voice disappears! If you have a four-part chorale you 

have four voices to take care of: you can not allow one of them to 

die, or vanish. Parallel octaves and fifths provoke the aural effect of 

the momentary disappearance of one voice, because two parts fuse 

together into one: that's why you can not use them. Now, that of

course doesn't mean that Bach never ever used them. But very 

seldom do they appear in his music. Let's not forget, Jacques, that 

none of these rules is a hundred per cent valid. But it is safe to say 

that m ost of them are applied in ninety-five per cent of the cases.

You may find of course exceptions: we live after all in a free world,

and everybody must have a chance to try different things once in a 

while, but let's face the facts: there are some fundamental principles 

which unquestionably exist. The essence of four-part writing is the 

interaction between four voices. By using parallel octaves or fifths 

one of your parts vanishes, just like in a unison. If in a four-part 

chorale you have the tenor and the bass moving together, then one of 

them will disappear, since it will cease to be perceived as an active 

voice. Another rule has of course to do with the handling of 

dissonances, with tension and relaxation. You have to prepare them 

and resolve them downwards. These are not arbitrary laws: they

are dictated by the need to resolve the conflicts of harmonic 

o v e rto n es .

S A G O T : I remember analyzing a Bach chorale where there were

actually several parallel octaves and fifths for purely descriptive 

purposes, you know: "word-painting." In this case, the text had to
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do with the concept of death, and then it was indeed appropriate for 

Bach to convey that idea by means of the harmonic stillness that 

inevitably comes from the use of parallel octaves and fifths.

S A N D O R : Well, then it's fine, because by doing so one of the voices 

indeed "dies."

S A G O T : It is interesting that even Bach, that high priest of the rules 

of voice-leading, would transgress the law under exceptional 

circumstances, by including open fifths for dramatic purposes. W hat 

was Kodaly's pedagogical approach to Bach's chorales? Did he go 

around the room scrutinizing your harm onizations and fishing for 

parallel octaves, like a teacher I once had?

S A N D O R : Well, we knew very well we were not supposed to use 

such parallelisms. Let me put it this way: he didn't tell us: "Okay,

here is how you harmonize Bach's chorales." He would rather say: 

"For W ednesday you will bring four chorale-preludes harmonized." 

Usually we were given the melody and the bass. Sometimes only the 

melody. Then he would check the harmonizations, correct our 

mistakes and show us other options to avoid parallelisms or other 

mishaps. By eliminating faults we would learn how to write correct 

four-part harmony. That was our first training. He never explained 

things ahead. He would say: "Next week we will study the pure

rondo form." Then he would show us what to do, and if he wouldn't 

then you were supposed to find out.
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S A G O T : Not at all a smothering, overbearing kind of teacher!!

S A N D O R : That he was not. Then you would have to bring five 

rondos to the class. He would for instance correct the tonal plan of 

them: "The tonality you chose for this section is too distant from

your home key: you should use tonalities that are related to each

other." So, if the piece is, say, in D, you don't want to have an episode 

in G-flat.

S A G O T : So, say you would compose an ABACA rondo, for instance.

S A N D O R : A pure rondo, okay. Let's say the tonality was C. The 

episode could be in G or E or F or A, but certainly not in F-sharp.

W hy? Because in your episodes you usually have some tonal relation 

with the tonal center of your refrain. Episodes may use new 

material, but remain tonally close to the refrain. Now, if it is a large 

rondo form, then maybe you may digress to more distant keys, for 

instance... let me see... the Waldste in  Sonata, no, wait a minute: that's

not a rondo.

S A G O T : I believe the last movement of the Waldste in  is a rondo-

sonata, thus a hybrid of rondo and sonata form, with a substantial 

developm ent as m iddle section.

SA N D O R : You are right, its form is ABACA, where C has some 

modulatory, developmental characteristics. W hen we go back to the 

tonic after this "development" theme B is omitted. Anyway, in a
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rondo of small proportions, you better stay within the orbit of your 

tonal center during the episodes: just don't go too far away.

S A G O T : In a simple, concise rondo form, if you choose a very distant 

key for your episode, the retransition to the home key for the next 

appearance of the refrain will have an extension and complexity that 

would be out of proportion with the general length of the sections. 

The farther away you go, the longer it will take you to come back 

hom e!

S A N D O R : The rondo is overall a rather primitive form. You have a 

refrain which keeps reappearing, alternating with a num ber of 

episodes. How many you put, that's up to you. Then you have an 

optional coda. You may have pieces like the second movement of 

Beethoven's C minor Op. 10, No. 1 Sonata. It is a sonata form with no 

development. There is a first theme, a second theme, a closing 

theme, then comes a dominant chord, and the whole thing is 

recapitulated. So, the sonata form gives room for very substantial 

variants. But in order for you to take the liberty of varying it, you 

must first know very well the fundamental structure of the form.

S A G O T : There is nowadays no academic program that does not

include courses on formal analysis, musical form, analytical 

techniques, and so on. Don't these courses work just as well, in terms 

of giving you an inner knowledge of a piece's structure, its essence 

and form al peculiarities? Today performers are hardly ever 

requested to take composition classes in most university programs.
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Don't you think formal analysis would be an adequate substitute for 

th e m ?

S A N D O R : Okay, well, let's take the two words and see what they 

mean. Analysis: when you analyze something you take it apart.

Composition: when you compose you create something new, then

you put things together, you assemble parts. It's not the same thing!

S A G O T : The mental operation behind composition is the synthesis,

the one behind analysis is the dissection. Formal analysis is 

nevertheless a very important thing: its goal goes far beyond

determining a piece's structure. Analysis tries to elucidate the 

reasons behind the author's compositional choices. A truly lucid 

analysis will not stop at description: it will attempt to answer the

question "why?"

S A N D O R : One thing is to analyze, and a very different thing is to 

create something. You can only analyze what already exists. It's not 

enough to know how to, you have to do it too! How you do it, that's 

up to you, and there is where the genius or the mere craftsman 

shows. A genius can create something brand new with very fam iliar 

tools. That's precisely what a composer like Alfred Schnittke does: 

create things that are totally different from anything you have heard 

before, utilizing utterly familiar tools. I have often played his music: 

I think he is one of the greatest among contemporary composers.
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S A G O T : Okay, and after going through the Bach chorales, the rondo

and all that, were you ever asked to write full-fledged sonata forms?

S A N D O R : Sonata forms? Dozens! We went up and up! We had to 

compose fugues, suites, quartets, masses, every im portant form had 

to be mastered. There is a very interesting concept: a modern

composer's duty is to create new things, right? However, in the field 

of form you can't really create anything new. It will always be a 

two- or a three-part thing! All the forms we know are either binary, 

ternary, or a combination of them. You may have a one-part 

composition too, but that is all. Of course, you can interpolate a 

developmental area, but then you have ABA, where B stands for the 

development. You can have what they call "bridge form" (often used 

to describe Bartok's pieces: ABCBA). That is essentially a symmetric 

fo rm .

S A G O T : It's like an arch form. Ultimately it could also be considered 

an expanded form of ABA, thus tripartite: AB=A, C=B, BA=A.

S A N D O R : It's a case of mirror symmetry. So, in the realm of form 

what can possibly be new? I see only one possibility, and that is not 

new at all: if you use some of Bach's forms. In his fugues you have 

an exposition of material, a totally free development, and a 

restitution of the tonic in the recapitulation. There you have really 

more freedom than in a sonata form or a rondo, because after 

presenting the main material anything goes. You could also 

introduce new m aterial.
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S A G O T : Which very seldom occurs in the developments— no matter

how elaborated— of the classical or even romantic sonata (although 

Beethoven does it in the first movement of his Eroica Symphony,  for 

in stan ce).

S A N D O R : You can bring new material and combine it with old 

m aterial, you can do whatever you want as long as you establish the 

balance by "going back home" tonally. That is the single most 

im portant formal feature of all forms. If not, then your structure 

gets lopsided. There is where the modern composers may still have 

a chance to explore new formal procedures. In general, however, it 

is practically impossible to come up with something new in the field 

of form. You can not create any fundamental new forms. All you can 

do is develop, enlarge, or infuse more variety into existent forms. 

W hich brings us to a very different area, because contemporary 

composers who are obsessed to come up with something new have 

incorporated into their music sounds and noises that have no pitch. 

Penderecki utilizes whispers, noises, all kinds of things. I am afraid 

people should realize that there is a fundam ental difference between 

periodic vibrations— pitches— and non-periodic vibrations— sounds and 

noises. You can use scratching, pounding or steely noises that can 

undoubtedly be very descriptive (they can make you laugh, or scare 

you), but these acoustic phenomena, these sounds have other rules 

than the ones that govern what we call music. You can mix non

pitched instruments with music as long as music dominates (in 

Beethoven's Pastora l  Symphony you have all those thunder noises),
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but the whole thing is based on "music," which in turn is 

inconceivable without pitch. So, its musical rules are valid. In music 

we are nowadays approaching another kind of art which I would 

perhaps call "acoustic art form," that is not subjected to the norms of 

music. The problem  with many contemporary composers is they are 

trying to apply musical rules to these noises, and that just doesn't 

work, because these non-periodic-vibration sounds require totally 

different aesthetics. Just like the laws of literature are different 

from the laws of music.

S A G O T : This new kind of music seems to be only limited by the 

possibilities of acoustics, rather than by any musical form.

S A N D O R : Absolutely. Let's start by a very fundamental thing: you 

can't hear a darn thing, unless it's over 20 vibrations per second. Nor 

can you hear anything that goes over 40, 000. Anything that is 

beyond those limits you will not hear at all. That's for music. Now, 

with sound, you can have color, timbre, rhythm, texture, but you 

don't need to have pitch, right? So, you have to somehow interrelate 

these sounds through other media than pitch. That implies a totally 

different world, different aesthetics! There are a lot of compositions 

nowadays for percussion instruments with or without pitch. They 

are beginning to move in that direction. Because, may I say this: 

this new kind of art form ("sound art form"— we will call it) is just as 

expressive or more so than music. It just happens to be a different 

thing. I am not saying, however, that this new art form doesn't have 

any of the constitutive elements of music. It does share with it the
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element of volume (the fact that something is loud or soft makes all 

the difference in the world, whether for periodic or non-periodic 

vib rations). T he e lem en ts o f  rhythm , pu lsation  and co lo r  are a lso  

present in this "acoustic art form." But it is nevertheless a different 

thing. You can express lots of amazing things with this new sonorous 

w orld .

S A G O T : So, rhythm, pulsation, color, dynamics and texture would be

the common elements to both music and "acoustic art form."

S A N D O R : Now, you could mix them, just like so many arts have 

been combined: music and dance, for instance. However, I must say

that in these cases there is always one form of art that prevails over 

the other. If you choreograph Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique,  the 

music loses vis-a-vis  the dance. You can have dance with hardly any 

accompanying sounds. Dance is primarily a visual art. Absolute 

music is a purely acoustic form of art: you don't need anything to

see when you listen to it. Nowadays music is often associated to 

visual things, mainly due to television, but essentially music is an 

autonomous form of art. Sounds, in the other hand, can be mixed 

with a lot of things, in order to create a whole new acoustic and 

visual aesthetics. Somebody will sooner or later come and develop 

this concept in a potentially m asterful way.

S A G O T : Maestro, if you allow me to go back to your years with 

Kodaly, at which point during your studies were you introduced to 

the Palestrina world?
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S A N D O R : Second year. We analyzed a lot of Palestrina. You know 

something? We never studied solfeggio.

S A G O T : That is amazing, considering how much importance Kodaly 

attached to this discipline. He claimed that every child should be 

initiated into music through singing, rather than piano or any other 

instrum ent (ninety-nine per cent of the pianos in the world are out 

of tune, he would say, and singing is, anyhow, the primary and most 

natural form of music making). For that purpose he created his 

famous solmization method, which I myself never used, not having 

studied with the Kodaly method.35

S A N D O R : Some of us may differ. I personally don't think the

mechanics of his solmization method are so important. I believe that 

what he really had in mind was that, at the most basic level, you 

should learn to name the notes not in terms of C, D, E, but of do, re, 

mi.  For beginners that may be good, but what about the ones that 

have perfect pitch? With the movable do they would get lost! They 

see a sol  and have to say do I So, the traditional manner of naming 

notes may be practical and useful for the most rudimentary level of 

musical instruction. The moment music starts to modulate, naming

35It must be observed that in the mise au p o in t  of his method K odaly  
utilizes elements from previous theorists and pedagogues. The so lm iza tio n  
principle was created by Guido D'Arezzo in the eleventh-century , while th e  
rhythmic structure of the method comes from Jacques Dalcroze. K odaly's 
originality lies in his system atization of these components into a c o h e r e n t  
m ethod .
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notes becomes rather futile. Anyway, I luckily never had to study 

solfeggio, never needed it and still am able to live without it.

S A G O T : I am afraid the study of solfeggio as a skill per  se is dying 

all over the world. Some of my former teachers were real virtuosos 

of this discipline. I never studied it, and frankly what you say frees 

me, to a certain extent, from the guilt complex I always suffered for 

such a weakness in my musical training. I suspect, however, that 

Kodaly would not have been very happy with us. He often 

mentioned the neglect of solfeggio as one of the direct causes of 

Hungary's "musical illiteracy."

S A N D O R : Sarolta, the composer's widow, is very active as a

champion of the Kodaly method. As you know, the method is very 

dissem inated in the United States. There are centers everywhere 

that specialize in its systematic application. It is a very prosperous 

and successful undertaking. I think its real value is questionable. As 

I said, I am not sure the solmization method with the movable do  is 

that good for advanced musicians. It is undoubtedly useful for 

beginners. W hen you have music that modulates, you start having 

problems with the denominations: the do becomes sol,  and so on. It

is a rather limited method. Just like the Suzuki method in Japan has 

proven ideal for beginners, maybe the Kodaly system is better suited 

for them. I would not blindly and foolishly subscribe to it. The sad 

part is that Kodaly is now much better known as the founder of a 

pedagogical method than as a composer. His music is not played 

nearly as much as it should.
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S A G O T : That is a very sad truth. When I was preparing this 

interview I researched in the Music Index  to find out about any 

recent publications on the subject of Kodaly: ninety-per-cent of

them were on pedagogically related topics. I wasn't able to find a 

single satisfactory overview of his piano music, much less a detailed 

analysis. Absolutely nothing! On the other hand, there are 

symposiums, magazines and plenty of literature about the Kodaly 

m eth o d .

S A N D O R : You can be sure it brings a lot of money too! When the 

comm ercialization of the Kodaly method started there were still a lot 

of problems with the Hungarian currency, which was then very low. 

Declaring all the money the method produced must have been a 

considerable legal problem. By now I am sure they must have taken 

care of all that. Being a singer herself, Sarolta is, as I said, very 

active in the promotion of the method. I wish Kodaly's piano music 

would be as efficiently promoted. His two piano sets, Op. 3 and Op.

11, are very important. His orchestra works, chamber, vocal and 

stage compositions are no less significant.

S A G O T : I think Kodaly's insistence on the importance of solfeggio

and singing in general has to do with his philosophical and 

humanistic view of musical culture. Allow me to quote a couple of 

paragraphs from his essay "Children's Choirs," an extraordinary 

reflection on the social role of the art of singing:
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In many people's view the playing of instruments is the only 
course leading to results. We must lead great masses to 
music. An instrumental culture can never become a culture of 
masses. Instruments have become expensive and the num ber 
of pupils earning to play instruments has fallen. Many of my 
young friends, pupils between eleven and fourteen, have their 
share of the struggle with life; there are quite a few wage- 
earners among them. However, delivering the milk or the 
newspaper in the morning and such like does not yield enough 
for violin or other music lessons. Should they be for this 
reason deprived of the blessing of music for a lifetime? Why is 
it only through tormenting the violin, through strumming on 
the piano that the path leads to the holy mountain of music? 
Indeed, it often rather leads away from it.36

Such statement is not only correct from a purely musical 

standpoint, but shows as well a remarkable degree of social 

awareness on the part of Kodaly. Earlier on in that same essay, he 

s ta tes:

Today singing is the Cinderella among school subjects. But this 
is in vain: the Prince will come to fetch her; the shoe will fit 
only her foot. No other subject can serve the child's 
welfare—physical and spiritual— as well as music. W ith us it is 
scarcely every twentieth person who uses his speech and 
breathing organs correctly. This, too, should be learned during 
the singing lesson. The discipline of rhythm, the training of 
throat and lungs set singing right beside gymnastics. Both of 
them, no less than food, are needed daily. Is there anything 
more demonstrative of social solidarity than a choir? Many 
poeple unite to do something that can not be done by a single
person alone, however talented he or she may be; there the
work of everyone is equally important, and the mistake of a 
single person can spoil everything. I do not want to declare
that the peerless solidarity of British society and the discipline
of the British individual have been created by choirs. But there 
may be some connection between them and the six-hundred-

36 The Selected Writings of Zoltan Kodaly, 123.
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year-old choral culture. In the same way as one of the reasons 
for the difference between British and Hungarian workmen is 
that the former sing and know Bach's B minor Mass, too.37

S A N D O R : Such concern and commitment with the musical education 

of his countrymen truly define Kodaly as a human being!

S A G O T : In another essay entitled "After the First Solfege

Competition" he brilliantly elaborates on the same topic:

Understand once and for all what this is all about: the 
psychological procedure of our whole m usic-making is faulty— it 
must be inverted. So far it is the fingers that have run ahead, 
with the head and the heart hobbling after them. The way of 
the true musician is the opposite: he starts with the head and 
the heart and from there directs the fingers, the larynx or 
whatever instrument. It is because they do not go about it in 
this way that so many of our pianists play mechanically. When 
someone is twenty or thirty they announce that he has no 
talent. But perhaps if he had tried to make music with his 
voice when he was six years old, he might have come closer to 
the soul of music and his piano playing might have been more 
musical as a result.38

So, for Kodaly, the proper education of the voice was the key to 

any musical training, the very essence of musicianship. He sustains 

this conviction with social, philosophical and even physiological 

reasons that are, in my view, undebatable.

S A N D O R : He was indeed an extraordinary man. His lessons, which 

as I said took place three times a week in the afternoons, were very

31 The Selected Writings of Zoltan Kodaly, 121.

313The Selected Writings o f  Zoltan Kodaly, 163.
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interesting. He had a phenomenal memory, he could remember 

every single piece any of his students had ever submitted to him.

We discovered this when we brought him compositions that we had 

submitted a few years before, only now modified by revision. Not 

only did he remember the note by note detail of the original 

submittal but he even recalled when he had corrected it the first 

time. It seemed that he was capable of remembering every note he 

had ever heard!

S A G O T : Not unlike the legendary mnemonic feats attributed to

M ozart.

S A N D O R : Yes, he had an absolutely incredible mind. In addition to 

his memory, he m aintained throughout his life an exceptional power 

of concentration which enabled him to divide his attention between 

several matters simultaneously, much like a m aster chess player 

involved in playing several opponents at the same time. He often did 

four things at the same time. He could, for instance 1) read a score,

2) answer questions as they were posed by the students, 3) listen to 

another fellow playing his own composition, 4) watch those who 

were writing assignments on the blackboard: all of that with

com plete efficacy.

S A G O T : Which musical styles did you explore with him?
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S A N D O R : As I said, we studied sixteenth-century counterpoint with

him for about three years: Palestrina, Di Lasso. For three years we

practiced nothing else but that.

S A G O T : You spent three years doing only sixteenth-century

c o u n te rp o in t?

S A N D O R : Well, not only, but mostly. The composition major course 

took five years. During the first year we studied four-part harmony. 

Then we spent about three years with Palestrina and Di Lasso. I 

think around that time Kodaly was considering writing a book on 

Palestrina, which he finally didn't do. So he had us copying all the 

two-part sections of his masses and motets. Three years of that! 

Kodaly's rationale was that if  we knew in depth the pre-Bach 

compositional resources, we would be better able to judge not only 

modern styles, but also the future trends in music. He was basically 

correct in his premise because after all so much of contemporary 

music does use pre-Bach idioms.

S A G O T : Actually, what you tell me is very consistent with Kodaly's

musical philosophy. He speaks reverently of Palestrina in several of 

his essays. In his book on Hungarian folk music he states:

In its choice of intervals Hungarian folksong agrees almost 
entirely with the two peaks in melodic evolution, namely 
Gregorian Chant and the melodic style of Palestrina. In both 
cases we are confronted with an unison m elody style conceived 
without the need of vocal harmony. Despite its polyphonic 
matrix, Palestrina's melodic line never belies its m onophonic 
character. In Hungarian folk music, the choice of intervals is
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strongly influenced by the pentatonic feeling, still very m uch
alive today.39

I am sure Kodaly found quite an affinity in nature between 

Palestrina's melodic lines and the contours of the Hungarian tunes he 

had so thoroughly studied and catalogued. Palestrina's choice of 

intervals was very limited and extremely well regulated: those are 

also typical features of the Magyar pentatonic melodies.

S A N D O R : Let me ask you now: regulated by whom or by what?

S A G O T : I don't know. You tell me.

S A N D O R : I will tell you. You know, Palestrina's job was to make 

house-cleaning. There was chaos in those days in vocal writing. 

Palestrina was appointed by the Pope to set up some regulations. His 

counterpoint is regulated by some very strict intervallic rules. W hen 

a melody ascends in Palestrina, the first interval is usually the 

largest, followed by increasingly smaller intervals. The intervals 

diminish as the melody reaches its peak. When the melody 

descends, you typically have the small intervals first, and then they 

get larger and larger. The closer we get to the bottom of the line, the 

larger the intervals become. It is not an arbitrary principle: it is the 

law of gravity. Palestrina recognised sets of valid rules which are 

based  upon fundam ental prin cip les o f  nature (or p h y sic s , or God: 

whatever you want to call them!) Those same rules are and will be

39Kodaly, 74-75.
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always valid! Incidentally, the pentatonic scale— so frequently used 

by Kodaly—fits in this pattern.

S A G O T : This is a fascinating concept. So, it is as if the intervallic 

behaviour of the line would mimic the law of acceleration in the 

free-fall (the increasingly large intervals at the bottom represent this 

acceleration), and the slowing down of the ascending initial impulse 

(the sm aller intervals at the top would represent the resistance 

against the pulling-down trend of the law of gravity).

S A N D O R : Vocal lines conform to the law of gravity!

S A G O T : This concept very much applies to Hungarian folksong, as

studied by Bartok and Kodaly.

S A N D O R : Not only to Hungarian, but to all folk melody: it is a 

universal principle! Most folkloric tunes—I know this is a rather 

simplistic statement— start up and then go down. Why that? Because 

your lungs fill up with air, and as you run out of air the initial high 

pitch goes down inevitably.

S A G O T : This descending melodic contour is especially conspicuous in

the type of song that Kodaly calls "Laments" (Szekely Complaints) .40

S A N D O R : Why would that happen especially there?

40See footnote #7 in p. 20.
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S A G O T : Because in that particular kind of song, the descending line

would mimic the sound of sighing, of laments, of grief-stricken 

intonations, like the ones you find in cante hondo  and other Arabic 

chants. It is the same word-painting preoccupation that 

characterizes so much Baroque music. The descending m inor second 

was almost a mannerism of Baroque rhetoric: you find it in the 

m adrigals, motets and masses of the sixteenth, seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, always as a musical onomatopoeia of sighing. 

Think of the Crucifixus of Bach's B minor Mass, or the Lacrimosa of 

M ozart's Requiem. Mussorgsky uses it with this same dramatic 

meaning in the village idiot's scene from Boris  G odunov .  In point of 

fact, even Kodaly features the descending minor second in the

"sighing" m otif of his Psalmus Hungaricus.

S A N D O R : It is simpler than that: it just has to do with breathing.

You can not sing without breathing, and as you exhale you tend to

lower your pitch. For instance, a slow crescendo is a very unnatural 

thing for the human voice. Folklore is the most primitive form of 

artistic expression known to mankind, and it therefore reflects in a

very fundam ental way some aspects of human nature and

physiology. The natural thing is to fill up your lungs and start high, 

and then go down as the melody evolves. After that, the same

operation is repeated. I am not suggesting that every melody in the

world has to follow a descending curve, but one can not ignore the 

fact that in folklore the human breathing capacity has to do with the 

shaping of vocal lines.
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S A G O T : Couldn't we attribute the descending trend of most Szeke ly

Compla in ts  to their implicit emotional content? You know: 

descending lines often represent grief, or even death— and here the 

musical symbology becomes quite literal. May I m ention for instance 

Bach's Cantata Christ lag in Todesbanden, where the descending-step 

segments of the melody (descending tetrachord D, C, B, A over the 

word Todesbanden;  A, G, F, E, D over the words Siind gegeben)  are

supposed to convey the image of Christ's descent into death. And

this is only one in a million examples I could think of.

S A N D O R : Descending lines are not only found in laments, or in 

death-related music. I can think of a lot of perfectly happy tunes

which have descending lines! Although I respect the symbolic and

psychological approaches to music, I don't think we need them here. 

We are talking of a purely physiological thing. I talked about that in 

my book On Piano Playing.41 There are people who claim that we 

should play the piano trying to emulate a singer's approach to sound. 

I say no. The fact is: singers run out of air rather quickly. If they 

have to break a long line in order to breathe they have to cover it up. 

So, when we talk about folk singing, the melody has usually— albeit 

not always— a tendency to start up and then go down. Most vocal 

fiorituras behave that way; that happens everywhere, lam ents or not 

laments. It would also happen in a joyous song as well, since there

41Gyorgy Sandor, On Piano Playing: Sound, Motion, and E xpress ion  (N ew
York: Schirmer Books, 1981), Italian trans. (Rizzoli), Polish trans. (W arszawa:
PWN, 1993).
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too you are bound to run out of air. This I have found not only in 

Hungarian folklore, but in Romanian, Bulgarian, French... everywhere. 

Instrum ental music may behave differently because it is not lim ited 

by the capacity of the lungs (although with wind instruments you 

also have to face the the problem of running out of air).

S A G O T : In support of your view I will say that the same 

descending-step m otif is used by Bach to underline the word 

"Hallelujah" in the same cantata. So, the most funereal as well as the 

most joyous words of the text are given the same melodic contour! 

The expressive ambivalence of this melodic cell could be used to 

refute the notion of the "natural" psychological connotations of 

certain specific intervals and motifs. On the other hand, you just 

talked about the descending trend of most vocal fiorituras, but the 

fact is instrumental fiorituras also tend to go up and then down 

(think of Chopin, for instance), and yet there is no breathing problem 

there! O f course, maybe instrumental fiorituras do nothing but 

imitate vocal ones (particularly in Chopin's case who, as we know, 

had a great affinity for bel canto). Anyway, I was impressed by the 

vast collection of laments Kodaly was able to put together in his 

catalogues.

SA N D O R : Well, he did not only collect laments. He also compiled 

lots of wedding songs! Laments are of course very popular; because 

people suffer so much, they have a lot to lament about. But there 

were also wedding songs and marches: lots of happy stories to be
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told, and many of those started up and then went down, ju st like the 

lam ents would!

S A G O T : So, let me recapitulate: there are physical and physiological

reasons of universal validity that explain the intervallic behaviour of 

most vocal lines, whether Palestrina's or the Szeke ly  C o m p la in ts .  In 

the case of Palestrina's melodic contours, the laws of gravity (loss of 

momentum after the initial ascent, gain of speed as the fall 

progresses) are almost graphically reproduced by the use of large 

intervals at the bottom of the melodic curve, and small ones towards 

the top. As for the Szekely Complaints— and any form of song for that 

m atter— the lim ited capacity of the human lungs determines the 

descending trend of most vocal lines, as the diminution of the air 

provokes a natural lowering of the pitch. One can not argue with 

these reasons: they make perfect sense within the realm  of science

and common sense. However, Maestro, with all due respect I do 

think emotional descriptivism counts for something: ever since the

times of Gregorian Chant descending minor seconds and falling lines 

in general have been used for their musical symbology, for their 

psychological connotations, in order to convey particular feelings. At 

any rate, the good thing is, these theories do not preclude each other, 

in fact, they all contribute to better illum inate our understanding of 

things. Going back to Palestrina, did you study sixteenth-century 

counterpoint with any textbook in particular?

S A N D O R : I remember we used Jeppesen and Hohn as textbooks.
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S A G O T : Knud Christian Jeppesen42 is indeed the author of several 

books on Palestrina and counterpoint, among many other subjects.

In the essay "Bartok the Folklorist" Kodaly talks about the 

considerable influence Jeppesen had in Bartok's own grasp of 

counterpoint. According to him, Bartok's fascination with Palestrina 

came rather late in his life:

Around 1938 an occasional Palestrina volume came into view
among the piles of music which covered his piano. He 
realised that here we can admire what is not to be experienced 
elsewhere — the highest level of responsibility. Who knows 
what he might have written once these later influences had 
matured in him, if cruel fate had not snatched the pen out of 
his hand so early?43

S A N D O R : Counterpoint, harmony and composition are very

important things for a performer. You see, I studied composition not 

because I was a composer, for I have no talent as such. I just did it

in order to better understand the pieces I would perform.

S A G O T : I am sure your training in composition with Kodaly gave

you great technical tools for the many transcriptions and 

arrangem ents you are responsible for.

S A N D O R : Transcriptions are useful for two reasons: number one if I 

don't have the original instrument available (if I don't have an organ

42Danish organist and m usicologist (1892-1974). His new u n d e r s ta n d in g  
of Palestrina decisively influenced subsequent appreciation of I ta lia n  
Renaissance music. His many contributions to the subject included th e  
discovery (in Milan, 1949) of ten previously unknown masses by Palestrina.

43The Selected Writings o f  Zoltan Kodaly, 106.
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or can't play the organ, should I deprive m yself of Bach's great organ 

fugues?) Number two, because sometimes the piece actually sounds 

better in a different media than the instrument for which it was 

conceived .

S A G O T : I remember you once played in Mexico City your own

transcription of Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D minor: you opened the

program  with it.44

S A N D O R : That was recently published, by the way. I have been 

playing it for many years, but not until now was it published by 

Sikesdi Press, Calgary, Canada.

S A G O T : Could I have a copy?

S A N D O R : I will give you one: it just came out in recent days, after 

sixty years of existence.

S A G O T : As I recall, you also have a transcription of Dukas' A p p re n ti  

Sorc ier ,  which, incidentally, I think is one of the greatest symphonic 

poems ever written.

S A N D O R : That transcription was published by Schirmer in 1946.

44Sala Ollin Yoliz tli ,  Mexico City, August 1981. The recital in q u e s t io n  
closed a series of master classes imparted by Maestro Sandor in the Escuela de  
Perfeccionam iento  Vida y M o v im ie n to .  The author of this document had th e  
privilege to attend this summer course.
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S A G O T : What made you choose that particular piece?

S A N D O R : I will tell you what made me choose it. There is a very 

simple reason for it. I was in the army. In the middle of my 

concertizing the war broke out, and I found m yself all of a sudden in 

the American army, with no piano or anything to make music on. I 

really disliked the army, but there I was, and I had no choice. If I 

had to be in an army, I certainly wanted it to be American, not 

Hungarian. So there I was, and I found the score of Dukas' A p p re n t i  

Sorc ier .  Since I had nothing to do, I decided I could perhaps make a 

piano transcription of it.

S A G O T : Have you played it in public a lot?

S A N D O R : All the time, everywhere, starting immediately after the

w ar.

S A G O T : How did the transcription fare with audiences?

S A N D O R : They loved it! It is very difficult!

S A G O T : I am not surprised: the orchestral part is extremely busy.

S A N D O R : Oh God, Yes! And I did put in the piano transcription as 

much as I could from the orchestral score. To be honest, I played it 

somewhere last year, using the score, and I changed the texture a bit,
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because it is awfully difficult. In 1992 Schirmer brought it out again 

in a centennial edition.

S A G O T : So, Maestro, let me recapitulate: you have made

transcriptions of Bach's D minor Toccata and Fugue,45 Dukas'

Apprenti Sorcier,46 and Shostakovich's Danse Russe  from the ballet 

The Golden Age 41

S A N D O R : You are right. The Danse Russe is a very good, very 

effective piece.

S A G O T : Now your Bartok arrangements: you have a transcription of

the Tempo di Ciaccona and Fuga from the Solo Violin Sonata, the 

Songs and Dances of the forty-four Violin Duos and the In te rm ezzo  

Interrotto  from the Concerto for Orchestra.

SA N D O R : That's right. The Tempo di Ciaccona and Fuga was 

published by Boosey and Hawkes,48 the Songs and Dances by 

U n iversa l.49 The Intermezzo Interrotto  hasn't been published. The 

Songs and Dances belong to Bartok's set of 44 Violon Duos, a 

collection of pieces based on Central European and M iddle Eastern

45Calgary: Sikesdi Press, 1995.

46Milwakee: G. Schirmer Inc., 1992.

47New York: AM-RUS Music Corporation, 1942.

48London: Boosey and Hawkes, 1977.

49New York: Universal, 1981.
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folklore. The composer selected six of these pieces and adapted them 

for the piano, calling them Petite Suite. We don't know if  he had the 

intention of doing the same thing with some of the other pieces. 

However, he certainly has proven here that piano adaptations of 

these works were justified, and has shown us how to go about them. 

The Songs and Dances I adapted cover a wide range of folklore: 

Hungarian, Ruthenian, Arabic and Transylvanian. Bartok's P etite  

Suite  included Hungarian, W alachian, Ukranian and Romanian folk 

material. My arrangements follow Bartok's approach of a non-literal 

transcription, and that of a free adaptation that takes into account 

the moods of the original composition and its potential for pianistic 

sono ritie s .

SA G O T : So, Bach, Dukas, Bartok, Shostakovich... That is really 

impressive. You know, Kodaly was a brilliant transcriber: he

arranged many of Bach's keyboard pieces for chamber m edia.50 On 

the other hand, Andor Foldes and Jeno Kenessey have arranged some 

of Kodaly's orchestral pieces for the piano. Foldes transcribed three 

movements from the Hary Janos Suite, and Kenessey transcribed the 

Dances o f  Galanta. Both arrangements have been recently recorded 

by Adam Fellegi.51 Going back to your transcriptions, do you have 

any upcom ing publication?

50Three Chorale Preludes, trans. for cello and piano. Fantasia C rom atica,
trans. for viola solo. Prelude and Fugue in E-flat minor (Book I), trans. fo r
cello and piano. Prelude and Fugue in B minor (Book I), trans. for s t r i n g
quartet. Lute Prelude in C minor, trans. for violin and piano.

51Zoltan Kodaly, The Complete Piano M usic, Adam Fellegi, H u n g a r o t o n
Classic HCD 31540-41, 1994.
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S A N D O R : Yes, Sikesdi Press just published something which is 

wonderful and very difficult: my transcription of the S a in t - A n n e ’s

Prelude and Fugue in E-flat major by Bach.52 The triple fugue is very 

complex. I have played it often. I think the piano transcription 

brings to the foreground certain aspects of the piece that are less 

noticeable in the organ. This is why I think transcriptions are in 

general a valid option for performers.

S A G O T : Kodaly enjoyed quoting one of Schumann's aphorisms from

his J u g e n d -A lb u m :

If you pass by a church and hear the organ, go in and listen 
to it. And if you are lucky enough to be allowed to sit at it, try 
to play it with your little hands and admire the infinite 
power of music. Do not miss any opoortunity to practice on the 
organ. This instrument avenges immediately all impurities, 
both in the playing and in the composition.53

Kodaly left us a few significant organ works, you know,

especially the Pange Lingua. Anyway, to go back to transcriptions,

Yehudi Menuhin, who commissioned Bartok to write the Solo Violin

Sonata, wrote you a letter saying that "the Sonata's harmonic

background will never be as fully realised on the violin as on the

piano." That is certainly enough reason to cultivate such

transcriptions, an art which may be undergoing a period of

reemergence, after a century of disdain on the part of performers.

52Calgary: Sikesdi Press, 1996).

53 The Selected Writings of Zoltan Kodaly , 190.
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S A N D O R : Jacques, the Violin Sonata is, in my opinion, the greatest 

composition Bartok ever wrote. There is much more music there 

than in any of the concertos or in the Piano Sonata. In the four 

movements of the Violin Sonata you can find anything you want.

Look for instance at the first movement: it is called "alia ciaccona".

Now, what is a "ciaccona"? It is a set of variations in the same key, 

whether major or minor, over a recurrent harmonic pattern. W ell, 

Bartok managed to fit the sonata form within that frame. Yes, a 

sonata form, with an exposition, development and recapitulation, all 

of that within the rhythm of a chaconne.

S A G O T : So, is it a hybrid, or perhaps even better, a synthesis of both

fo rm s?

S A N D O R : It is more than a hybrid. During the entire first 

movement Bartok manages to hint at the tonic in the most 

unexpected ways. It has of course the characteristic rhythm of the 

chaconne, with the first and second beat emphasized. The composer 

infused the piece with the m ost dramatic, monumental first theme, 

the most poetic second theme, and it is all coordinated in a blend of 

chaconne and sonata form, with all its traditional form al components. 

The second movement is a four-voice fugue that is really titanic. The 

violin is capable of a very agressive, effective enunciation of the 

fugue's subject. Bartok makes tremendous demands on the 

instrum ent and the performer. I have many recordings of the piece, 

and none of them seems to me thoroughly satisfactory, due to the 

lim itations of the violin. A well known violinist recently gave me
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one: "I just recorded it, you must hear it," he told me. I listened to

it, and the fact is that there is just no way to overcome the inherent 

lim itations of the violin. This piece simply transcends the 

possibilities of the instrument for which it was written.

S A G O T : Menuhin called it "the greatest solo violin piece since Bach."

I guess we have here one of those cases in which the content of the 

piece overpowers the means for which it was conceived. It is 

obvious to me that your skill and interest in transcriptions have to 

do with your training in composition with Kodaly. It is the 

m anifestation of an intellectual curiosity for musical form that 

transcends the purely instrum ental considerations. I have been an 

ha b itue  of music academies for no less than eighteen years now, 

through my undergraduate and graduate studies, and I have never 

met a pianist who would be capable of writing down a good piano 

transcription of anything. None of my classmates ever showed any 

interest in this particular skill. Universities do not encourage in the 

least their students to master the art of transcriptions, their line of 

thought being that there is plenty of good original music for the 

piano, and you should not waste your time attempting some 

questionable adaptation. Musical purism has had a deleterious effect 

on an art which was once championed by none other than Bach, 

Beethoven, Liszt, Brahms, Ravel, and Bartok, among so many others. 

Just think of the extraordinary transcriptions Bartok made of 

toccatas and ricercares by Marcello, Rossi, della Ciaia, Zipoli, and 

Frescobaldi! By the way, your unpublished transcription of the 

Intermezzo Interrotto  was written a long time before Bartok's own
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piano arrangement of the Concerto for Orchestra became known. Am 

I right?

SA N D O R : That is correct.

S A G O T : I have your recent recording of Bartok's piano transcription

of the Concerto for Orchestra for CBS Masterworks. In the special 

program notes enclosed in the cassette you describe the genesis of 

that transcription. Let me read your own commentary, since it is so 

illum ina ting :

Bartok prepared a two-hand piano version of the Concerto 
for Orchestra in 1944 for a projected ballet interpretation 
and performance of the work by the Ballet Theater in New 
York. This super-human attempt—to reduce one of the richest 
orchestral scores of the repertory to the capabilities and 
limitations of a pianist's ten fingers— was motivated by the 
necessity of avoiding the expense of a full orchestra for 
rehearsals. W ork on the two-hand version was completed 
by Bartok in the prodigiously short span of ten days, by 
February 1st, 1944. Bartok succeded in his effort to a large 
degree, but numerous passages—in which the goings-on of some 
orchestral instruments were simply not playable on the piano— 
had to be indicated with additional staves, a procedure often 
used in piano "reductions." As fortune would have it, the ballet 
performance never took place, and the piano version was not 
discovered until the end of 1985, when Peter Bartok, son of the 
composer, found it among the effects of his father that were 
passed on to him.54

Through your recent recording of this transcription I have 

gotten well acquainted with the composer's piano version of the

54Bela Bartok, Concerto fo r  Orchestra, Dance Suite, Petite Suite, P r e m i e r e  
recording of the piano versions, Gyorgy Sandor, CBS Records MT 44526, 1988.
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In term ezzo  Interrotto , that is, the fourth movement of the piece. I 

understand that you have been playing your own transcription of 

that movement for many years. I remember having read about it in 

a review of a recital you gave in New York back in the forties, that is 

nearly forty years before Bartok's own transcription was discovered.

S A N D O R : I will tell you what the story of that is. I always loved 

that concerto, of course. By then I had absolutely no idea that Bartok 

had him self prepared a piano version of it. As we have said, I do 

think a transcription often reveals aspects of a piece that are not 

evident in the original version. I fell in love with the themes of the 

Intermezzo In terro tto , and I just said "I want to play this!" So, I 

adapted it for the piano, then in order to perform it I did the proper 

thing: I telephoned the trustee of the Bartok state. His name was Dr.

Victor Bator. Do you know about him?

S A G O T : I am afraid I don't.

S A N D O R : Well, better don't. Bator was, as I said, the trustee of the 

Bartok state. Very nebulous, strange things happened there.

Anyway, I told him of my transcription, and asked him if  it was okay 

for me to perform it in an upcoming recital I had in Carnegie Hall. He 

said: "I would like to hear it." So I answered: "Come along and hear

it." I lived on 57th Street in those days. Victor Bator, Peter Bartok 

(the composer's son), and Dr. Hollo, who was Bartok's medical doctor, 

all came up to my place. It was like a show! They checked the score. 

"Do you like it?" I asked. "Yes, let's listen to it," they said. So I
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played the transcription. Afterwards they looked at each other and 

said "Yes, it's okay." That was it. So I played the piece, and have 

since performed it frequently. In 1985 Peter Bartok called me and 

told me his father's piano version of the entire concerto had been 

found. Other people may have known about it. I know Antal Dorati 

knew of it. I m yself didn't know of its existence. So, there we had 

this piano version by Bartok himself. Peter Bartok asked me to edit 

it and make it playable on the piano, because there are some sections 

over which the composer him self wrote "this is not possible on the 

piano." His intention was to have the piece published as soon as I 

had edited it. So, that is precisely what I did. I changed as little as I 

could of the original score, but there are some notes that had to be 

removed, and some passages where I had to add things. For 

instance, do you remember the E le g y ? At the beginning Bartok 

wrote only the very top and bottom notes. In the middle there are 

harp glissandos going up and down, which Bartok didn't include in 

his transcription, not having found the time to write down all the 

notes. I did include them in my revision. With this arpeggio 

background the passage in question sounds much better, I m ust say.

S A G O T : Is Bartok's transcription (with your improvements)

p u b lish e d ?

S A N D O R : No. Let me tell you the story. Peter Bartok told me that 

Boosey and Hawkes should publish my revision of Bartok's piano 

transcription of his Concerto for Orchestra, since they had already 

printed the original transcription— a transcription which, in the state
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Bartok had left it, was not playable. So, I worked on it for about a

year and submitted the revision to them. I signed a contract 

stipulating that the finished product would be printed within two 

years of the day I gave them the score. There is where we are. It

has been how many years by now since I gave them the score? Nine

years! They never printed it. Then I asked what was going on. I

talked to one of their representatives in London. I described to him 

the nature of my work in Bartok's composition. "Well, this is not 

Bartok," he answered. "I know it is not Bartok," I retorted, "because 

the fact is Bartok's version is not quite playable. However, if  you 

want to publish the Bartok version then do it, that's all right. But if 

you want to make it playable, then add an ossia  to the original score, 

with the solutions the editor—me— suggests for certain specific 

passages." The whole thing was left at that. A year later I talked to 

them again in London. They said to me: "You know, you are a

wonderful pianist, and you did some remarkable things with the 

score, but you really changed the text substantially, and your 

revision is often far away from what Bartok wanted." I answered: 

"Well, maybe so. If that is the case, show me where I deviated from 

Bartok's intentions, amd perhaps I can reestablish the text so I get 

closer to the composer's wishes." So, the person I was talking to gave 

me six examples of "alterations" I supposedly had made on the 

original text: five of them were actually Bartok's original writing! I

hadn't changed one note in them! Only in one of the six— maybe in 

two— had I added something to the composer's transcription. In any 

case, I pointed out to them that my version should not be considered 

final. "Let's find a better solution for those places that you consider
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problematic," I suggested. But they have showed no interest in the 

project since. I tell you, I have lost count of how many people have 

asked me since where they could find the piano version of the 

Concerto for Orchestra: Alicia de Larrocha and Martha Argerich

among them. The last person who asked me for it was Daniel 

Barenboim. "Talk to Boosey and Hawkes," I answered him. "They 

have it and they don't want to print it." There are a lot of 

wonderfully accomplished pianists nowadays who could play the 

piece very well. They should be playing it. Boosey and Hawkes 

should publish the transcription: it's their loss. All this is very silly.

The argument that my revision "is not Bartok" is not a solid one. So

what if  it is not Bartok? Bartok himself changed a lot of things from 

the orchestral score in his own piano transcription. I would be very 

happy and satisfied to make any changes as long as they make sense. 

They should publish it: it is a remarkable piece.

S A G O T : Is there any legal way to force Boosey and Hawkes to 

publish it?

S A N D O R : That is precisely what I am doing: I am sueing Boosey 

and Hawkes for refusing to make the piano version available. Now 

the whole thing is in the hands of lawyers. Bartok certainly deserves 

more respect from his publisher!

S A G O T : Maestro, allow me now to "modulate" back to our "tonic":

Kodaly the teacher. I feel in your playing a grasp of musical 

structure, an understanding of the overarching organization of a
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piece, that must have to do with your composition lessons. Attention 

to detail never harms the big picture, and the formal unity of the 

piece is always secured. Your Schumann C arnaval  and Kreisleriana,  

as well as your Liszt B minor Sonata never sound disjointed, which is 

one of the most difficult things to accomplish in these particular 

works. Some pianist's renditions of these pieces sound like a 

succession of very beautiful and yet unconnected, juxtaposed 

sections. Your versions strike me, above all, as unified statements. I 

simply want to point out here the evidence of an intellectual grasp of 

musical form that must owe much to Kodaly. This is an aspect of 

m usicianship that is sometimes neglected by some young pianists, 

who strive only for technique and expression. M aestro, could we 

bring this conversation to a perfect final cadence mentioning some of 

Kodaly's most distinguished pupils? I know some, but certainly not 

all of them.

S A N D O R : Absolutely. There are many of them, you know. Let me 

see... Sandor Veress, Mihaly Hajdu, Laszlo Kaldi, Gyorgy Ranki, Tamas 

Brody... there is also Jeno Deutch, Janos Viski, Dezso Bardos, Ferenc 

Szabo, Robert Kinsky...

SA G O T : Percy Young's book Zoltan Kodaly: a Hungarian Musician 

traces the development of several other disciples: Pal Kadosa, Ferenc 

Farkas, Gyula David, Rudolf Maros, Rezso Sugar, Pal Jardanyi, Zoltan 

Horusitzky, Matyas Seiber, Endre Szervanszky, Endre Szekely, and 

many others. The testimonies of Kodaly's pupils are often very 

m oving .
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S A N D O R : Well, he was a very loved, very respected public figure, 

you know.

SA G O T : Laszlo Eosze's book Zoltan Kodaly: His Life and Work 

contains several of them, which, if you allow me, I would like to read 

to you. Pal Jardanyi, who studied with him in later years, has 

w ritte n :

Kodaly never talked about his own work, and indeed did not 
like us to refer to it. If he wanted to illustrate a point he would 
take an example from one of the masters, usually one of the 
greatest, and his extraordinary capacity for quoting music at 
will brought home to us the value of erudition. This, and his 
austerity — his well known 'ruthlessness1—  were continual 
incentives to serious study... It was the combination of his 
fascinating power as an artist with his sober objectivity as a 
scholar that made his teaching quite unique.55

Matyas Seiber said something which, I think, defines Kodaly's

pedagogical philosophy:

One word from him was sometimes enough to change the 
whole direction of a man's life, suddenly illuminating a field of 
study that had until that moment been completely obscure... I 
don't believe there is another man living today, who teaches 
the rules of the old counterpoint so thoroughly, and so 
constructively, as he does... In the way he handles his students 
he is unique... In his own words, he allows them to grow 'from 
their own roots'. He makes no attempt to interfere in their 
development, but allows their personality to unfold in 
accordance with their individual bent. He does not recognize 
any predetermined pattern... It would be a complete mistake, 
however, to suppose that Kodaly therefore just leaves his 
pupils to shift for themselves... On the contrary, he has a clear

55Eosze, 169.
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plan of what he is doing and, without their suspecting it, he 
firmly leads them towards its fulfillment... And there is one 
thing no student of his could fail to learn from him: that talent
alone is not enough to achieve one's goal, but must be backed 
by hard work and a thorough professional grounding.56

You know, Bartok himself once justly said: "Kodaly is the

greatest teacher of composition that Hungary has ever had." All

these testim onies complement and corroborate your own

remembrances, and contribute to bring alive the noble persona of

Zoltan Kodaly. That is why I kept them for the end of our

co n v ersa tio n .

S A N D O R : Very accurate testimonies, yes. Kodaly was not only a 

genius but an extraordinary human being as well. At any rate, I am 

sure I am forgetting many other illustrious names among his 

students, but what are you going to do? Listen, it is already eight 

o'clock. Let's put Kodaly aside for today and let's go have a bite 

somewhere. Allow me now to entertain you.

56Eosze, 168.
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Something seems different in the rather Baroque d e co r  of 

m aestro Sandor's apartment this afternoon. A quick inspection 

allows me to determine the new elements in that memorable 

landscape: over the table lies a mountain of scores and books

awaiting my arrival. Today we will discuss Kodaly the composer, and 

the m aestro has armed him self with all the ammunition he was able 

to dig out of his vast library. The severe but profoundly human face 

of Kodaly, with its Christ-like features, observes me from a picture 

on the wall, and I can not help wondering: what would have been

his opinion of me as a musician? Would he have taken me seriously 

at all? Could I have survived as a student under his powerful aegis?

I am almost relieved to think that we will never know the answers.

Maestro Sandor pulls me out of my silent rantings with a sharp 

musical remark, and I find m yself all of a sudden immersed in the 

dizzying chromaticism of Kodaly's Piano Piece Op. 11, No. 1. In spite 

o f biographies, rem iniscences and testimonies, the m ost effective 

way to the sancta sanctorum  of a composer's soul will always be his 

m usic.

Kodaly left us a relatively small but priceless oeuvre ,  where we 

can see the convergence of many different affluents: Magyar

folklore, Gregorian chant, Palestrina, Bach, Brahms, Liszt, Debussy, 

and Bartok. He created a synthesis of the great European tradition 

with the specifically Hungarian musical identity, so profoundly 

rooted in the primitive folkloric stratum of the Mari, Cheremiss, and 

Chuvash tribes. He was convinced that a nation such as Hungary, 

living at the meeting point of East and West, had to inevitably strive
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to belong to both, seeking to reconcile and dissolve their conflicts in 

itse lf.

As an ethnomusicologist, he is— together with Bartok— entirely 

responsible for the present musical folkloric patrim ony of Hungary. 

The preservation and study of folksong was the point of departure 

for his own creation: Magyar folklore is to his music what sap is to a 

plant. Although he was profoundly anti-dogmatic, Kodaly rem ained 

loyal to those natural, underlying principles of music which he 

considered universal. Tonality was one of them. As Bartok said in 

an article written in 1921:

Kodaly has no connexion whatsoever with the new "atonal," 
"bitonal" and "polytonal" types of music. The guiding principle 
of all his work is still a balanced tonality. Yet he speaks, in a 
language that is itself new, of things that hitherto have not 
been spoken of; thus providing that the principle of tonality is 
still a legitimate one.57

The other fundamental precept of his credo was that, for an art 

to be truly universal, it had to be solidly anchored in the tradition 

and cultural identity of a country. He strove all his life to give 

Hungary this identity, to emancipate it from a sclerotic pseudo

culture, made of amateurs who worshipped any Germanic artistic 

utterance, pretentious dilettanti, and musical illiterates. He fought 

his war in every conceivable front: as an ethnomusicologist, as an

educator, as a critic, as a performer, and, of course, as a composer. 

Countless photos feature him surrounded by children, like the Pied 

Piper of Hamelin, or the playful character from Oscar W ilde's tale The

57Eosze, 95.
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Selfish Giant.5* A very substantial part of his Opus is devoted to 

choral compositions for children, not to speak of the well known 

solm ization method he created in order to eradicate m usical illiteracy 

among them. In his own words:

Only art of intrinsic value is suitable for children! Everything 
else is harmful. After all, food is more carefully chosen for 
an infant than for an adult. Musical nourishment which is 
"rich in vitamins" is essential for children. W ithout it the 
chronic and by now almost incurable musical "avitaminosis" 
of the whole of Hungarian society will never come to an end.59

Music was for Kodaly, thus, a form of spiritual food. He 

enjoyed using and developing this metaphor to convey a 

fundam ental message: the importance of the constant exposure to

great art in the upbringing of children. He again resorts to this 

rem arkable image to assess— with genuine modesty— his own 

historical role as a composer:

I don't think it would be inaccurate to compare music and 
art in general with nourishment: my spirit needs food as much
as my body does. Every composer is, in essence, a provider 
of spiritual food: some of them specialize in piquant h ors-
d ’oeuvre ,  others have the responsibility to prepare the great, 
highly elaborate meats, and there is a third kind that is in 
charge of the most refined pa tisser ie .  As for me, all I ever 
wanted to do was the good bread, which is the symbol of all 
healthy nourishment. I think the first goal of music is to give 
this healthy spiritual food to all those men who desperately 
need it.60

58See Appendix p. 286.

59The Selected Writings o f  Zoltan Kodaly, 122.

60Amann, 31.
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The success of this noble endeavor can be seen when we 

consider Hungary's presence in twentieth century m usic (its 

composers, performers, folklore), as opposed to the purely marginal 

role it had before then. Kodaly is—in no less degree than Bartok— the 

musical voice of Hungary.

S A G O T : The first thing that strikes me about Kodaly the composer is 

his extreme concision: his compositions rarely went beyond twenty

minutes long. For a man who lived eighty-five years, his complete 

opus is— quantitatively speaking—rather lean.

S A N D O R : What about the operas?

S A G O T : The operas are of course longer, and so is the Symphony, 

which is half an hour long, but everything else, including a 

potentially long piece such as the Te Deum, is barely twenty-two 

m inutes long.

S A N D O R : Why should it be longer?

S A G O T : That is what I am saying: he knew how to say the most 

with a minimum of means. He himself talks about this in the 

foreword to Percy M. Young's book:

I was fifteen, when a German booklet strayed into my 
hands; author and title are both forgotten, but the idea is still 
living in me. It depicts the career of an average German 
composer who, having reached the three-fold figure of 
Beethoven's opus-numbers, had to realise that he worked in 
vain; he should rather have used his time to do some work
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useful to his fellow-citizens. "Less music!"— there is too much 
useless m usic written.

Since then I always pondered, when some some musical 
idea occurred to me: is it worth while to be written down?
This is why I published so few works.61

S A N D O R : Sure, absolutely: in music, as in poetry, economy is the 

most important thing: to use few words and say a lot with them. In

mathematics and sports as well, not to talk about business, where 

you also must have the maximum benefit with the minimum 

investm ent, otherwise you go bankrupt.

S A G O T : Economy is most certainly necessary in the field of 

mathematics. You do not improve in the least a m athematical axiom 

by surrounding it with em bellishm ents.

S A N D O R : Sure. So Kodaly belonged to this trend of thought. The 

kind of music which is very popular— the one enjoyed by the 

majority of people—is usually very accessible. In science, for 

instance, if  somebody gives me a very elaborate thesis on some 

abstract topic, I will get bored and will not read it. Similarly, people 

go and listen to some of the more advanced Bartok compositions, 

only to find that such music is beyond them. Bartok's First Concerto 

will never be as popular as the Third.

S A G O T : That is a pity, because I think it is just as good as the Third.

61Young, vii.
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S A N D O R : In a way, Kodaly is more accessible for the public than 

Bartok, but he didn't evolve much. Koddly has some very accessible 

music, such as the Hary Janos Suite, but other compositions like the 

Op. 11 Piano Pieces are rather difficult for audiences. Also, Kodaly 

was not quite as prolific as Bartok.

S A G O T : That is what I was going to say. Kodaly strikes me as a 

more diatonic composer. Bartok, on the other hand, often embarks 

on very chromatic writing. I am thinking, for instance, of the fugato 

from the first movement of the Sonata for Two Pianos and 

P ercussion .

S A N D O R : That is a very risky thing to say, because Kodaly did use 

chromaticism all the time. Just take a look at the first piece of Op. 11 

(ex. 1, p. 183). It is very difficult to determine its tonality. 

Chromaticism is all over the place here. He already does some 

amazingly daring things in this very early opus of his. Now, let's 

take a look at Op. 11, No. 2 (ex. 2, p. 184). Here the tonal center is 

quite clear: G. He moves within the pentatonic system. Quite

typically, he utilizes the recitative, "parlando" style with changing 

meter. The fact is, these pieces are from Kodaly's early years (what 

year are they exactly from?)

S A G O T : They were composed in 1917-18, and published in 1921.

Although later on Kodaly professed a very strong rejection of the 

notion of atonality as postulated by the dodecaphonists, he comes
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quite close to it in his Op. 11, No. 1. Incidentally, the Seven Piano 

Pieces, Op. 11, were orchestrated as Seven Pieces for Orchestra by 

Gyorgy Ranki in 1962 as an 80th birthday tribute to Kodaly and 

perform ed by the Radio Orchestra of Budapest a year later.

S A N D O R : 1917! Just imagine that! Kodaly calls them Seven Pieces

which in actuality have nothing to do with each other, they are not 

like a suite; we are talking here of completely independent little 

works. Look again at the beginning of O p.11, No. 1 (ex. 1, p. 183).

S A G O T : This is indeed a very puzzling piece to me... Just like you, I 

had serious problems establishing its tonality, in fact, I still don't 

know where the tonal center is. I guess in this particular case that 

doesn 't m atter...

S A N D O R : Well, it should matter! It very much matters! The piece 

ends with a dominant chord: F-sharp, A-sharp, C-sharp, E (although 

the A-sharp is missing). It sounds like a dominant of B. However, 

the piece is not in B major nor minor. The tonal center is in my 

opinion F-sharp. The C-sharp in the final bass should be considered 

part of the fundamental chord F-sharp, A-sharp, C-sharp, E. The 

seventh of the chord (E) is used here in a manner rem iniscent of 

Chopin's F major Prelude (ex. 3, p. 185). In spite of the fact that 

Kodaly passes through the twelve notes of the chromatic scale I 

really think the piece is based or anchored in F-sharp. In Op. 11, No. 

2, on the other hand, we have a pentatonic piece in tonal writing, 

with three statements of the same theme (ex. 2, p. 184). As we said,
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it is in G, a very pure G. There is a strong modal feeling, but it is 

nearly pure pentatonism. The middle section is very dissonant, with 

chords distuned from pentatonic harmonies. Kodaly renders those 

chords dissonant by the use of auxiliary notes (ex. 4, p. 186).

S A G O T : This is a good moment to ask you a question. We know 

Kodaly was extremely interested in Hungarian speech and prosody, 

as well as in the relationship between music and text The melody of 

this particular piece, for instance, is a song. So, from a performance 

point of view, would it be correct to play these "parlando" passages 

with the rubato that is in fact suggested by their text, following 

therefore the inflections of Hungarian speech?

SA N D O R: Completely so.

S A G O T : I don't know a word of Hungarian, but I am aware that 

diacritical accents tend to elongate the sounds a little bit, and I 

assume that, in order to give an idiomatic performance of these 

recitative passages, the corresponding notes should therefore be 

slightly prolonged.

S A N D O R : W hat happens with Hungarian words is that practically all 

of them have a descent. Names such as "Bartok", "Kodaly, "Dohnanyi" 

all have a little emphasis in the first syllable.62 In French

62Edward Rath explains this principle in his article "Kod&ly's Keyboard 
Compositions" (Clavier 28: December 1982): "The Hungarian language uses
various symbols to alter the pronunciation of certain vowels. The diacritical 
vowel markings ' and " are of particular interest. These symbols indicate that 
the vowel sound is to be modified and the temporal duration of the vowel
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we have the opposite: the accent usually goes towards the end of

the word, like in "Debussy," "Berlioz," or "Ravel." In the Hungarian 

language every word receives a stress on the first syllable. The 

problem  is, this beginning-accent pattern often will not coincide with 

rhythmic accentuation in traditional metric notation. This is one of 

the reasons why Bartok and Kodaly often indicate metric changes 

which correspond to linguistic accentuation of the text. This is 

particularly frequent in song-originated pieces, such as Op. 11, No. 2, 

which is in fact called Szekely Complaint.

S A G O T : I remember having read about that in your book.

S A N D O R : I may have hinted at it there. But to go back to Kodaly's

Op. 11, No. 2, yes, a little emphasis in the notes corresponding to the

first syllables of the words is in order. Also, a subtle lingering on the

notes corresponding to the "long" accents of the text would be

appropriate (ex. 2, p. 184). Here at least people pay attention to 

accentuation, but take for instance Bartok's First Piano Concerto. Do 

you remember the opening theme of the first movement? (ex. 5, p. 

187). There you have even notes which actually should never sound 

even. Some are downbeats, others are upbeats, some have harmonic

tension, etc. (Maybe I told you when I had my first lesson with 

Bartok: my shock was that he started by playing a scale that was 

actually uneven: it came from somewhere and went somewhere else:

slighlty elongated. Accenting the first syllable and prolonging the vowel are
often not considered when performing Hungarian music. Even the 
pronunciation of Koddly's name suffers from a lack of understanding of these 
principles! The symbol ' is misinterpreted as a stress mark resulting in the 
pronunciation K o-di  (or worse. K o-da-lee) rather than Ko-da-ee ."
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it had direction and musical shape!) So, when you have repeated 

notes with different bar lines, God forbid that you play them even. 

They make no sense. A misconceived approach to Bartok's music is 

that uneven bars (7/8, 3/8, 5/4 etc.)— all of them frequent in his First 

Piano Concerto— are to be played motorically, evenly. Nothing could 

be more erroneous; every one of these uneven measures needs a 

certain emphasis on the downbeats, otherwise the constellation of 

the notes will make no sense! This kind of music is like prose, as 

opposed to strophic writing. This is how Bartok him self played his 

music, as well as all music! That is why one had the impression that 

he used a lot of rubato. Nothing can make sense that is 

m echanical—except a machine.

S A G O T : So, the natural accents should be emphasized.

S A N D O R : Exactly, especially if the piece has its origin in a song. In 

dance you could of course have some rhythmic uniformity, because 

the motions are restricted by even rhythms, but in a piece such as 

this one, where it says "parlando" it is clear that it should sound 

parlando, rubato: some notes will be stressed and others will not,

according to the accentuation and inflections of the text that is 

associated with them

SAGOT: So, names such as "Sandor" or "Kodaly" start with an accent

in the first syllable, followed by a fall of the intonation.
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S A N D O R : Some of those initial accents can be long, others short. 

W hen you say "Sandor" you must elongate the first syllable:

"Sdandor." That is a "long" accent. As I said, in a song-originated 

piece such as Op. 11, No. 2 it is correct to slightly prolong the notes 

corresponding to syllables that have "long" accents. The text can 

therefore give you some valuable interpretative clues.

S A G O T : Okay. Now, wouldn't that beginning-accent pattern make

the anacrusis effect in music quite incom patible with Hungarian 

sp eech ?

SA N D O R : Can you give me an example?

S A G O T : If you have a word with an accent in the second syllable, 

such as "correr" or "volver," and you have to put them to music you 

can use an upbeat for the first syllable, and then you start the 

measure with the second, strong syllable of the word. Now, since 

almost all Hungarian words do start with a heavy "downbeat," how 

could you set them to a musical upbeat without changing their 

natural accentuation?

S A N D O R : It can be a one syllable word! A short word can be your 

upbeat! In any case, it is better to try to fit things in, and not see 

what does not fit in. There is always a reason for things that do not 

fit in, and as a rule, even there one can find unusual solutions. For 

instance, I heard Cortot play one of the Liszt Rhapsodies: it was very

alien to Hungarians, it was a "French" Liszt, but it was wonderful! It
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was something else, but it was extraordinary! You know, the 

Hungarians can surely be proud of their language, however, there are 

only about ten million people in the whole world who speak 

Hungarian: only ten million! There are five billion who don't, and

the fact is Hungarian music does appeal to them as well. So, while 

there is nothing wrong with knowing the Hungarian culture in order 

to play Hungarian music, that is not what is essential for the five 

billion who don't speak the language. W hat is essential for them is 

the human element in the music. You must also remember that it 

would be a mistake to relate Bartok only to Hungarian folklore: he

also incorporated Romanian, Slovakian, Bulgarian, Serbian, Arabic, 

Turkish, and other kinds of folklore into his music. Bartok is not an 

exclusively Hungarian composer: he is one of the most universal

composers who ever lived. His music is associated with at least eight 

or ten different languages, each one of them with its metric and 

idiomatic peculiarities. Hungarian speech is just one of the 

constitutive elements of Bartok's music. So, in the case of song- 

related folkloric pieces of the parlando type, every different 

language will determine the rhythmic inflections of the music.

S A G O T : So you would not go as far as to say that learning Hungarian 

is advantageous for an idiomatic performance of Kodaly or Bartok...

S A N D O R : If you are dealing with Hungarian music such an effort

could indeed be appreciated by the Hungarians, but what about the 

other five billion? What about Bartok's Bulgarian, Slovakian, and 

Romanian pieces? The knowledge of Hungarian will certainly not
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help you to better perform a Romanian Dance  by Bartok. Are you 

going to force yourself to learn twenty different languages in order 

to better perform all that music? Of course not! If you happen to 

know Hungarian it is okay. If you don't, you should not worry about 

it. In the case of Bartok's Bulgarian pieces the words are understood 

by very few people, and still the music has to speak for itself. I must

tell you something else about accents. Do you remember how

Bartok’s Petite Suite begins? (ex. 6, p. 188). Well, in his own 

recording of the piece Bartok him self accentuates the last note (C) in 

the first theme. Obviously, a factor other than Hungarian speech 

entered into consideration here. So, I would say these c l iches  about 

Hungarian music always having a heavier downbeat should be taken

very liberally. Sometimes you don't do it. I played once with

Karajan Bartok's Third Concerto— did I tell you that story? In the 

third movement there is a motive that I was playing according to my 

understanding of its particular rhythm (ex. 7, p. 189). Then K arajan 

stops and points to me: "That is not what the score says." The score

w ent "one-tw o-three, one-tw o-three, one-tw o-three," but som etim es 

I would play the first eighth-note shorter, sometimes I would play it 

longer.

S A G O T : W ithout that the passage in question would sound awfully

square to me.

SA N D O R : Exactly. So I told him: "You know, In Hungarian music 

sometimes you put an emphasis on the first beat and it gets shorter."
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"Perhaps, but that is not what the music says," he retorted. "I know"

was all I said. And then we went on.

S A G O T : Was he mad at you?

S A N D O R : No... I don't know... he just went on, what else could he do? 

"You see, I am well known to follow the score exactly the way it is

written," he told me. "I do too," I said, "but sometimes there are

reasons to be liberal about it."

S A G O T : What year was that?

S A N D O R : I will tell you exactly... that was in Chile in 1947, or 

perhaps 48.

S A G O T : Going back to Kodaly, I know that while he studied piano 

and violin, his primary musical instrument was the cello, which he 

taught himself to play (he was a very good friend of Pablo Casals, 

and did write some wonderful music for the cello). I personally find 

his piano pieces quite idiomatic for the instrument. W hat was 

Kodaly's pianistic level as a performer?

S A N D O R : Zero. He had a very noticeable characteristic: like the 

Baroque harpsichordists, he never used his thumb.

S A G O T : Would you say his technical limitations show at all in his 

piano writing?
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S A N D O R : Not really, because all of his pieces are actually very 

p ian istic .

S A G O T : The Marosszek Dances are of considerable difficulty.

SA N D O R : Difficult? Well yes, just like Bartok, Liszt, Beethoven, or 

anybody else would be. I would not say Kodaly left any great mark 

on piano writing. His piano pieces are musically wonderful, but they 

do not bring much new from the standpoint of piano writing. Don't 

forget that great composers usually think out things very carefully, 

and they often go to extremes. W hat Bartok did for the instrument 

in his Violin Sonata is quite extreme: it is barely playable.

S A G O T : Maestro, as far as you can remember, did Kodaly ever

acknowledge the influence of Liszt in his own music? Everybody 

knows such an influence was decisive in the shaping of Bartok's style 

(To ten tan z  was one of his pianistic war horses), but I don't find it 

less conspicuous in Kodaly's piano music.

S A N D O R : A tremendous influence, yes. It is clear, obvious.

S A G O T : I think the piano writing of the Marosszek Dances  owes a lot 

to Liszt, and actually the pieces from the Op. 3 and Op. 11 do too. In 

Op. 3, No. 3 we even find a descending series of tritones that sound 

like the opening of the Dante Sonata (exs. 8A and 8B, p. 190-191).
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S A N D O R : You mean a musical or a pianistic influence?

S A G O T : Both pianistic and musical.

S A N D O R : Well, Liszt influenced every composer afterwards,

abso lu te ly  everybody.

S A G O T : Did you ever hear Kodaly actually acknowledging such an

in flu e n ce ?

SANDOR: How could I answer that? I mean, if I had ever asked

him: Maestro, do you think Liszt was a great composer? He would

have answered me, "Well of course he is, what are you talking 

abou t?"

SA GOT: So, he had none of today's widespread prejudices against

Liszt's music?

SA N D O R : No! None of that! No prejudice at all. There is no 

question about Liszt's influence in Wagner, all of Debussy, Ravel, 

Prokofiev, Bartok... Messiaen in particular is pure Liszt! He was 

prim arily a pianistic composer.

S A G O T : Kodaly's choral piece Ode to Franz Liszt would suggest a 

genuine admiration on his part. Furthermore, his essay "Liszt and 

Bartok" contains a reflection which I consider very illuminating:
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Liszt's relationship to his country was centripetal, Bartok's 
was centrifugal. Liszt grew up in foreign countries, in 
foreign metropolises but always longed for Hungary, which he 
felt was his motherland. It was due to his close foreign 
connections on the one hand, and to the historical events in 
Hungary on the other, that only towards the end of his life 
could he work, at least partly, here.

Bartok, son of the Hungarian countryside, always yearned 
for the West, until he emigrated for good. There he sought the 
appreciation and affection he had not been given at home. His 
oversensitive constitution was not armed with the aes triplica 
circa pectus (the triple armour round his heart). That would 
have enabled him to endure the last years of his life at home.

He was allowed a much shorter life than Liszt, but there 
destiny is also similar in that is was only long after their deaths 
that their work gained full understanding and appreciation.63

The other day I was analyzing Kodaly's Valsette— which m any

people could consider an irrelevant little piece, I actually think it is

very rem arkable com position— and I detected many traits

rem iniscent of Liszt's first Valse Oubliee. Do you agree with that?

S A N D O R : Absolutely! Sure, absolutely! Jacques, may I tell you: 

everyone of those great composers, including Bach, Brahms, 

Beethoven, Chopin, Haydn, have all been influenced by a lot of 

people. None of them came out of nowhere. You take for instance 

Debussy: he came right from Liszt. Think of the whole-tone scale

that is supposed to be one of Debussy's trademarks: it is already

present in the coda of theDante  (ex. 9, p. 192). All those things don't 

come out of nowhere. If we take Kodaly's Valsette  for instance, 

already here he is doing something very unusual: its rhythm is 

actually in two, but you have to think in three (ex. 10, p. 193).

6iThe Selected Writings of Zoltan Kodaly, 115.
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S A G O T : When I first heard the piece without looking at the score I

thought it was in two.

SA NDO R: Yes! Definitely!

S A G O T : You know what that reminded me of? Chopin's Waltz, Op. 

42, which is actually in three, but feels like it is in two. Nobody ever 

feels the steady undercurrent of three below the binary profile of 

the melody (ex. 11, p. 194).

S A N D O R : Yes, you are right. That is precisely what makes it so

wonderful. And what about the F minor Etude, Op. 25, No. 2? Chopin 

is full of these little inner conflicts between the rhythms of the right 

and the left hand (ex. 12, p. 195).

S A G O T : You see, the descending segment of the Valset te 's melody is 

very similar to the theme from Liszt's Valse Oubliee (exs. 13A and 

13B, p. 196-197).

SA N D O R : Absolutely.

S A G O T : Something else: the texture and harmonies of the middle

section of Kodaly's piece are extremely similar to the analogous 

section in Liszt's Valse Oubliee (exs. 14A and 14B, p. 198-199). Even 

the truncated recapitulation, with the right hand left alone at the end 

seems to be directly taken from Liszt (exs. 15A and 15B, p. 200-201).
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S A N D O R : It is a very charming piece. From 1907! It is incredible: 

he was only twenty five years old. It is interesting that when I last 

saw Kodaly in 1966 I made the following observation: "You know, it

is very significant that Bartok wrote his Concerto for Orchestra and 

since then the concerto grosso form has been revived: Lutoslawsky

and many others have written similar pieces. Don't you think it is 

rem arkable how Bartok's concerto affected contem porary 

composers?" "May I tell you," he modestly answered, "my concerto 

was written before his concerto," which is exactly right. Kodaly's 

concerto was composed in 1939.

S A G O T : That is five years before Bartok's concerto.

S A N D O R : Not only that. Bartok took Kodaly's score with him when 

he came to America. It is clear that he took the idea of the Concerto 

for Orchestra as well as many other ideas from Kodaly.

S A G O T : Kodaly's concerto, with its pairing of the woodwinds and

other instruments does indeed foreshadow the Giuoco delle copp ie  in 

Bartok's concerto (exs. 16A and 16B, p. 202-205).

SANDOR: Bartdk and Kodaly reciprocally influenced each other.

There was never the slightest sign of jealousy or competition 

between both composers. In 1923, when the Hungarian Government 

wanted to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the unification of Buda 

and Pest, they commissioned Dohnanyi, Bartok, and Kodaly to write a
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major work for the occasion. Kodaly's initial contribution was the 

Marosszek  Dances , but when he heard that Bartok had also written a 

Dance Suite for the same festivity, he discontinued the project, wrote 

instead the Psalmus Hungaricus , and finished the dances years later. 

Kodaly indeed gave Bartok many ideas, I know that. This is very 

clear in the case of Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra. I know for a fact 

that he took Kodaly's score with him to America (it must have 

already been published by then), and it is obvious that the whole 

concept of Bartok's piece springs from Kodaly's concerto. Later on 

came other composers to pay tribute to the form.

S A G O T : In a letter written to D. Dille in 1963 Kodaly says:

Concerning my relation with Bartok, all I can say is that as 
soon as I recognized his genius, I felt it was my duty to do 
everything within my power to clear his path and remove from 
him all obstacles. I always did everything I could to avoid 
competition with him. I systematically tried to do different 
things than the ones he was doing. When we received the 
comission for the celebration of the reunification of Buda and 
Pest I asked what he was planning to do. He told me about his 
Dance Suite. The truth is at that time I was thinking of 
presenting my M arosszek  and Galanta Dances, but as soon as I 
heard of his similar project I decided to go with the P s a lm u s  
H ungar icus  instead.64

I recently heard Kodaly's concerto for the first time. It is an 

extraordinary  piece.

S A N D O R : Bartok was not ashamed at all to take ideas from anybody,

and Kodaly certainly had some very good ideas. Incidentally, I know

64Amann, 32.
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Denis Dille: he is a priest and musicologist who lives in Belgium. He 

writes me quite often. He is ninety-four years old, and knows a 

great deal about Bartok.

S A G O T : Concerning Kodaly's Concerto, I must say it is much less 

dram atic than Bartok's.

SA N D O R : Less colorful too.

S A G O T : It starts with a rhythmic cell that is very

sim ilar— m elodically and rhythm ically— to the m otif Sibelius reiterates 

so obsessively in the Scherzo from his First Symphony (exs. 17A and 

17B, p. 206-207). It is, overall, a very remarkable piece, doubtlessly 

deserving to be more popular than it is.

S A N D O R : I don't know it that well, I should get more acquainted 

with it. You know, Bartok and Kodaly developed a level of friendship 

that is very seldom seen among geniuses of that caliber. That Kodaly 

gave many ideas to Bartok can be seen in the former's early piano 

works: they were really to become an inspiration for what Bartok

wrote later. Bartok's B urlesques  and all his early piano pieces owe a 

lot to Kodaly. Actually, Kodaly went a step ahead of him, really. As 

far as the moods go, Kodaly's music is very inspired, very profound.

S A G O T : Several important distinctions can be made between Kodaly

and Bartok. The first one is that Bartok gravitated mainly towards 

instrum ental music, whereas Kodaly, although a m aster o f orchestral
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writing, thought in essentially vocal lines. Perhaps as a result of this, 

I have the impression Kodaly's music tends to be m ostly homophonic, 

whereas Bartok often cultivates polyphony and highly elaborated 

counterpoint. I also have found their use of form to be quite

different. In Bartok I see the same thing I see in Beethoven and

Brahms: a great, natural skill for development. When Bartok

embarks in a development section one is usually in for a treat. With 

Kodaly I find more of the other: a tendency to stick to the tunes

(which are wondeful), repeating and varying them (the variation 

principle seems to be the very soul of his music). I don't know if this

cult for the melody and this tendency to preserve its purity comes

from his love for Magyar folklore...

S A N D O R : mmm... maybe, yes. It is true that Bartok had a fantastic 

ability to develop, which is the one real test for a composer.

S A G O T : I wonder if that is precisely one of the reasons why Bartok

is nowadays more appreciated in academic circles, since we are living 

in a time when the constructive, intellectual and developmental 

aspects of music are worshipped...

S A N D O R : Naturally, since it is a more difficult skill to master.

S A G O T : I know it is more difficult, indeed a real trial of a 

com poser's creative powers, but nevertheless you have other things 

that count too... Neither Schubert, Chopin, nor Gershwin were 

innately gifted "developers."
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S A N D O R : First of all, Bartok was much more prolific than Kodaly: he 

wrote three piano concertos, six quartets (of which Kodaly wrote only 

two). These six quartets are very meaningful pieces. So are of 

course the piano works, and the stage compositions, such as The  

Miraculous Mandarin  and Bluebeard's Castle: real masterworks. This 

doesn't mean that everything he wrote is colossal in character. The 

titles of his pieces give away exactly what the character of those 

works is. The Bagate l les ,  for instance, are really bagatelles, and the 

B u r le s q u e s  are indeed burlesques. The names of the pieces set their 

expressive limit. For Children is filled with the spirit of childhood. 

Those pieces are pure Hungarian and Slovakian folklore. In F o r  

Children  Bartok's genius for harmonization shows beautifully. The 

M ik r o k o s m o s  is usually presented as Bartok's m ost im portant 

pedagogical work, which it is not.

S A G O T : It certainly is viewed as such.

S A N D O R : The first two volumes were written for his son Peter, but

the rest of it is really an anthology or collection of totally unrelated 

little pieces, which he organized according to difficulty, but which 

don't amount to a piano method at all. Lots of technical aspects of 

piano playing are not included.

S A G O T : The way I see it, M ikrokosm os  is like a compendium of 

many m odern musical idioms...
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SANDOR: It is more like a collection of ideas devoid of a n y

system atic, strictly pedagogic organization. You have pieces like th e  

Ostinato:  it's not pedagogical, it's just a wild little piece. Or take th a t  

piece called Minor and Major Seconds : it is a most poetic, w o n d e rfu l 

work. I think what happened is that the publisher m ust have to ld  

Bartok the collection would sell much better if presented  as a 

pedagogical work. All Mikrokosmos  is is a collection of little B arto k  

pieces w ritten betw een 1927-37. Quite a few of them are scored as 

tw o-piano works. In his own recording of these pieces, B arto k  

changes the end of one the Bulgarian Dances  that closes the la s t 

v o lu m e.65 It goes to show you that Bartok's perform ances of his ow n  

music varied trem endously, w hether live or recorded: his a p p ro a c h

to music was so im aginative, so flexible, that no perform ance cou ld  

be pinned down as his definitive, exem plary in terpretation . His 

rubato was rem arkably free and had a truly sp o n tan eo u s , 

im provisatory  character. His playing was not at all m echanical o r 

savagely percussive, as some people think.

SAGOT: I was reading the other day the review of one of y o u r

concerts from 1970, the 25th anniversary of Bartok's death.66 In th is  

occasion you played the integral  of Bartok's M ik r o k o sm o s  in T ow n 

Hall, New York, using a recorder to do the second piano for th o se  

pieces that required it. The review er celebrated the idea as a v e ry  

original thing.

65M ikrokosm os,  vol. 6, Bulgarian Dance No. 5.

66Piano Quarterly, 3 (1970): 68.
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SA N D O R : Well, it was a necessity. Otherwise we would have had to  

hire another pianist, rehearse, and God knows what else. By the w ay , 

that is how I recorded M ik r o k o sm o s  too: using a recorder as "second 

piano."

S A G O T : Maestro, you did not re-record the M ik r o k o sm o s  in this la s t  

rendition of the complete Bartok piano works...67

SANDOR: The previous recording of M ik r o k o sm o s  was re le a s e d

again: there was no need to re-record it. It is funny, some p eo p le

complain that my recent recording does not really cover th e  

com plete solo piano works of Bartok. First of all, it is co m p le te  

because the M ikro ko sm o s  was released from the take we did th ir ty  

years ago: it is still my playing. Then I did not record those p ieces

which are before Op. 1. A lady just wrote me a letter where she te lls

me she is playing a Bartok piece called Fantasy,  and then asks m e 

how come that I had not included it in my collection. The fact is I 

did not record any of the pieces before Op. 1. The Etudes fo r  the L e f t

H and  and the Fantasy  are just an early m anifestation of p re v io u s

influences, post-B rahm sian utterances. The four compact discs th a t  

just came out of Sony are actually complete: they have everything, I

did record everything. The M ik ro ko sm o s  from the previous ta k e  

came out separately. I think those are two compact discs. They h a d  

those, so there was no reason to record it again. The collection  For

67Bela Bartok, Solo Piano Works, Gyorgy Sandor, Sony Classical SX4K
68275.
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Children,  in the other hand, is recorded again because there were a 

few interpretative things I wanted to change. On the contrary, th e re  

was no need for a new reading of the M ikrokosm o s ,  I think. The o ld  

Columbia recording was there, so why not use it. Of course, Vox 

came up with the old collections, which are selling much cheaper.

S A G O T : Going back to Kodaly, we can not consider his formative 

influences without mentioning Debussy. Shortly after he came back 

from Paris Kodaly wrote a piano piece called Meditation sur un moti f  

de Claude Debussy, where he quotes themes from Pelleas et 

M el isa nd e  and the String Quartet. More significantly perhaps, his 

piano music often incorporates some of the sonorities recently 

created by the French master. The quintal parallelisms of Kodaly's 

piano piece Op. 11, No. 4 are very reminiscent of Debussy's L a  

Cathedrale engloutie (exs. 18A and 18B, p. 208-209).

S A N D O R : As I said, Kodaly and Bartok never hesitated in 

incorporating the ressources created by their predecessors, as long as 

they made musical sense. With dodecaphony, for instance, they both 

were extrem ely reticent.

S A G O T : Isn't that interesting? Both Bartok and Kodaly witnessed

the genesis, apogee and—in Kodaly's case—decline of dodecaphonism, 

and yet they never subscribed to this concept. Kodaly in particular 

was very openly adverse to the dodecaphonic idea, and the f u r o r e  it 

was provoking in America during the forties and fifties. In a letter 

to Ernest Ansermet he wittily states:
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America is plagued by dodecaphonists! In Tangle wood 
(thanks to Gunther Schuller, former horn player with the 
M etropolitan Orchestra) as well as in all universities around 
here everybody seems to be taking the "series" really 
"seriously." No sooner had the folly receded in Europe that it 
reemerged magnified in America. We will see how much 
remains of all that!68

Of course, how could there be a strict adherence to 

dodecaphony in a music so fundamentally rooted in folklore as 

Kodaly's or Bartok's?

S A N D O R : To understand the magnitude of Bartok's and Kodaly's

impact in Hungarian music one has to go far back in history. You 

know, Hungary was a rather adventurous country, ju st over a 

thousand years old. It was like a little island in the middle of 

Europe, surrounded by Germanic and Slavic countries. After the First 

W orld W ar Hungary lost three fourths of its territory: only one

fourth of our land remained. All the northern regions became parts 

of Czekoslovakia, Romania, Yugoslavia. The country was totally 

mutilated, which means the economic and artistic life was very much 

affected by it. Keep in mind that Hungary once belonged to the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire, and the German influence was very, very 

strong, specially in the arts. The German romantics were very 

prevalent in Hungary. For a Hungarian composer to be successful in 

those days he had to write in a post-Brahmsian style, like Dohnanyi 

did. Bartok's early works were also written under the spell of 

Brahms. Then came this very strongly nationalistic movement in

68Amann, 87.
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Hungary, which was considerably fueled by Bartok and Kodaly's 

discovery of folklore. They both went out to the countryside to 

collect Hungarian folklore, not the "folklore" that had been artificially 

diluted by dilettanti and amateurs, but the genuine folklore. A very 

intense nationalistic trend in all arts developed out of the immense, 

wonderful body of material collected by Bartok and Kodaly. Of 

course, the governmental and official authorities were against that. 

They were all pro-German and pro-Austrian, since m ost of them 

came from German families, having been born and raised there. So, 

the German post-romantic influence was all over Hungary. Then all 

of a sudden came these two Hungarians, Bartok and Kodaly, who 

based their music in Hungarian authentic folklore, and had been very 

strongly influenced by French music, particularly by Debussy (Kodaly 

went first to France). The initial rejection of Bartok and Kodaly by 

the Hungarian musical circles had to do with the fact that anything 

that was not pro-German had to be officially looked down on. And 

here were these two composers writing music that was so unusual, so 

personal and original that the majority of people didn't understand it 

at all. The conventional schooling of people in Hungary didn't enable 

them to enjoy this music. Bartok and Kodaly both made their way 

because they were outstanding musicians, but it was not easy. The 

conventional m usical circles, particularly the press, were against 

them all the time. You must know the story about the A l l e g r o  

Barbaro ,  don't you?

S A G O T : I do, but it sure would be nice to have you tell it for my 

in te rv ie w .
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S A N D O R : I spread this story some years ago, and now I see it 

everywhere. Luckily it has now become very well known. After a 

recital o f Bartok and Kodaly's music, a French newspaper published a 

review that called them "the two young Hungarian barbarians." That 

is why Bartok, as a mere joke, retitled his piece Allegro Barbaro.  Its 

original title was simply Allegro in F-sharp. Unfortunately, that got 

stuck in people's minds, and now they think that Bartok's music 

should be performed in a barbarian, sadistic way. So, briefly, Bartok 

and Kodaly were not with the traditional, conventional group that 

dictated the artistic trends in Hungary. They were individualistic 

and very nationalistic. They both were teaching at the Liszt 

Academy, as you kow. Kodaly taught harmony and theory first, then 

composition. Bartok was employed as a piano teacher. He never in 

his life taught composition, he had no composition students at all. A 

lot of people claim  nowadays to have studied composition with 

Bartok, but that is just not so. Once he taught theory in a little 

Austrian village somewhere, but not composition. Kodaly, in the 

other hand, was, together with Albert Siklos, one of the two 

composition teachers at the Liszt Academy. As you know, I was 

fortunate enough to study composition with Kodaly, and it was 

through him that I came to know Bartok, who was my piano teacher 

betw een 1930-34.

S A G O T : Maestro, now that you have put Kodaly's initial impact on

Hungarian musical life into perspective, allow me to mention one 

feature of his style that has always caught my attention. I refer to
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his rhythmic "pendularity." His music seems to go back and forth 

from the rhapsodic senza misura, "parlando" type of declam ation to 

the ebullient, brisk beat of the verbunkos.69 The Marosszek Dances  

present these two types of rhythm with the clarity of a textbook 

(exs. 19A and 19B, p. 210-211).

S A N D O R : Let's not forget that music has two fundamental sources:

song and dance: that’s about it. In the Marosszek Dances  you have 

both types represented in the "parlando" sections and in the 

rhythmically steady sections of the verbunkos. You can of course 

have music that combines both. In dance you tend to have a 

uniform, regular rhythm. It had to be steady in order to be danced. 

Until Debussy, dance music was conspicuously steady: always in 2/4

or 3/4. Irregular rhythms were very rarely used (Bulgarian music 

provides very good examples of them). Free rhythm, the "parlando" 

type of rhythm is a very recent development in the history of music. 

Bartok uses a lot of it, of course. This free rhythm is a throwback to 

the times of non-cyclic music, music that didn't have the cyclic 

periodicity of poetry (in poetry syllables are organized in groups of 

two or three). In recitative there is no such thing. M ozart and 

Beethoven established this very clear symmetry of tw o-four-eight, 

this cyclic, periodical phrase structure. Not Haydn though! He was 

not so subject to that. Lots of Haydn's music is asymmetric.

69A Hungarian dance originated in the second half of the 18th century 
and used in the recruitment of soldiers. As performed by Gypsy bands, it 
typically features an alternation between a slow introductory section (l a s s u ) 
and a section in fast tempo ( fr iss ).
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S A G O T : Particularly the slow movements of his piano sonatas, I

th in k .

S A N D O R : More so in the slow movements, maybe. Usually he didn't

have this structural periodicity of two-four-eight. Often he would 

have six or five. And then of course Brahms very frequently uses 

groups of five measures. It is clear, however, that tradition has 

organized music in a cyclic way. Bartok liberated music from that. 

That doesn't mean he is always breaking the cycles, but very often 

his rhythm is absolutely free, like in the Etudes, where certain 

passages are written in a recitative-type of style (ex. 20, p. 212). So, 

Bartok and Kodaly emancipated music from a series of cliches that 

were very entrenched in the nineteenth century: m ostly German

rom antic cliches.

S A G O T : All this rhythmic freedom doubtlessly comes from folklore.

S A N D O R : Folklore, as we all know, is the very essence of Kodaly's 

music. However, there is no folklore at all in some of his Op. 3 and 

Op. 11 piano pieces. Kodaly stays much closer to Hungarian folklore 

than does Bartok, and this is another very significant difference 

betweeen these two composers. As we have discussed, Bartok's 

music was not just Hungarian folklore: it was folklore from many

different sources: Romanian, Bulgarian, Slovakian, etc. I know a

funny little story about that. There is a piece I played in Budapest 

about twenty years ago. Somebody came after the concert, very 

complimentary, and said: "Only we who speak Hungarian can play
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Bartok so wonderfully well!" And I answered: "It was not

Hungarian: it was a Romanian DanceV' Bartok even incorporated 

Basque and East Indian elements in his music (there is an imitation 

of a Basque tambourin in one of his piano pieces). Bartok would use 

anything that he could lay his hands on!

S A G O T : The Bulgarian rhythm, as featured in the Two-Piano

Sonata's first movement, and in the last six pieces of M ik r o k o sm o s ,  I 

find extremely hard to get in my bones! (ex. 21, p. 213).

S A N D O R : The funny thing is, you go to Greece, and it is in 

everybody's blood! They play those rhythms with great ease, with 

complete naturality! Bartok incorporated all that into his music. 

Kodaly, in the other hand, was much less eclectic.

S A G O T : Kodaly confined himself pretty much to Magyar folklore.

He was such a patriot! It is really moving to see with how much 

devotion he strives to preserve Magyar folklore in all its purity, 

sheltering it against foreign influences and the adulteration of 

bourgeois music. He collected lots of tunes from the Mari people. 

Could you tell me where the Mari tribe is from? I wonder if it has 

anything to do with Marosszek, you know: the Marosszek Dances.  As

I understand it, there were some Mari tribes that were closely 

related to the Turks. This means that the pentatonic scale—which is 

the natural scale of the Mari people— came from Orient via the 

Turkish occupation in Hungary.
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S A N D O R : I don't know about Mari, but the term "Marosszek" comes 

from Maros, which is the name of a river. The particle zek means 

something like "county." So, the translation would be more or less 

"Dances from the County of Maros." "Mari" I don't know what that is, 

it doesn't sound familiar. How does he spell the word?

S A G O T : M-a-r-i, and he talks a lot about it in several essays. 

S A N D O R : I have never heard it!

S A G O T : Kodaly considers the songs from Mari the fundamental

source, the primitive stratum of Hungarian folklore. References to 

"the Mari people" are all over the place in Kodaly's book on 

Hungarian folklore. It really is a book that is difficult to digest, you

know. It is not conceived in a didactic way. Kodaly writes in the

assumption that the reader is already fam iliar with a lot of things 

that are by no means self evident. On top of that, I am of course 

reading an English translation, since I don't know a word of 

H ungarian .

S A N D O R : Could it not be an error of the translator? Because there is 

no such word as "Mari" in Hungarian!

S A G O T : Here it is! Let me read: "The following AABB construction 

is typical or Mari folksong." He refers to "the Mari people" all the

time, but he never explains what that is.
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S A N D O R : I swear I have never heard that! Let me see the book... 

Mari! Mari is the name of a girl, like Mariska: Mary, Maria: Mari is

a nickname! Maybe he is talking about a certain kind of song 

cultivated by servant girls sometime in the past!

S A G O T : I don't think so. He is clearly talking about certain people, 

about an ethnic group.

S A N D O R : Well, to my knowledge there is no such thing as "Mari" in 

H ungarian language!

S A G O T : He also talks a lot about the "Chuvash."

S A N D O R : "Chuvash"! That I know: it is a tribe. Well, maybe there 

was a tribe called Mari, I don't know. Frankly, I have never heard of 

that. It must be a very neglected ethnia. Chuvash is a very old 

historic tribe. Just like the Cheremiss too. Yes, I guess there must be 

a Mari tribe, but believe me, it must be a very small tribe, because I 

have never heard of it.

S A G O T : So, you don't think the word "Mari" is at the root of 

"Marosszek"? If this was true, couldn't we assume the M a r o s s z e k  

D ances  are based on Mari folklore?

S A N D O R : Maybe the name of the river "Maros" comes from Mari. I 

guess that is possible.
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S A G O T : However, nothing in the Marosszek Dances— which I have 

heard you perform often—reminds me of the simple pentatonic 

constructions of the Mari songs Kodaly studies in his book. The 

Marosszek Dances  are, for one, full of semitones, something that 

never occurs in strictly pentatonic music! I believe the M a r o s s z e k  

D a n c e s  are rather based on Transylvanian folklore.

S A N D O R : I am ashamed to say I don't know. In any case, what you 

just said brings us to a very touchy subject. Kodaly made the point 

that genuine Hungarian folklore had nothing to do with Lisztian and 

B rahm sian pseudo-folklore.

S A G O T : According to Kodaly, the source of authentic Hungarian

folklore is mainly to be found in the songs of the Mari, Cheremiss and 

Chuvash people, among other tribes.

S A N D O R : The old Finnish-Ugor tribes, yes. About the material 

featured in the Marosszek Dances,  Kodaly says those are songs he 

remembered to have heard from way back. Just examine the main, 

recurrent melody of the piece: that is not Hungarian folklore at all!

S A G O T : I know it is not! There are plenty of semitones and 

augmented seconds on it. Those augmented seconds are typical of 

the so called "Gypsy scale", which is often used by Liszt in his 

Rhapsodies and in his Mephisto Waltz (ex. 22, p. 214), and is not a 

constitutive part of Magyar folklore: all this according to Kodaly.
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S A N D O R : Let me quote what Kodaly himself writes about the

melodies he used in his Marosszek Dances. He says something like 

"these melodies come from fairyland." That is a very suspicious 

statem ent on his part.

S A G O T : That's right! Although he was not a man prone to verbal 

lyricism, he wrote the following literary preface to the piece in 

question: "The Marosszek Dances are rooted in a very distant past,

and represent the echoes of a fairy world forever vanished." (!)

S A N D O R : It's very clear: that was his poetic way to tell us that

those particular melodies were not taken from Hungarian folklore.

He ambiguously describes his melodic material as belonging to "a 

fairy world" to suggest its non-folkloric origin.

S A G O T : The Marosszek Dances have a strong Gypsy flavor, mainly 

due to the conspicuous presence of augmented seconds. The 

character of the main theme reminds me of the lassu from  Liszt's 

Hungarian Rhapsodies.  As a matter of fact, considering the highly 

sectionalized structure of the piece, as well as the recurrence of the 

main theme in a rondo fashion as a demarcatory formal device, the 

Marosszek Dances  could perhaps be termed a rhapsody.

S A N D O R : Just by looking at the outline of the main theme we can 

unequivocally tell Kodaly is not using folklore (ex. 23, p. 215). We 

have a major melody made up of sequential segments, like so many 

other melodies by Liszt, Chopin, Tchaikovsky or anybody else. As for
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the augmented seconds of the Gypsy scale, let us not forget 

something: Gypsies are the people who play other people's music.

The augmented second is not Gypsy. It is M editerranean in origin: a

Semitic musical trait. Gypsies were simply the ones who 

paraphrased this kind of music, giving it some oriental, m ideastern 

flavor. The main melody Kodaly uses in the Marosszek Dances  is 

very suspicious: I always have that in mind when I play it.

S A G O T : Kodaly talks so much about the purity of Hungarian

folksong, and about its essentially pentatonic origin, that I was 

amazed to find something as un-pentatonic as the main theme of the 

Marosszek Dances. Kodaly insists that the pentatonic scale is the 

natural, characteristic idiom of most Magyar folklore. In the 

Marosszek Dances  we have of course dance rhythms, the use of drone 

effects too, but not much authentic Magyar folklore. The fast 

sections of the piece remind me, once again, of the friss  in Liszt's 

Hungarian Rhapsodies,  which, as we know, do not feature authentic 

fo lk lo re .

S A N D O R : One has to be very careful in determining the sources of 

folklore. As we said, one of them is song, the other one is dance: 

completely different roots. Sometimes they are mixed (very often 

dances are also meant to be sung). However, a perform er should 

always know if he is dealing with a song or a dance. For instance, 

Bartok wrote the Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs.  In actuality, 

some of them are songs, some of them are dances. I remember one 

of these pieces where the m usette-like rhythm gives away its dance
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origin. Others have the typical recitative character that you find in

songs. Pieces originated in song have a more declamatory character, 

whereas dance-related pieces tend to have a more m otoric rhythm. 

Most of them qualify as folklore. The initial theme of the M a r o s s z e k  

D ances ,  in the other hand, is obviously based in song. The fast 

sections are pure dance. If you omit the ornaments of the right 

hand's theme in the "drone" section (ex. 24, p. 216), you have a 

simple folkloric theme in its purest form, but the main theme of the 

piece is definitely not folkloric: it is very harmonically structured,

with clear major-minor implications in a way that is not at all 

characteristic of M agyar folklore.

S A G O T : In his essay "The Pentatonic Scale in Hungarian Folk Music" 

Kodaly defines this essential element of Magyar folklore:

Today, if we are looking for some trait which distinguishes the 
music of the Hungarians from that of all neighbouring 
peoples, we find it in its rhythm and in its use of the 
pentatonic scale. The Hungarian pentatonic scale is a 
"natural" (or descending "melodic minor") scale from which the 
second and sixth degrees are missing. If, for example we 
choose G for the tonic, the scale is: G, B-flat, C, D, F. In 
addition to these five notes most melodies reach the F below 
the tonic as well as the octave of the tonic, the G; very 
occasionally the upper third, the B-flat, a tenth above the tonic, 
also occurs. Thus, the widest possible range is: F, G, B-flat, C,
D, F, G, B-flat and the narrowest is: G, B-flat, C, D; for some 
tunes are content with four notes, and thus we may actually 
have cases of tetratony. But these are exceptions. As there are 
no semitones in it, our scale belongs to what could be called 
"anhem itonic"-type pentatony .70

10The Selected Writings o f  Zoltan Kodaly, 11.
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S A N D O R : Let's clear up something. Pentatonism is in the origin of 

folklore, but that doesn't mean that all folkloric music has to be

pentatonic. Way back there was a lot of pentatonic music in the

world, but that was thousands of years ago. In China pentatonic

music was a a natural thing. Later on music became very scalar too,

not ju st pentatonic. Major and minor scales appeared in the context 

of genuine folkloric music. Modal scales also became a part of the 

melodic material of music. The most ancient, the most primitive 

form of the scale is the pentatonic, but one should not infer from that 

that all folklore is pentatonic. Much folklore comes from very 

remote pentatonic sources, but then came the modal as well as the 

major and minor scales to figure no less prominently in folklore.

Later on appeared many other combinations of them.

S A G O T : According to Kodaly, it was through the influence of the 

church that Hungarian peasants got acquainted with modal scales. 

However, he emphasizes the fact that, in their most distant past, the 

natural musical language of those Hungarian tribes was pentatonic. 

The songs he collected give plenty of evidence of this fact.

S A N D O R : Pentatonism must have been the natural idiom of the

oldest of them, but not of all of them. You could say that if a tune 

was pentatonic then you could be sure it was old. You can not say, 

however, that if a tune is not pentatonic then it is not old, because 

some songs may be very old and not be pentatonic. Kodaly was very 

right to have put his finger on the church's influence. Art music also 

had a strong influence in folklore.
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S A G O T : When I read Kodaly's book on Hungarian folklore, I can feel 

between the lines a little bit of regret for this Hungarian folksong 

getting increasingly contaminated by art music, church m usic, Gypsy 

tunes, by m iddle-class domestic art.

S A N D O R : You are absolutely right. There was a tendency in Kodaly 

as well as in Bartok to purify Hungarian folksong, separating from it 

any contaminating elements. However, don't forget one thing. You 

know of course the Concerto for Orchestra by Bartok: one of its most

beautiful melodies is not folklore at all. It is an operetta song! The 

text of that song is "beautiful, lovely Hungary." Bartok transformed 

this tune into the most wonderful melody, expressing a Hungarian 

nationalistic feeling (ex. 25, p. 217). And there was not a hint of 

folklore there. So we have to be careful with this. It is not that 

everything that is not folklore has to be bad, not at all! Kodaly and 

Bartok did create an awareness of the fact that Liszt in his H u n g a r ia n  

Rhapsodies  and Brahms in his Hungarian Dances  had used Gypsy 

dilettante music, instead of the genuine Magyar folklore.

S A G O T : Yes, they are tough on Liszt and Brahms for having 

perpetuated for almost a century what they regarded as a gross 

ethnom usicological m istake.

S A N D O R : Liszt and Brahms used some popular material, definitely

not folklore, but popular m aterial.
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S A G O T : Okay, so they did not use authentic folklore in their dances 

and rhapsodies. Fine. But that doesn't detract from their piece's 

intrinsic m usical value!

SA N D O R : Of course not. The Hungarian Rhapsodies  and Hungarian  

D a nces  still remain great music.

S A G O T : Something else. Even if Liszt's Rhapsodies do not use 

genuine Hungarian material, the fact is many of their tunes are 

indeed very close to authentic folklore. Even if  adulterated or 

"polluted" by foreign influences, the fact is many of Liszt's melodies 

share the same contour, the same melodic root as some of Bartok's 

and Kodaly's tunes. Let me be very factual here. Do you remember 

the theme from the final friss  in Liszt's sixth Hungarian R hapsody? 

Well, it is nothing but a variant of the second of Bartok's S ix  

Romanian Dances  Sz. 56 (exs. 26A and 26B, p. 218-219). In a way, 

Liszt's version of the melody is no more than a paraphrase of the 

original tune. So, as such, I think it could not be entirely dismissed 

by someone who would be trying to reconstruct the pristine, 

uncontam inated form of Hungarian folklore.

S A N D O R : I think it is a good idea to diagnose what is what. One 

thing is folklore. The other is popular, dilettante, art music. It is 

very healthy to make that distinction. We should not call "folklore" 

something that is no more than dilettante music. Folklore has its 

very clear rules, you know. Melodic and harmonic rules. Bartok 

him self uses many melodies that are not folklore at all. They are
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simply taken over from other sources and diluted by other 

influences. The best example I can think of is that melody in the 

Concerto for Orchestra, the one I already mentioned. It appears in 

the Intermezzo Interroto. It is a very beautiful, haunting melody, 

from an operetta by Zsigmond Vincze.

S A G O T : Even in Kodaly's case, not all of the Op. 3 and Op. 11 piano 

pieces contain Magyar folklore. There is nothing folkloric about the 

Valsette ,  for instance, where the influence of Liszt and Debussy is so 

conspicuous.

S A N D O R : That is right, and it still is great music! You know, some 

people pretend nowadays that Kodaly's Op. 3 and Op. 11 cycles 

should be played in their entirety. The fact is— and I want to be very 

emphatic here— I once asked Kodaly if those collections of pieces had 

to be performed as a whole. He him self strongly disadvised playing 

them in their entirety. "Don't play the whole thing, because nobody 

will want to listen to it!" he told me.

S A G O T : Particularly Op. 11 would not fare very well as a whole in a 

live performance. There is too much of the same kind of piano 

writing in those pieces: alternation of declamatory, "parlando"

m elodic passages, with heavy chordal interjections. It doesn't make 

for a varied enough cycle, in terms of live performance.

S A N D O R : That obsession with complete cycles comes from the

recording business. The in tegra tes  sell very well, you know! But the
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fact is those collections of pieces were never intended to be played as 

a complete cycle in public.

S A G O T : The problem with the in tegrates  is that they do not always 

reflect the intention of the composer, nor the personal taste of the 

p e rfo rm e r .

S A N D O R : I am afraid you are right. Now, I would say a piece such 

as Bartok's Suite, Op. 14, should be played in its entirety. Even there, 

Bartok took out one of the movements, so you see, even that is not 

untouchable. He him self encouraged me to play only one movement 

of his Piano Sonata in a recital I gave in Italy during the late thirties! 

He actually disadvised me playing the whole piece in that particular 

occasion! Even in a piece such as Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra you 

could safely take one movement and play it as an independent piece, 

just like I did with the Intermezzo Interrotto.

S A G O T : Nowadays such a thing would be unconceivable.

S A N D O R : Some people have this pedantic, hypocritical attitude of

saying "don't you dare to play a single movement because that's not 

what the composer wanted": pure nonsense! W hat do they know

about what the composer wanted! So, please feel free to quote me: 

Kodaly personally told me that no, you don't have to play the whole 

Op. 3 or Op. 11 cycles as if they were Schumann's Symphonic Etudes  

or Beethoven's Diabelli Variations! Who wants to hear the whole 

thing anyway? I have often played single pieces from those
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collections. Pretending that the whole collection should be played 

together is as absurd as claiming that everything a composer wrote 

within one year should be performed as a whole!

S A G O T : I would say a group of two or three pieces from Op. 3 or Op. 

11 would be most enhancing on a recital program.

S A N D O R : A few of them yes, but if you play the whole cycles at the 

end everybody would be bored to tears. When you play a public 

concert for one or two thousand people, you have to assume they 

want to hear a varied program. Now, if they have a favorite author, 

and they want to have an all-Beethoven or an all-Chopin program 

that can be done too, but nobody should play as a whole something 

that was not conceived as such. The Goldberg Variations or 

Beethoven's Thirty-two Variations in C minor you have to regard and 

play as one unit, but Kodaly's Op. 3 and Op. 11 are independent, 

individual musical ideas, with different titles some of them, and it is 

a big mistake to think that they have to be played together. The 

composer didn't mean it, and the audience does not want it.

S A G O T : Maestro, allow me now to go back to the topic of Hungarian 

folklore. I remember Bartok once said that in Liszt's time folklore as 

a branch of learning did not exist at all. Nobody then had any idea 

that the study of the problems of this field required hard work, 

scientific methods, and the collection of facts from the widest 

possible first-hand experience. It is good to bear that in mind when 

evaluating the ethnomusicological accuracy of Liszt and Brahms'
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"folkloric" endeavours. First of all, in their times there was no 

cylinder recorder to go around collecting folkloric tunes!

S A N D O R : Bartok is absolutely correct. To start with, there was no 

folklore at hand to be collected. All you had were the Gypsy or 

dilettante's tunes. Unless of course you would go to the villages.

There you could hear it. W hat you could hear in Budapest or Vienna 

was already completely diluted by other influences. A lot of rather 

talented dilettanti were capable of writing melodies that sounded 

like folklore. The fact is, just like Palestrina's counterpoint, folksong 

is structured around certain very specific rules. You know, I 

rem em ber having read somewhere that Bartok had supposedly said 

that atonality was a practicable thing in music. Actually, I just found 

a statement of Bartok where he says that in folkloric m aterial, where 

the tonality is firmly established, you may use non-tonal clusters and 

aggregations precisely because the tonality is already solidly 

established. W hatever you superimpose on it will become part of the 

tonality. However— and let's be very specific here— a chromatic scale, 

a scale in augmented seconds, a diminished or augmented chord have 

no definite tonal roots. They are connective tissues. Those elements 

alone you can not use to write music, because such music would have 

no form, no structure. Now or in the future, the concept of tonal 

center remains the only way to create any musical form. Not sonata 

form nor any other form could exist without the presence of a central 

pitch to which you relate. You can not substitute the pitch as center 

of gravity with neither color, texture, rhythm nor anything else.
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S A G O T : I guess there is a dialectic relation between tonality and the

atonal elements you may find within it. W ithout a center of gravity 

you can not have a deviation, without virtue you can not have sin, 

without a law you can not possibly have a transgression!

S A N D O R : Not only that: you would have no tension, you can't create 

tension. Tension in music always comes when you go away from the 

tonality. Let me give a very simple example. If you move within the 

scale of C major and play C, D, E, F, etc. you create no tension, since 

you are using notes that are contemplated in the basic material of 

the scale. If you alter any of those notes you create tension, as you 

go away from C. That is only possible because you had the C well 

established as your tonal center from the very beginning. There is 

no "going away" unless you have a center relatively to which you "go 

away." It is like the force of gravity. If you go away from earth by a 

few miles, there is still the force of gravity that pulls you down.

There is a definite direction to your fall. If you are in orbit, there is

no direction to your movement: you may go at 17000 miles per hour

or at 2 miles per hour and it makes no difference. You can only 

measure speed and direction if you have a fixed point to which your 

movement relates. In music you can amuse yourself with a lot of

chromatic scales, augmented and diminished chords: that is fine (it's

like being in orbit for a while). But in order to create form you have 

to go back to the central pitch. You can not start in C and end the 

piece in F-sharp, because then the piece doesn't hold together. So, 

musical form—which is essentially a functional thing— is not possible 

if you declare that you are thinking in terms of atonality. There is no
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way! It's just double-talk! As a matter of fact, it's going out the 

window right now: it's finished. Fifty years of that was long enough.

S A G O T : Even a structure as long and complex as the sonata form is 

nothing but the result of the essential gravitation of all harmonic 

events around the tonic. A sonata form is a journey away from and 

back to the tonic: in a way, it musically recreates the experience of

the voyage. All its harmonic tension comes from the drama of 

"getting away from home," and the great satisfaction of the inevitable 

return. It is a reassuring verification of the law of gravity: we are

not going to fall in outer space or get irremediably lost, as long as the 

magnetic force of the tonic is there. During many years sonata form 

was mainly perceived as a struggle between themes. Actually, as 

Charles Rosen demonstrates in his book "The Classical Style",71 the 

themes themselves are nothing but a pretext to stage the real conflict 

between tonal areas: tonic versus dominant. No wonder m ost of

Haydn, M ozart and Beethoven's themes are so triadic in nature: 

sometimes they simply outline a given chord, so as to demarcate the 

tonal territory of that particular key. In a way, sonata form is 

nothing but a colossal outgrowth of the natural tension between tonic 

and dom inant.

S A N D O R : Let us stop here for a minute: a sonata form is, in essence, 

an ABA form, a tripartite structure. If we look at a simple tripartite 

form, say for instance the scherzo of a Beethoven sonata, we already

71 Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Mozart, Beethoven, Haydn (New  
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1997).
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find that "journey" away from and back to the tonic: the A section is

in the tonic, B modulates to the dominant, A goes back to the tonic. 

The sonata form is an immense expansion of this same pattern. You 

could have several secondary themes and call them "second group," 

"second thematic area" or things like that. You may also have a third 

melodic element: the closing theme, a very common occurrence in

the classical piano sonata. Then comes the development area, where 

the already presented m aterial is elaborated. It may be very 

substantial, or at times just a brief digression before returning to the 

first theme in the tonic. Even the most enormous sonata forms 

conform to an overall ABA structure. In the Liszt B minor Sonata, for 

example, you have a lot of themes, very lengthy developments, all 

sorts of transitions and episodes, but the recapitulation is still clearly 

demarcated by the return of the tonic. The whole thing amounts to a 

monumental ABA form. The sonata is perhaps the most elastic, 

flexible form in the history of music. The restitution of the tonic is 

its main principle, the event that gives it its formal coherence. 

Otherwise, you will have a lopsided, aurally unsatisfactory piece. 

Concerning atonality, may I use a rather crude analogy: the basic

architectural form is the pyramid, right? It can not topple over due 

to its shape and the force of gravity. The broad bottom and the 

narrow top, together with the force of gravity make it extremely 

stable. In modern architecture we can find structures of almost any 

conceivable shape, even inverted pyramids. In the case of an 

inverted pyramid, we have a narrow bottom and a broad top. In 

order to counteract the force of gravity and keep the balance, the 

architect has to create structural devices and employ m aterials that
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will secure the building's stability. An "atonal" composer is like an 

architect who would pretend to create a pyramid that is not 

subjected to the force of gravity! If he ignores such a factor then the 

building will immediately collapse! Something sim ilar happens in 

music. You have the overtone series. You can go with them by 

creating consonance, you can go against them by creating dissonance, 

but you can not arbitrarely proclaim the absence of tonality! The 

problem is not that the building will fall down: it rather is that there

would be no building to start with! To negate tonality is to negate 

music itself. In a dodecaphonic row the harmonics are still there 

pulling your notes in one direction or another. You can not escape 

the harmonics ladder, just like you can not possibly fool the force of 

gravity. I am neither "old fashioned" or "new fashioned" for saying 

this, nor is it an opinion: I am just stating some natural, objective,

thoroughly demonstrable facts. That is the world we live in, we can 

not change it. Only by going into orbit will you subtract yourself 

from the attraction of gravity.

S A G O T : For a while, until you fall into the magnetic field of some 

other celestial body: ever since Newton the force of gravity has been 

considered the very principle, the foundation of the universe's 

mechanics. Things changed quite a bit with Einstein though, but we 

won't go there now.

S A N D O R : Just like in music! If you get away from C and start 

having too many F-sharps or G-sharps you get sucked into the 

magnetic area of E major! Once again, Jacques, this is not a matter of
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opinion, these are facts. Contemporary composers have realized the 

absurdity of the atonal and serial concepts and have stepped out of 

them. It was about time. You can not write a series of twelve 

different notes and pretend that they will not bind together in one 

way or another, because the fact is the harmonics will inexorably do 

it. Bartok said it very clearly: there is no such thing as atonality.

Towards the m iddle of the century composers became obnubilated 

with this concept, which they heralded as "new" and "revolutionary." 

Serialism  was the password to be considered "progressive," and 

everyone pretended to be marveled by the system: it was exactly

like the story of "The Emperor's New Clothes"!

S A G O T : Hans Christian Andersen's story "The Emperor's New

Clothes", yes. Except in this case there was no child in the street to 

yell: "The King is naked!" Schonberg sustained that, in the absence

of a tonal center, the series would work as the new unifying 

principle, the new pillar of musical form. As you know, he defended 

this concept quite passionately.

SANDOR: It is a logical absurdity. Music is what? Music is either

stimulating or calming. If it remains constantly stimulating then it 

ceases to stimulate. If you have nothing but dissonances, then 

dissonance loses its significance as such. You don't get the effect of 

dissonance: you just get numb. Anyway, going back to dodecaphony,

I must say such music is all over the world equally inexpressive. In 

my prim itive assessment, the dodecaphonic system is nothing but 

double-talk. Number one: these words "atonal," "bitonal," "polytonal"
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are misleading. Dodecaphonic music uses the word "dodecaphonic" 

for what? For "twelve." Instead of the word "notes" they use the 

term "tones." (They just mean "notes," for God's sake!) So far we 

have "twelve notes." Then, instead of using the word "theme" they 

use the term "tone row." Well, a "tone row" just simply happens to 

be the "theme." Then they came with the arbitrary statement that 

you should use all the twelve notes without ever repeating any note, 

because then you would establish tonality. Now, the ultimate 

nonsense is this: the moment you play two notes, that second note is

either part of the harmonics of the previous one or not. So, say you 

play an E-flat. Then an A. Then a C-sharp. Then G. Those four notes 

may be part of the bottom note's harmonics scale, or may not belong 

to it. If they are not a part of the scale of harmonics, then they 

create a conflict, a tension. Tonality exists the moment you have two 

notes. With three notes even more so. If they are dissonant it ju st 

means they don't belong to the bottom note, and create a conflict 

with a tendency to be resolved. Right there you have a suggestion of 

tonality. That's why bitonality can not exist. Do you know the 

B agate lles  by Bartok?

S A G O T : I have never played them, but yes, I know them.

S A N D O R : In the first of these B agate lles  the right hand has four 

sharps, and the left hand has four flats (ex. 27, p. 220). I can show 

you a letter of Bartok where he clearly says that in the nineteen- 

twenties— that is seventy-five years ago, when it was fashionable to 

talk about bitonality— they called this piece "bitonal" (meaning that
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the right hand was in C-sharp minor and the left hand was in F 

minor), but the fact is the piece is in C. Bartok was actually carrying 

ad absurdum  this type of writing and later on abandoned it.

S A G O T : So, was he writing a sort of caricature of that kind of

n o ta tio n ?

S A N D O R : The piece may give the superficial impression that there

are two tonalities, but the fact is there is only one tonality: C.

Something similar occurs in the first movement of his Piano Sonata 

from 1926. The third theme—in D—is offset by arpeggios in E-flat 

that tend to obscure the otherwise unequivocal tonality, and that 

turn out to be no more than appoggiaturas that resolve on to D. (ex.

28, p. 221).

S A G O T : In your own program notes to your most recent recording

of Bartok's complete piano works, you actually transcribe a portion of 

the Bartok letter you just mentioned. Let me read the composer's 

own words:

This half-serious, half-jesting procedure was used to 
demonstrate the absurdity of key signatures in certain kinds of 
contemporary music. After leading the signature principle "ad 
absurdum" in the first piece, I dropped its use in all the other 
bagatelles and in most of my following works as well. The
tonality of the first B agate lle  is, of course, not a mixture of C-
sharp minor and F minor but simply a Phrygian coloured C
major (i.e., the characteristic semitone intervals between the
first and second, and fifth and sixth degrees of the Phrygian 
scale are also found here, at least in part). In spite of this, it 
was quoted several times as an "early example of bitonality" in 
the twenties, when it was fashionable to talk about bi- and
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polytonality. The same fate befelled on the second S k e tch  
about the same time, although its tonality is undisputably C 
major. These data are addressed especially to those who like to 
pigeonhole all music they do not understand into the category 
of "atonal" music.72

S A N D O R : That's right! The second Sketch is definitely in C, with 

subordinated A-flat harmonies in the left hand (ex. 29, p. 222). So, 

you see, seventy-five years after they first erroneously proclaim ed 

Bartok's B agate lle  "a model of bitonal writing," musicians and 

m usicologists are still making the same mistake. Bartok's words 

could not be clearer: he never wrote "bitonal," much less "atonal"

music. As for the dodecaphonic concept, it was completely 

unacceptable to Bartok and Kodaly. Believe me, all this generation of 

fifty years that has been going on since Bartok's death, all these 

dodecaphonic composers (Stockhausen, Boulez, Peragallo, Xenakis) 

are treading on very questionable terrain. All they do is utilize 

certain big words to cover something which is essentially non

existent. You see, a potpourri for example, that is not supposed to 

have a structure, can be amorphous: it is a free juxtaposition of

many fragments: you can cut it here, you can cut it there, and it will

still make musical sense.

S A G O T : To use Kodaly's expression, it is a "musical hodge-podge."73

72 Bartok, Solo Piano Works, Sandor.

73In 1946 Sandor performed with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra and 
Antal Dorati Rachmaninoffs Rhapsody on a Theme by Paganini. Kodaly, who 
was present at the concert, jokingly refered to the piece in question as a 
"musical hodge-podge," alluding no doubt to its highly sectionalized form.
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S A N D O R : That is right. One could hardly call that a musical 

structure. But if  you want to have a structure, then you must have a 

point of reference.

S A G O T : Which is the tonal center.

S A N D O R : That's correct, and you can not have two tonal centers, I 

will tell you why: if  you have two tonal centers, then it's the lower

one that will prevail, because the higher one will become a part of its 

overtones. Now, if you want the higher one to win, you can do that 

by emphasizing it, then the lower loses. In any case, you can not 

possibly have the two enjoy equal importance. You can not have two 

forces of gravity. There is only one. So, all this dodecaphonic 

double-talk is going out the window. Of course they will still try to 

defend it saying that it still remains valid as a technique, as a 

discipline. Well, perhaps, but it certainly can not be called a style.

S A G O T : Although divorced from the natural laws that govern music,

one could perhaps acknowledge the fact that dodecaphonism  remains 

a very coherent construction, if only at a purely cerebral, abstract 

level.

S A N D O R : Bluff! It's pure bluff! It doesn't fit the facts. You know, 

in the tonal system the tonic is stabilized by the dominant and the 

subdominant, thus, notes that are equidistant (from above and 

below) from the tonal center. I once asked Ernst Krenek very plainly 

what would replace this principle in dodecaphonic music. "Well, this
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is a very complicated subject, and we have no time to talk about this 

now," he answered me very politely. There is actually no reply for 

my question. The fact is, the tonal center is that to which you relate 

everything that happens in music.

S A G O T : Well, the recent history of mankind—particularly in the field 

of politics— is filled with these kind of abstractions, of rational 

constructions that look very nice on paper, but have no counterpart

in reality, and are therefore doomed to failure.

SA N D O R : Then they fall aside!

S A G O T : If you allow me a very trivial parallelism, it is like the

concept of communism: wonderful at the theoretical level,

impracticable in reality. It may not be a very felicitous analogy, but 

it sure illustrates the tragic dichotomy between rational, abstract 

speculation and life itself.

S A N D O R : Actually I think you picked a very good example. You see: 

there is no such thing as communism. Communism is a word, and a

theory, but the moment you put that theory into practice you get

down to a military dictatorship. You may play as much as you want 

with the words, you know: communism, socialism, but there are no 

such things. In real life communism can not exist, because that 

would presuppose creatures that are not human.

S A G O T : Yes. Words are very dangerous things, aren't they?
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S A N D O R : You can abuse words, yes. It is very important to attach a 

very clear meaning to every word. That is why I have so much 

respect and admiration for Bartok and Kodaly: they always attached

great clarity of meaning to their words. They didn't bluff with 

words, they didn't just throw words around. In 1918 Hungary was 

one of the first countries that fell under communism (after Russia, 

which as you know turned communist in 1917). Well, a year later 

B61a Kun introduced communism to Hungary. In those days the 

social setup was very unjust, very wrong, not only in czarist Russia, 

but in Hungary as well. So, people were willing to believe in 

socialism: it was the new thing! In theory, socialism seemed to be a

great solution for the masses. The very moment they put it into 

practice— whether it was Stalin in Russia, Bela Kun in Hungary or 

Castro in Cuba— it became m ilitary dictatorship.

S A G O T : I remember sixteen years ago in Mexico you told me of a 

very shocking experience you had in dictatorial Guatem ala during 

one of your concert tours, when you saw a group of convicts 

marching on the streets...

S A N D O R : You remember that? Did I really talk to you about this? 

Yes, that was quite impressive. They were captives, convicts, each 

one of them marching chained to his individual guard. One could not 

tell which ones were the prisoners and which ones were the guards. 

Those guards had to remain chained to their prisoners! That is an 

image that has remained in my mind ever since. That is the product
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of totalitarism  of either side: fascism or communism. I have friends 

in Chile who kept telling me: "With Allende we are going to have a 

truly Chilean, human socialism." I told them: "Listen, unless your

socialism is as cruel and ruthless as everywhere, somebody else will 

come and kick you out." Sure enough, there came Pinochet and took 

over the country with the army. He immediately established a 

m ilitary dictatorship. So, there you have words covering concepts 

that do not exist in reality. But to go back to our topic, we often don't 

realize that in music you only have tension and release in so far as

you have a point of reference from which you can either go away or

come back. Music can also depress your auditive sensibility, but it 

will only do that if there is a tonal center to which you can relate the 

intervallic change. You know, I have here with me an interview I

made with Kodaly. It is on tape: about an hour long. We both talk.

Since I have always been interested in this particular subject, I 

asked him what he thought about atonality (I already knew what he 

thought, but I still asked him). He said: "Tonality is like a highway.

If you are traveling and you get off the highway, you have to

manage to get back to it, otherwise you get lost. That's what tonality

is." So, you can get away from the tonal center for a while, but if you 

avoid tonality in a systematic way, then the music gets lost, you no 

longer have any direction: you are not at home, you are not away,

you are nowhere. If you want to find your direction, you have to get 

back in the highway: then you will know where to go. Then Kodaly

talks about the dodecaphonists, and he says something which I find

very revealing: "Dodecaphonic music all over the world sounds the

same." It is absolutely true. I recently listened to that interview, by
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the way. I have an old tape recorder, and I played it there. It 

sounds a little bit fast, but it is still okay. I don't know if I can give it 

to you, though...

S A G O T : Oh no, maestro, of course not. You should by all means keep 

that material. It would be nice to hear Kodaly's voice though. I can 

not help feeling a little bit curious.

S A N D O R : You probably would be disappointed: he had a high- 

pitched, slightly nasal, somehow veiled voice, just like Bartok did.

You know, in the interview I have with Kodaly, he points out how in 

tonal music there are still many unexplored areas. This is absolutely 

true. He encourages young composers to investigate these uncharted 

territories. You know Alfred Schnittke?

S A G O T : I am embarassed to say I don't know his music. I am aware 

of the fact that you have been playing his Piano Concerto.

S A N D O R : You should get acquainted with his music. He is a genius!

A tremendous genius! The greatest composer of today!

SA G O T : How old is he now?

S A N D O R : He is near sixty. Still young but very sick unfortunately. 

His music is always tonal.74

74Schnittke died in 1998, two years after this interview took place.
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S A G O T : How is his Piano Concerto?

S A N D O R : Gorgeous! Absolutely beautiful!

S A G O T : Are you planning to record it soon?

S A N D O R : As a matter of fact I did record it in Bologna and it is 

supposed to come out. I haven't heard it. I hope it comes out soon. 

Apparently there has been some delay with the CD.

SA GOT: Is it in SONY?

S A N D O R : No. Some Italian label. There are a few recordings of the 

concerto. I heard one with a Swedish orchestra and soloist. There is 

also a recording with Gennadi Roshdestvensky's wife as a soloist.

The concerto is scored for piano and strings. It is the most beautiful, 

wonderful piece, strictly tonal. Every note in it is amazing, a 

complete surprise. The whole work is wonderfully structured 

around its tonal center. So, there are great composers coming up 

within the tonal system, no question about it. There is no other valid 

sy stem !

S A G O T : Maestro, have you ever programmed Schonberg in your

re c ita ls?
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S A N D O R : Very little. Some of his music is wonderful, though. His 

quartets are magnificent, I must say. His music is not new nor old. I 

remember some forty years ago somebody telling me: "Oh, you have

to hear this new music that is being composed nowadays!" It was 

not new at all! W hat is new about it? An arbitrary search for 

dissonances! They don't realize the fact that they can search as long 

as they want, but they will not escape the implications of the 

harmonics ladder to which every note will be related to. If you 

relate by not belonging to it, then you create dissonance, and that is 

the essence of harmonic tension. For the aforementioned reasons 

there is no such thing as atonality. So Kodaly, who was no bluff, was 

already composing this wonderful, very advanced m usic during the 

first years of the century, when he still was in his twenties, 

expanding and exploring new resources within the tonal system 

without ever abandoning it. Pieces such as the Op. 3 and Op. 11 

collections are much more advanced music than, say, Mahler's 

Symphonies. We live today in a period that considers M ahler a great 

leading composer, a view to which I definitely can not subscribe. 

M ahler was already gone in my youth! I remember when I was a 

student, Bruno W alter was trying to revive him. He succeeded for 

about five or six years, then Mahler disappeared again. You want to 

hear Mahler? Listen to Schubert, Mendelssohn, Beethoven: that is

much better "Mahler."

S A G O T : Maestro, if you permit me, I would like to go back to the 

topic of Hungarian folklore. One could say that Bartok and Kodaly 

have preserved the essence of Hungarian folklore, preventing it from
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dying away. I wish every culture, every nation, every town in the 

world could have such passionate custodians of their ethnic music. A

lot of folklore in the world is vanishing due to the general trend

tow ard globalization.

S A N D O R : Well, that's just the way it is. Sometimes time causes 

cultures to atrophy and die away. They just don't survive. They 

may have been very strong at the time when they flourished, but 

they are diluted by the contact with other intrusive, hegemonic 

cultures and eventually disappear. The thing with real folklore is 

that you never know who wrote it: it is by definition anonymous.

Folklore renews itself through a process of purification or, shall we 

say, depuration, in the course of which only the strongest kind 

survives. Many of the melodies used by Bartok and Kodaly had 

innumerable variants. It is only the essential common elements of 

them that will survive.

S A G O T : One example among many that come to my mind: the

typical feature of constructing a melody in such a way that its second

phrase is nothing but a "tonal" transposition of the previous one at

the interval of a fifth. Such a trait appears in thousands of 

Hungarian folksongs, in the tune Kodaly uses in his P ea c o ck  

V aria tions  for instance. That is a trademark of many Hungarian 

folksongs, one that is common to almost all its genres with their 

infinite variants, and one that has certainly survived. Talking about 

variants, Kodaly's book on the subject shows how the same 

pentatonic melody can undergo a dizzying amount of variations. The
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outline of the tune is usually very simple, with abundant minor 

thirds and major seconds, as might be expected from a pentatonic 

melody. Then melismas grow like ornamental excrescences out of 

the fundamental notes, obscuring their original profile. The original 

folk song "The Peacock" is, for intance, profusely ornamented. In the 

tune's first appearance in the Peacock Variations Kodaly reduces it to 

its simplest, basic melodic contour (exs. 30A and 30B, p. 223-224).

S A N D O R : The different texts may as well determine an increase of

melismas, simply because you may have more syllables to fit into the

few notes of the tune. However, such variants even occur in absolute

music. When you play Beethoven, you sometimes stretch certain 

notes more than others for purely expressive reasons, and there is no

text there. Now, if it is a song, the text may determine how you

shape certain melodic phrases. Luckily, in the case of absolute music 

we don't have to worry about this interference of the literary speech 

on the musical one. In folklore, people are always trying to translate 

the text in order to better understand the melody, right? Totally 

unnecessary! The meaning of the text and its pronunciation not only 

are often detached from the melody, but are superimposed on it a 

p oster io r i .  In many of Bartok's and Kodaly's Hungarian songs the 

editorial houses have to add the note: "text unpublishable," because 

they use the most unimaginably obscene words. And yet the music 

is pure, serene, lovely!

S A G O T : A categoric proof of music's autonomy and self-sufficiency

as an art form!
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S A N D O R : You know, in one of Bartok's Im provisa tions  you have this 

tender, gentle melody set to a text in which a mother speaks to her 

son in more or less the following terms: "My dear child, you are not

the son of who you think to be your father, you are rather the son of 

the sacristan" (!) What you would call a p o rq u e r ia l  And yet the 

music is so lofty and noble! So, you don't really need the text in 

order to enjoy the music in purely musical terms. Besides, the highly 

m etaphoric and allegoric nature of folksong texts makes their literal 

interpretation rather difficult. The music goes its own way. We 

musicians should stick to the music, and let the literary people worry 

about the text.

S A G O T : That brings to my mind Eduard Hanslick's much resisted

doctrine about the self-sufficiency of music as an art. Hanslick 

opposed W agner's view that music had to go hand-in-hand with 

literature in order to create the miracle of the lyric drama, the 

synthesis of all arts: the G esam tku nstw erk .  For Hanslick, music was 

a world in itself, and could only express intrinsically musical 

phenomena. The romantic approach to music as a means to illustrate 

literary, programatic or pictorial elements was, in his view, no more 

than an aesthetic aberration. In his ground-breaking book V o m  

Musikalisch-Schdnen: ein Beitrag zur Revision der Asthetic der

Tonkunst, Hanslick embraces Brahms' cult for absolute music, as 

opposed to W agner's Greek inspired utopia. He defines Brahms' 

music as "sonorous forms in motion," nothing less, nothing more. To 

dem onstrate the thesis of the independence of music and literature
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he chooses a rather amusing example: Orpheus' famous aria J 'a i

perdu mon Euridice, rien n'egale mon malheur from Gluck's opera.

For nearly a hundred years, this aria had been considered a dramatic 

model, a paradigm of the interdependence between text and melody. 

The text is indeed poignant, and so was of course the music. Very 

well. Then Hanslick outraged the musical e ta b lissem en t  by setting 

the same, identical music to a different text: J'ai trouve mon Euridice, 

rien n'egale mon bonheur. Although at first reluctant to admit it, 

m ost melomanes came to the conclusion that the music could express 

this diam etrically opposite feeling just as eloquently as it could 

express grief. Isn't that something?

S A N D O R : He is one-hundred-percent right! All those W agner

theories were nothing but a cu l-d e -sa c .  It has been a while since the 

different art forms emancipated themselves from their common 

source, religion and mythology, to follow their own independent 

paths. Way back they were inextricably associated, but later they 

became self-sustained, autonomous artistic m anifestations. You don't 

need to analyze the Petrarch Sonnets in order to play Liszt's music! 

W agner started to squeeze things together, in a reactionary process 

that attempted to synthesize again all arts.

S A G O T : I must tell you he was not alone. Nietzsche provided him 

with the philosophical basis for his ambitious experiment, in a work 

called The Spirit o f  Music in the Origin o f  Tragedy. There he talks 

about these ancient Greek rituals, which were a blend of religion, 

m ythology, drama, dance and music, enacted by these ecstatic
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perform ers, who were "out of themselves" (the "divine 

m etam orphosized ones" he calls them), supposedly under the 

influence of Dionysius. Actually, in his History of W estern 

Philosophy Bertrand Russell attributes their euphoria to far less 

mystic reasons: the recently discovered effects of the malt and grape

ferm entation, which let them to believe that alcoholic intoxication 

had a divine origin.75

S A N D O R : Any art form originally stems from religious sources.

W hether they were pagan or not doesn't make any difference.

Prayer is in the origin of poetry, and dance and music were 

significant parts of every ritual.

S A G O T : Well, the liturgical dramas of the Middle Ages contain the 

germ of opera. Painting and the art of stained glass had at first a 

purely pedagogical function: they were called "the Bible of the

illiterate." Not to speak of the influence that religious dogma had in 

the development of, say, Gothic architecture.

S A N D O R : So, as we said, music is at first inseparable from religion,

mythology and the whole body of culture. However, a certain 

"evolutionism" starts to operate, and music acquires through the 

centuries complete independence as an autonomous art form, 

emancipated from any functional or ideological burdens. Art forms 

evolved in a manner not unlike the highly complex and

75Bertrand Russell, History o f  Western Philosophy  (New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1945), 14.
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differentiated biological organisms that grew out of the same basic, 

germ inal cell. Specialized components integrated them selves to 

configurate complex organisms. In all likelihood, the first art form 

humans cultivated was architecture, as a practical answer to their 

need for shelter. Then came probably the visual arts.

S A G O T : Painting was cultivated very early on for its "magical"

properties: to paint an animal on the wall of a cave was to invoke its

real presence for the purpose of hunting.

S A N D O R : One could imagine dance must have served a similar 

purpose in invoking rain or harvest. At any rate, music must have 

been the last art form to be created. So, all the different art forms 

were at first indistinctly amalgamated, and progressively became 

independent, specialized cultural m anifestations. M usic was always 

associated with dance, religious rituals and work, but the concept of 

absolute music, that is, music per se, emancipated of any other aspect 

of culture, that is a rather recent occurrence in the history of 

mankind. And then came Wagner, trying to create a fusion, a 

synthesis of all those manifestations, thus going back to the original 

experience of art. That is why I consider his attempt as nothing 

more than a cu l-de-sac .  Opera in general is a hodge-podge of very 

heterogeneous elements. I am not saying opera is not a valid and 

good musical form: Bartok's Bluebeard's Castle is a wonderful opera,

for example, and Kodaly's operas are great. However, the ideal 

synthesis W agner postulated is an impossibility: when I go to the

opera to hear, say, Tristan und Isolde, even if I happen to know the
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text by heart, it is impossible for me to pay real attention to the

musical events and follow the words at the same time.

S A G O T : I am relieved to hear you say that. I have always had the 

same experience, and was a bit reluctant to admit it. W henever I am 

confronted with an art form where words and music coalesce, the 

music inexorably takes for me the part du lion. Being a musician as I 

am, this is perhaps a professional aberration on my part, but the fact 

is that the power of music— together with the analytical listening 

necessary to comprehend its discourse— do not leave almost any place 

in my brain to care for the text, which I usually enjoy a posteriori, 

that is in retrospect.

SA N D  O R : There you said it: when appreciating the text a posteriori

you no longer need the music! Also, let's not forget that the

enjoyment of the text is only conceivable in the case of a real literary 

masterpiece. M ost operatic texts are idiotic (there are of course 

exceptions!). Anyway, I don't want to sound too extreme, but the 

fact is, this operatic hodge-podge of music, text, dance, costumes, 

dance, drama, lights, decors  and stage machinery is the ideal of the 

amateur, the dilettante, who wants to have it all for his money. They 

claim that the music enhances the text: not for me. You can not put

such different kinds of pleasure together, you can not expect that 

such different stimuli will add up to a single aesthetic experience. 

Music is an autonomous art form. You don't need to "help" it with 

literary and other extramusical references. If your music is not 

eloquent enough, then do something to improve it, but don't
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superimpose literary contents to make up for its intrinsic 

deficiencies. Nothing could be as superfluous as those M essiaen 

titles: Vingt regards sur Venfant Jesus (!) As a musician you don't 

really need them at all. As well he could have called them 

"Phantasies," "Impromptus" or anything else.

S A G O T : Don't you think the same objection could be formulated to

Liszt's idea of programmatic music, things like the M ephisto Waltz or 

the sym phonic poems?

S A N D O R : Program music is a very valid concept: the composer 

depicts with purely musical means almost any kind of extram usical 

event. If you follow the score of Strauss' Till Eulenspiegel you will 

see that every word, every event is illustrated by the music. The 

important thing is: the music also has to be convincing in itself. The

best program in the world will not improve a mediocre score. So, I 

would not put program music in the same category as opera. In any

case, I am not saying that Wagner or Liszt were wrong: we are

talking here about great geniuses who experim ented with new 

concepts because they wanted to try something different. Even if 

W agner's ideal of a G esa m tku n s tw erk  is impracticable, his music 

rem ains great.

S A G O T : The controversy about the validity and aesthetic merits of

program music has been going on since the times of Liszt (in one 

hand him, Berlioz and Franck, in the other Brahms, Bruckner and
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others). Did Kodaly ever gave an opinion about this? I don't think 

he ever composed a symphonic poem—which Bartok did: K ossuth .

S A N D O R : No, but you have his operas, and many songs for solo voice 

as well as for choir.

S A G O T : So, he never expressed any reserve about descriptive music

in general?

SA N D O R: Of course not.

S A G O T : Maestro, I would like to know a little more about the 

perform ance history of Kodaly's piano oeuvre .  You have been a great 

champion of his music. In 1974 you recorded all his significant 

works for Candide and Vox,76 a recording that was welcomed with 

considerable critical success. I know, for instance, that you have 

played the M arosszek Dances very often, as a matter of fact, I heard 

you play them on a recital in Mexico City in 1981. Appropriately 

enough, you closed the program with them.

S A N D O R : You see, in a way I am a very realistic person. If I believe 

in something, I expect it to have success and recognition. I came to 

the conclusion, many years ago, that, in non-specialized circles, the 

perform ance of lenghty, major pieces by composers such as Bartok 

and Kodaly was counterproductive. The public's reaction tended to

76See Appendix, p. 256.
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be negative. My initial realization of this fact goes back fifty, forty 

years ago. So, for many, many years, I mostly performed their short 

pieces in my programs. When I played my American debut in 

Carnegie Hall in 1939, the program consisted of standard major 

pieces by Bach, Schumann, Liszt, Chopin and only one short piece by 

Bartok: La Chasse from the Outdoor Suite.11 At the moment it was 

considered a totally wild new piece. Back then, such music was 

almost perceived as blasphemous: nobody played it! However, it

made a very strong impression, precisely by virtue of its shortness.

S A G O T : So, you put into practice the very effective trick of sugar-

coating the new with well known pieces!

S A N D O R : In a way, yes. So, at first, I very rarely performed 

Bartok's major works such as the Sonata or the Dance Suite, confining 

m yself mostly to his short pieces. Considering audience's tastes all 

over the world, I would have done Bartok a great disservice by 

proceeding otherwise. Later on, I started playing the most 

challenging of his works as well: by then, audiences were better

prepared to receive them. During many years, all I played by Kodaly 

was his Szekely Complaint and the little piece called II pleure dans 

mon coeur comme il pleut sur la ville, both from the Op. 11.

S A G O T : It is the first verse of a very well known poem by Paul 

Verlaine. Kodaly must have been well acquainted with French

77See Appendix, p. 243.
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symbolist poetry, since he was a man of letters, and he spent several 

years in Paris at the beginning of the century.

S A N D O R : Very beautiful title, unfortunately it always was too long

to be printed in the programs! Most of the time I was forced to 

simply call it II pleut sur la ville. Otherwise, the title would almost 

be longer than the piece itself! Have you analyzed it?

S A G O T : No, but I can tell it shares the same mood of Debussy's L a  

neige danse from the Children’s Corner Suite. A languidly 

m onotonous atmosphere created by a constant rhythm ic pattern.

S A N D O R : Here is the score. What key is it in?

S A G O T : Well, Maestro, following "your" theory, I should examine the

final chord of a piece, rather than the beginning, in order to 

determine its tonality. So, it would be safe to say that the piece is 

in ...A -fla t?

S A N D O R : Now, remember that there are after all exceptions to "my"

th eo ry .

S A G O T : The tune seems to be in A-flat, pitched against C major (ex. 

31, p. 225).

S A N D O R : Why do you say C major?
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SA G O T : Okay: simply C. Yes, C— not major nor minor—is the tonal 

c en te r.

S A N D O R : That's it. The piece is in C. He uses a mixture of major 

and minor. He embellishes the C chord with grace notes that do not 

detract from its function as tonal center. It's all C! He ends with A- 

flat, which is the lowered sixth degree of C, but the note C is the one 

that gives the piece its stability (ex. 32, p. 226). The end is 

intentionally ambiguous, it leaves you with a suspended aural 

impression... The piece ends with a grace note: a truly magic piece!

This is strictly tonal music, which handles tonality in a very free, 

original way. The C is very steadily established as tonal axis, but it is 

hazily covered up and surrounded by all those grace notes.

S A G O T : This piece is all the more remarkable since it was actually

written seven years before the rest of the collection, which was 

composed in 1917. So, this little gem dates from 1910!

S A N D O R : It is fantastic, yes. In those days, there was not yet any of 

that nonsense about "atonality": what Kodaly was cultivating here is

a very loose, expanded tonality. I must insist that double-talk about 

"atonality" is completely inappropriate in the case of Bartok's and 

Kodaly's music. They never wrote a truly atonal or bitonal piece.

They ju st obscured tonality with grace notes and other ornam ental 

aggregates w ithout ever relinquishing it.
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S A G O T : Maestro, allow me to go back once again to the topic of 

Magyar folklore. I am always amazed with the variety of moods and 

emotions Bartok and Kodaly were capable of conveying when using a 

scale as limited as the pentatonic (and we know Kodaly was capable 

of confining himself to it quite strictly, like in his 24 Little Canons on 

the Black Keys, or the Peacock Variations). After all, the pentatonic 

scale is not capable of semitones or tritones, two intervals that are 

crucial as generators of instability, and as an instrument to create a 

sense of drama in the listener. W asn't it Liszt who used the 

pentatonic scale for the first time in non-folkloric music?

S A N D O R : Of course not! What about the main theme from

Beethoven's Third Leonore Overture? (ex. 33, p. 227). Isn't that pure

pentatonism? And I am sure Haydn must have used it as well. It is 

all over the place! Di Lasso is full of pentatonic themes! Pentatonism 

has always been out there. Composers may not use it in its purest

form, but I am sure certain variants of the scale were always at hand

for them. You know, the old modal scales, which were characteristic 

of certain regions, started as simple tetrachords, not whole scales. 

Debussy often colors his music with modal scales, and Chopin's 

Mazurkas are full of modal turns. So, oversimplifying, we can say 

that the oldest scalar systems were either pentatonic or sim ilar to 

pentatonic in their intervallic content. Then came the m ajor and 

minor scales. The minor scale is actually not a completely 

independent scale, since it originates in the major. During the 

seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, m ajor and m inor 

scales dominated the musical language of Europe. Towards the end
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of the nineteenth century, however, many composers started to use 

modal scales. This can be seen partly as a product of the 

incorporation of folkloric m aterial into their music, since m odality 

was often encountered in vernacular music from several European 

regions. The ecclesiastic influence in folkloric music was as you 

know considerable, and a lot of profane, popular music adopted the 

church modes. W hen composers such as Chopin started to integrate 

folklore into their music, they also absorbed the modal flavor of the 

tunes they quoted or paraphrased. If you look at Gregorian 

melodies, I am sure you can find a lot of pentatonic patterns in them. 

The avoidance of chrom aticism, and the predom inantly whole-step 

motion of Gregorian Chant must create frequent pentatonic 

configurations. You know, chromaticism had a sensuous, earthly 

connotation that made it rather unwelcome in religious music during 

the M iddle Ages. Gesualdo uses a lot of chromaticism with 

magificent results. Anyway, it is important to clarify the fact that 

the scalar systems that Bartok and Debussy incorporated in their 

music had been around for a long time, they didn't invent them. So, 

during the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, m ajor 

and m inor scales were prevalent, as were the rhythmic divisions in 

two, three, four or six. The use of modal scales and rhythmic 

divisions of five and seven became common at the end of the 

nineteenth century. As we have already said, Haydn prefers to use 

asym metric periodic structures, rather than to crystallize m usical 

form in groups of two and four. M ozart and Beethoven reversed this 

quite a bit, restoring to a certain degree the symmetric structure of 

the phrase—with exceptions, of course! Brahms sometimes went back
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to the groupings of five, leaning to asymmetric rather than 

symmetric structures. Modal scales became fashionable prim arily 

with Debussy, but there always were certain deviations from the 

prevalent system which, even if  not used in a systematic way, were 

there nevertheless. Composers such as Debussy, Ravel, Bartok or 

Kodaly looked back in musical history and used just about anything 

they could lay their hands on. Officially Liszt introduced the whole- 

tone scale in European music, right? Then came Debussy and Ravel 

and cultivated it in a more systematic fashion. Bartok uses modes, 

pentatonism, whole tone scales, the "Stefi Geyer motif" which is a 

melodic pattern we find in his Elegies  and Bagate l les  for piano 

among other pieces.78

S A G O T : In his First Violin Concerto the m otif in question appears 

unaccompanied at the very beginning, with a particularly haunting 

effect (ex. 34A, p. 228).

S A N D O R : In the Thirteenth Bagatelle the "Stefi Geyer motif" takes

the form of a funeral march suggesting how, figuratively speaking, 

she has ceased to exist for Bartok (ex. 34B, p. 229). Her "death" 

becomes "real" in the 22d measure, where Bartok had originally 

written the word "meghalt" (she dies) over the m otif that symbolizes

78Stefi Geyer was a young violinist with whom Bartok was unhappily in 
love for many years before a more relaxed relationship developed in the 1930s, 
when the two were able to meet again as friends. The "Stefi Geyer motif" 
occurs in many of Bartok's works from the period 1907-09, including the 
B a g a t e l l e s ,  the Two Portraits,  the First String Quartet and, finally, the First 
Violin Concerto, which was dedicated to her. The motif consists of four 
ascending notes: D, F-sharp, A, C-sharp.
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her. You know, Bartok's and Kodaly's handling of rhythm is as daring 

as their harmonic innovations. They both used a lot of rhythmic 

divisions others than the universally accepted 1234: they would do,

for instance, 123 12345 12 12 123, often stemming from dance 

rhythms. Bartok, like Bach and Brahms, was an eclectic who 

incorporated many sources and influences into his own music. Some 

of them were very innovative, others were more traditional. Brahms 

is usually considered a rather "traditional" composer, and yet we find 

in his piano rhapsodies phrases structured in periods of five 

measures (ex. 35, p. 230). The form is still classical: a sonata type,

but the phrase structure is asymmetric, and it certainly does not 

seem to confirm the label of "conservatism" associated with him

S A G O T : Tchaikovsky provides us with a marvelous example o f 5/4

rhythm in the second, waltz-like movement of his P a te th iq u e  

Symphony from 1893, although the phrase structure rem ains very 

symmetric: groups of four plus four measures (ex. 36, p. 231).

S A N D O R : W hat Bartok and Kodaly do in their music is not really 

new: they simply absorbed preexistent resources and developed

them with great artistic success. They never accepted the artificial 

lim itations of the dodecaphonic system, and its narrowing, arbitrary 

and strait-jacketing restrictions. Newness is not the main criteria in 

art. A work of art is either good or bad: that is all. W hat is good? A 

piece of music is good when it has universal value and it endures the 

test of time, when it is based in the basic, incontrovertible principles 

of music, which are rooted in nature and physics: the attraction and
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vibration of the harmonics. As for the obsession for newness that 

has afflicted so many contemporary composers, I must tell you a 

little anecdote. It happened in Mexico some fifty-five years ago 

(everything with me dates from so long ago!) You know, I was a 

good friend of Carlos Chavez, who was a wonderful man and an 

extraordinary composer (I played his Piano Concerto: the most

excruciatingly difficult thing ever written!) Chavez had a yearly 

musical festival in Mexico, one of which was dedicated to Stravinsky.

I played there a lot of P etrouchka ,  so Stravinsky was on very good 

terms with me. He told me then the following story. One day a 

young composer came to visit him and presented him with a large, 

supposedly very avan t-garde  orchestra work. Stravinsky told him: 

"Young man, this is not modern music." The composer then replied in 

bewilderment: "What do you mean this is not modern music? It is

w ritten in a completely dissonant, contemporary style!" Stravinsky 

said: "No my friend, modern music is, by definition, the kind of

music your audience does not expect you to write. You should not 

have written all those dissonances, because that is precisely what 

everybody is doing nowadays. In order to be modern you have to 

give them music they don't accept and don't expect from you!" 

Stravinsky always enjoyed making these kinds of statem ents, you 

know: epater  les gens. Going back to Bartok and Kodaly, neither of 

them was really a revolutionary composer. Everything in them 

follows the evolutionary line of their predecessors.

S A G O T : In his Poetique Musicale Stravinsky claims that 

revolution— as prestigious as this notion may be nowadays— is
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actually impossible in the realm of art. He says that the very idea of 

revolution implies momentary chaos, disorder, that is, the very 

opposite of what art is about: order, harmony, structure,

organization. We live in a century in which the word "revolution" or 

"revolutionary" carries a glorious, even glamorous connotation. If 

you call somebody a "revolutionary" you are paying him a 

compliment. Actually, there is nothing inherently flattering about 

such a label. It could as well be perceived as an insult.

Unfortunately, we tend to assume that any revolution of any kind is, 

a pr ior i ,  a salutary and beneficial event, the child-birth pain of 

p ro g ress .

S A N D O R : Stravinsky is right. In music we need evolution rather

than revolution. Revolution is something that rarely occurs in 

nature. There may be destruction in nature, of course, but not 

revolution as we understand it. The essence of revolution is to 

destroy a preexisting order in order to create a new one. That is not 

what we need in music.

S A G O T : Evolution is a smooth, organic thing, it does not move by 

leaps and bounds. And since we are talking about evolution, may I 

say this: it is already eight o'clock, and after having talked for more

than six hours, I think we may be starting to evolve into some kind 

of monstruous species never contemplated by Darwin. May I suggest 

that we put Kodaly aside for a moment, and go have a bite 

so m ew h ere .
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S A N D O R : I could not agree more. You know, there is a very good 

Italian restaurant nearby. We could go there.

S A G O T : With pleasure!
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CONCLUSION

M usical snobs have always had a certain degree of difficulty 

accepting the coexistence of two equally outstanding geniuses 

w ithout arbitrarily proclaim ing the pre-em inence of one over the 

other. The dilettanti have long decided that Kodaly's music is Bartok 

made palatable for the average concert-goer. Com parison between 

the two masters can easily turn into the unfair sort which certain 

melomanes make about Bach v. Handel, Mozart v. Haydn, W agner v. 

Verdi, Debussy v. Ravel, wherein Handel, Haydn, Verdi and Ravel 

always emerge as mere epigones, as "supporting actors" destined to 

remain eternally under the shadow of the great "protagonists." Jean 

Chantavoine diagnosed this syndrom with a lapidary thought: "the 

masses are satisfied with just one great genius per century." It is a 

pity that his irritatingly aristocratic disdain for "the masses" did not 

allow him to further examine the real reasons behind this line of 

thought. One thing is the intrinsic quality of a piece of music, 

another thing is its extrinsic significance, its historical weight, the 

parasitary sum of extramusical values that culture and tradition 

have crystallized around it. Kodaly's Concerto for Orchestra may be 

as musically satisfying as Bartok's, but it is clear that it does not 

possess the same significance, just like Bartok's piece does not have 

the historical weight of Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring." It is not a 

m atter o f  aesth etic  quality , for w e  are ta lk ing o f  eq u a lly  ou tstand ing  

masterpieces: it is strictly a matter of historical impact, of

extram usical significance.
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The sad thing is that Kodaly's music is considerably less known 

than the one produced by Handel, Haydn, Verdi and Ravel: the

m aligned masters who in the aforem entioned comparisons came out 

with the short stick. In my personal assessment Kodaly can be 

credited with having left us at least five pieces for which I would not 

hesitate to use the much abused label of masterwork: the P s a lm u s

H ungar icus ,  the Te Deum Budavari,  the Missa Brevis, the Opera H a ry  

Janos  and the Peacock Variations (in spite of its undeniable merit, his 

piano music has to take the back seat v is -a-v is  of these 

extraordinary utterances). The infrequency with which these pieces 

are heard in our concert halls becomes thus a tacit indictment of our 

m usical values and priorities.

Kodaly represented equilibrium  in an era o f disequilibrium , 

sim plicity in a century of vertiginous technical complexity, hum anity 

in an epoch afflicted by a spiritual form of allergy to the specifically 

human element in art, faith in times of profound disenchantm ent and 

n ih ilism .

Maestro Sandor understood all this very early in his career, 

and that is why Kodaly always occupied a conspicuous place in his 

recordings and recitals. That is also the reason why I want him to be 

perceived as the implicit subject of this document, if Kodaly remains 

the "official," explicit one.

"Have a nice trip back to Houston, and by all means keep in 

touch!" he told me after I accompanied him back to his apartment, 

following a late dinner at "Crispin's," the night of our last interview. 

Spiritually speaking I have always been and will always rem ain in 

touch with him.
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Ex. 1

il canto cresc.

ip) (p)

rallent. - ’ r \
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dim. -
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Kodaly: Piano Piece O p .ll, N o.l, mm.12-23.
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Ex. 2

Rubato, parlando. ( J  = 104 -112 )

Si- rass 61 - des a - nyam, mig e lot - ted ja  - rok,

M ert az-tan  si- rat-hatsz, ha to - le d  e l -v a - lo k .

cresc.

n m

\ > \ M  V

70.

Kodaly: Piano Piece O p .ll, No. 2, mm.1-13.
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smorz.

Chopin: Prelude in F major Op. 28, No. 23, mm. 21-22.
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Ex. 4
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Kodaly: Piano Piece Op. 11, No. 2, mm. 22-31.
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Ex. 5

9 #•

Allegro, 0  -116
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Bartok: Piano Concerto No. 1, first movement, mm.38-49.
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Ex. 6
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Bartok: Petite Suite, Sz. 105, Lassu, mm.1-15.
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Ex. 7
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Bartok: Piano Concerto No. 3, third movement, mm. 344-351.
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Ex. 8A

Andante maestoso. poco rit.

pesante

XT

pesante

XT

Liszt: Apres une lecture de Dante, mm 1-10.
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Ex. 8B

Agitato
Q v a ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------

A A A A A A A A A

/VY»JJJ

Agitato

Tempo I

Kodaly: Piano Piece Op. 3, No. 3, mm. 48-51.
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Ex. 9
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Liszt: Apres une lecture de Dante, mm. 262-268.
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Ex. 10
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Kodaly: Valsette, mm. 1-18.
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Ex. 11
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Chopin: Waltz in A-flat, Op. 42, mm. 9-18.
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Chopin: Etude in F minor, Op. 25, No. 2, mm. 1-3.
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Ex. 13A
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Kodaly: Valsette, mm. 15-23.
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Ex.l3B

Jfc

sempre legato

Liszt: Valse Oubliee N o.l, mm. 23-32.
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Ex. 14A

Kodaly: Valsette, mm. 37-51.
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Ex. 15A
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Kodaly: Valsette, mm. 82-92.
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Ex. 15B

dolcissimo

Liszt: Valse Oubliee No. 1, mm. 194-210.
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Ex. 16A
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Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra,
Giuocco delle Coppie, mm. 25-58.
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Ex. 16A (continuation)
poch. r i t .  o tempo
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Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra...
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Ex. 16B
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Kodaly: Concerto for Orchestra, Allegro risoluto, mm. 192-204.
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Ex. 16B (continuation)
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Kodaly: Concerto for Orchestra.
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Ex. 17A

Sibelius: Symphony No. 1, Scherzo, mm. 149-158.
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Ex. 17B

Allegro risoluto
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Kodaly: Concerto for Orchestra, Allegro risoluto, mm. 1-4.
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Ex.l8A
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Kodaly: Piano piece Op. 11, No. 4, mm. 47-52.
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Ex. 18B

Sonore sans durete
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Debussy: La Cathedrale Engloutie, mm. 42-54.
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Ex. 19A
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Kodaly: Marosszek Dances, mm. 100-115.
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Ex. 19B
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Kodaly: Marosszek Dances, mm. 73-
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Ex. 20

R ubato .
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Bartok: Etude, Sz. 72, No. 3, mm. 1-7.
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p. ii

Perc. I

P.I

P. II

Perc. I

Ex. 21
Un poco piu 
8 ________

Tempo I
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'Cl
9-

PP

Timp.
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i \>
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Bartok: Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion, first movement, mm. 91-99.
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Ex. 22

8

diminuendo

Liszt: Mephisto Waltz No. 1, mm. 807.
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Ex. 23
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Kodaly: Marosszek Dances, mm. 1-9.
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Ex. 24
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Kodaly: Marosszek Dances, mm. 240-247.
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Ex. 25
[431
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Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra, Intermezzo Interrotto, mm. 42-50.
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Ex. 26A
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Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6, mm. 102-109.
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Ex. 26B

(la l.volta: poco ritard.)

(25")

Bartok: Romanian Folk Dance, Sz. 56, No. 2: Braul, mm. 1-16.
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Ex. 27
Molto sostenuto */66
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p  espress.
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Bartok: Bagatelle, Sz. 38, No. 1, mm. 1-9.
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Ex. 28

*/
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Bartok: Piano Sonata, Sz. 80, Allegro moderato, mm. 60-65.
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Ex. 29
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Bartok: Sketch, Sz. 44, No. 2, mm. 1-8.
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Ex. 30A
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Sha - dow - ing - the pri - son, Pea - cocks up - ward fly - ing,

Brought to si - lent captives Hope when hope was dy - ing.

"The Peacock," traditional Hungarian folk song, mm. 1-8.
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Ex. 30B
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Kodaly: Peacock Variations, mm. 1-13.
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Ex. 32
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Kodaly: Piano Piece Op. 11, No. 3, mm. 26-40.
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Ex. 33
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Beethoven: Leonore Overture No. 3, mm. 37-42.
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Violino Solo

Ex. 34A

Andante Sostenuto

Bartok: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra No. 1, mm. 1-5.
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Ex. 34B
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Bartok: Bagatelle Sz. 38 No. 13, mm. 22-26
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Ex. 35

Allegro risoluto

Brahms: Rhapsody in E-flat major, Op. 119, No. 4, mm. 1-22.
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Ex.36
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Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6: Pathetique, second movement, mm 1-8.
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GYORGY SANDOR: A CONCISE BIOGRAPHY

Gyorgy Sandor's career has spanned five continents through 

more than six decades and has brought the celebrated Hungarian- 

born pianist great recognition in the concert field, as well as a 

recording artist and pedagogue.

He was born at Budapest on September 21st, 1912, and 

graduated from the Ferenc Kolcsez Gymnasium. After having studied 

the piano with Szatmari in the Fodor School of Music he entered the 

Liszt Academy at Budapest, where he obtained his diploma in 1933. 

In this institution he studied piano with Bartok (1930-1934) and 

composition with Kodaly (1928-1933). It was during his four years 

of study with Bartok that he prepared his first two piano 

concertos— among other pieces—under the guidance of the composer 

h im self.

A fter making his debut in Budapest (1930) he toured in Europe 

as soloist and recitalist, played in London (Wigmore Hall, 1938) and 

settled in America following his successful Carnegie Hall debut 

(February 21st, 1939). The recital, celebrated by the critics as "the 

pianistic event of any year" triggered his first Latin American tour 

later that year (Colombia, Peru, Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Mexico, etc.)

In October 1942 Sandor—who had by then become an American 

citizen— enrolled in the U.S. Army, interrupting a concert schedule 

that included upcoming recitals in Carnegie Hall and many other 

im portant centers. He actively served in several m ilitary camps in 

Florida, M aryland, and Missouri, as ammunition carrier and foreign 

languages interpreter among other duties (his command of
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Hungarian, English, Spanish, French and German made him ideal for 

this particular function). In the middle of the war, Sandor still found 

time to make a piano transcription of Dukas' A pprenti Sorcier, the 

only score he could lay his hands on during those difficult years. In 

1945 he was m istakenly reported "killed during a m ilitary action in 

Japan."

After W orld W ar II his concert tours—he was now represented 

by Sol Hurok— featured him throughout the USA (Carnegie Hall), 

Europe, Latin America, Canada, Hawaii, Australia (1950), New 

Zealand, The Philippines, the Far East (1969), India, the Middle East 

and South Africa. Sandor has performed under the batons of 

Karajan, M itropoulos, Dorati, Ormandy, Fricsay, Rodzinsky, Mehta (the 

conductor's debut with the Los Angeles Philharmonic in 1962), 

Menuhin, Cluytens, Goossens, Cao, Froment, Fischer and many other 

prestigious conductors. Sandor was among the distinguished artists 

who in 1951 inaugurated the Royal Festival Hall in London.

His exclusive recording contract with CBS Masterworks 

produced during the forties and fifties many memorable LPs (Bach, 

Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms, Bartok). Particularly 

significant are his concerto recordings: Bartok's Third (world

prem iere recording) and Chopin's First with the Philadelphia 

Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy, Rachm aninoffs Second with the 

New York Philharmonic under Artur Rodzinski. After the sixties he 

made numerous recordings for Columbia, Philips, CBS/Sony, Vox, 

Turnabout, Candide, Trio, Pro Arte, Allegro, Orfeo and other labels.

His recordings of the complete piano works of Prokofiev, Kodaly and 

Bartok are highlights in his substantial discography. Critics termed
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his rendition of Prokofiev's Seventh Sonata "equal to Horowitz." For 

his recording of Bartok's complete piano oeuvre he was awarded in 

1965 the Grand Prix du Disque. His reputation as a Bartok champion 

has brought in several re-recordings of this composer's pianistic 

output and concertos.79

O f the numerous world premieres presented by Sandor, 

including works by Samuel Barber, Leonard Bernstein (A n n iv e rsa ry ), 

Lukas Foss, Anis Fuleihan and Jacques de Menasce, the most 

significant ones have been of several major works by Bartok (Sandor 

kept in close contact with the composer after the later emigrated to 

the USA in 1940). First was the Dance Suite, adapted for piano by 

the composer from the orchestral original and revised for its world 

premiere given by Sandor at Carnegie Hall in January 1945. Bartok 

was present at this performance, only months before his untim ely 

death. On February 8th, 1946, Sandor presented with the 

Philadelphia Orchestra and Ormandy the world prem iere of Bartok's 

posthumous Third Piano Concerto, the last seventeen m easures of 

which had been orchestrated by Tibor Serly according to the 

composer's specifications. Ever since that night Sandor's name 

became inextricably associated with this particular piece, which he 

later introduced to audiences all over the world. Bartok's Third— the 

last concerto to have entered the standard repertoire— became 

popular due in no small m easure to Sandor's pioneering comm itm ent 

to the piece. In 1948 Sandor premiered in Carnegie Hall his own 

"bravura" transcription of the Interm ezzo In terro tto  from the 

Concerto for Orchestra. In 1975 he presented his own piano version

79See complete discography on p. 247.
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of Bartok's Sonata for Solo Violin. He also gave the world premiere of 

the composer's own piano transcription of his Concerto for Orchestra 

at Orchestra Hall, Chicago (1990), and subsequently performed it in 

San Francisco, Miami, Boston, Washington DC and New York (Carnegie 

Hall, East Coast premiere). Sandor also gave the world premiere 

recording of the piece in question in 1988 for CBS Masterworks.

As a pedagogue, Sandor has held positions as Head of the Piano 

Department of the Music Academy of the West, Santa Barbara, 

California (1953); Artist-in-Residence at the Southern M ethodist 

University in Dallas, Texas (1956-1961); Director of Graduate Studies 

in Piano at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor (1961-1981); 

Professor at Juilliard School in New York (from 1982). He has held 

master classes all over the world and has been a judge in countless 

international piano competitions, among them the Van Cliburn (Fort 

W orth), the Tchaikovsky (Moscow), the Paloma O'Shea (Santander), 

The Rubinstein (Tel Aviv) and the Clara Haskill (Switzerland). He has 

also been a fundamental figure in the consolidation of the Bartok- 

Kabalewsky Piano Competition (Radford, W est Virginia).

His book On Piano Playing: Motion, Sound, and Expression (New 

York: Schirmer, 1981) has been translated to Italian (Rizzoli: three

editions), Polish (P.W.N. Ltd., 1993) and Chinese, and is considered 

one of the most lucid analysis of the basic components of piano 

technique, and their application to music-making. The book gives a 

comprehensive guide on how to achieve accomplished piano playing, 

without undue forcing and stress to the muscular system, as well as 

on how to attain expressiveness without distortion. Sandor has also 

edited several major works from the standard repertoire (Prokofiev,
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Shostakovich, Katchatourian, Chopin), and published virtuoso piano 

transcriptions of works by Bach, Dukas, Bartok and Shostakovich.80

In 1982 Sandor received the highest decoration given by the 

Hungarian government for artistic achievement: the Order of the

Banner. He also is one of the founding members of the Bartok 

In ternational Society.

Among his pianistic tours de fo rce , three have achieved 

legendary status: the rendition of Bartok's complete M ik ro k o sm o s  in 

Town Hall (New York) on the occasion of the twenty-fifth 

anniversary of the composer's death; the perform ance of Bartok's 

three piano concertos in one evening (1975, Carnegie Hall, with the 

American Symphony under the baton of Gregory M illar); last but not 

least, the gargantuan "combo" of Beethoven's E m p e ro r , Bartok's 

Second and Rachmaninoff's Third, all dispatched on the same night, 

during a concert tour of the Philippines.

Gyorgy Sandor is the cousin of Arpad Sandor (1896-1972), a 

distinguished collaborative pianist and music critic who accompanied, 

among others, Jascha Heifetz and Lily Pons.

80See complete publications on p. 257.
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REPRESENTATIVE PROGRAMS 

Carnegie Hall. New York: February 21st. 1939

J. S. Bach: Organ Chorale-Prelude, Christ lag in Todesbanden 
Toccata, Aria and Fugue in C 

Liszt: Sonata Apres une lecture de Dante
Brahms: Intermezzo in B-flat minor, Op. 117 No. 2

Variations on a Theme by Paganini

Liszt: Concert Etude, La Leggierezza  
Chopin: Nocturne in C-sharp minor

Mazurka in C-sharp minor 
Schumann: Toccata Op. 7 
Bartok: La Chasse
Debussy: Feux d'artifice (Preludes, Book I)
Stravinsky: Russian Dance from P etrouchka

Teatro Colon. Buenos Aires. Argentina: May 6th. 1939

J. S. Bach: Organ Chorale-Prelude, Christ lag in Todesbanden 
Toccata, Aria and Fugue in C 

Liszt: Sonata Apres une lecture de Dante
C onsola tion  in D-flat major 

Capriccio in A minor

Brahms: Intermezzo in B-flat minor, Op. 117 No. 2
Liszt: Concert Etude, La Leggierezza
Chopin: Polonaise in A-flat major, Op. 53
Bartok: Allegro Barbaro
Debussy: Feux d'artifice  (Preludes, Book I)
Stravinsky: Russian Dance from P etrouchka

Teatro Colon. Buenos Aires. Argentina: May 9th. 1939

J. S. Bach: Adagio in G minor
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue 

Scarlatti: Pastoral and Capriccio
Beethoven: Sonata in F major, Op. 10 No. 2 
Brahms: Rhapsody in G minor, Op. 79 No. 2 

Variations on a Theme by Paganini
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Chopin: Nocturne in C-sharp minor
Ballade in G minor 

Mazurka 
Waltz 

Bartok: La Chasse 
Kodaly: Szekely Reserves 
Liszt: Orage  (Annees de Pelerinage: Su isse )

Teatro Colon. Buenos Aires. Argentina: May 11th. 1939

J. S. Bach: Organ Choral-Prelude, Nun freu t euch liebe Christen 
Beethoven: Sonata in G major, Op. 14 No. 2 
Liszt: Sonata in B minor

Chopin: Six Etudes
Debussy: La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune (Preludes,

Book II)
Rachmaninoff: Prelude in G minor
Dohnanyi: Ruralia Hungarica No. 2

Carnegie Hall. New York: February 7th. 1941

Bach-Busoni: Chorale-Prelude in F minor
Bach-Liszt: Organ Fantasy and Fugue in G minor
Schumann: Fantasie in C major, Op. 17 
Chopin: Etude in E-flat major, Op 10 No. 11 

Etude in in B minor, Op. 25 No. 10 
Polonaise in A-flat major, Op. 53

Brahms: Variations and Fugue on a Theme by Handel, Op. 24
Debussy: O ndine  (Preludes, Book II)
Chavez: Prelude No. 1
Shostakovich: Polka from the ballet L'age d'or
Scriabin: Etude in D-sharp minor, Op. 8 No. 12, P athe tique

Fisk University. Nashville. Tennessee: March 2d. 1949

J. S. Bach: Toccata, Aria and Fugue in C 
Mendelssohn: Scherzo in E minor, Op. 16 No.2 
Chopin: Fantasy-Impromptu Op. 66

Mazurka in C-sharp minor, Op. 6 No. 2 
Three Etudes from Op. 10: C major, F minor, F major. 

Scriabin: Etude in D-sharp minor, Op. 8 No. 12: P athe tique
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Bartok: Rondo 
Liszt: F unerailles

Encores: Chopin: Waltz in C-sharp minor
Bartok: Bulgarian Rhythm  

Chopin: Polonaise in A-flat major, Op. 53 
Rachmaninoff: E tude-T ab leau  in G minor

Community Concerts. Nashville. Tennessee: 1952-53 Season

J. S. Bach: Prelude and Fugue in A minor 
Beethoven: Six Variations on a Theme by Paisiello
Brahms: Rhapsody in G minor, Op. 79 No. 2

Intermezzo in B-flat minor, Op. 117 No. 2 
Schumann: Symphonic Etudes

Chopin: Four Preludes Op. 28: F-sharp minor, G minor, F major, 
B -flat minor

Scherzo in B-flat minor 
H. Swanson: Scherzo 
Prokofiev: Suggestion D iabolique  
Liszt: M ephisto Waltz

Encores: Beethoven: FUr Elise
Chopin: Waltz in C-sharp minor 
Chopin: Polonaise in A-flat major, Op. 53

George Peabody College. Nashville. Tennessee: June 24th. 1971

Bach-Busoni: Nun Kommt der Heiden Heiland
J. S. Bach: Fantasy in C minor
Beethoven: Sonata in C minor, Op. I l l
Bartok: Sonata (1926)

Chopin: Ten Mazurkas
Bartok: Dance Suite

Teatro Nacional. San Jose. Costa Rica: June 22d. 1972

Mozart: Sonata in E-flat major
Beethoven: Sonata in C minor, Op. I l l
Bartok: Romanian Dance Op. 8/A No. 1
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Chopin: Nocturne in D-flat major
Rachmaninoff: Prelude in G-sharp minor
Liszt: Sonetto Petrarca 104 

F u n era illes  
Debussy: O ndine
Scriabin: Etude in D-sharp minor, Op. 8 No. 12, P athe tique

Encores: Bartok: Dance in Bulgarian Rhythm  from M ikro ko sm o s  
Chopin: Mazurka

Hunter College. Assembly Hall: January 5th. 1974

Bartok: Dance Suite
Kodaly: M arosszek Dances
Prokofiev: Sonata No. 7 in B-flat major, Op. 83

Liszt: Sonata in B minor

Sala Ollin Yoliztli. Mexico City: August 1981

Bach-Sandor: Toccata and Fugue in D minor
Beethoven: Sonata in C minor, Op. I l l  
Bartok: Sonata (1926)

Chopin: First Scherzo
Fantasy Op. 49

Debussy: La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune (Preludes,
Book II)

Feux d'artifice  (Preludes, Book II)
Kodaly: M arosszek Dances

No location or date given

Scarlatti: Three Sonatas: C major, F minor, G major 
Beethoven: Sonata in B-flat major, Op. 106: H a m m erk la v ie r

Liszt: Concert Etude in D-flat major
Chopin: Mazurka in C minor 

Waltz in E-flat major 
Polonaise in A-flat major, Op. 53 

Schumann: Symphonic Etudes
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DISCOGRAPHY

Compact Discs

BARTOK:

Concerto for Orchestra (piano version by Bartok)
Dance Suite (piano version by Bartok)
Petite Suite (piano version by Bartok from the 44 Violin Duos) 

CBS/SONY Classical MK 44526

Three Piano Concertos (Hungarian State Orchestra, Adam Fischer) 

CBS/SONY SK 45835

Complete Solo Piano Repertoire

SONY Classical SX4K 68275 Anniversary Edition

M ikro ko sm o s  (complete) 

SONY MP2K 52528

First Piano Concerto (Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest German 
Radio, Baden Baden, Rolf Reinhardt)
Second Piano Concerto (Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Michael Gielen) 
Third Piano Concerto (Vienna Symphony Orchestra, M ichael Gielen) 
Rhapsody for Piano and Orchestra, Op. 1 (Symphony Orchestra of the 
Southwest German Radio, Baden Baden, Rolf Reinhardt)
Scherzo for Piano and Orchestra, Op. 2 (Symphony Orchestra of Radio 
Luxembourg, Pierre Cao)
Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion (Rolf Reinhardt, second piano; 
Otto Schad and Richard Sohm, percussion)

VOX BOX LEGEND CDX2 5506
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Second and Third Piano Concertos (Vienna Symphony, M ichael 
G ielen)

TUXCD 1014

Second Piano Concerto (Vienna Symphony, Ferenc Fricsay) 

ORFEO 1CD C 276921 B

PROKOFIEV:

Complete Solo Piano Repertoire 

VOX BOX LEGEND CDX 33500

BRAHMS:

Second Piano Concerto (Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest 
German Radio, Baden Baden, Rolf Reinhardt)

ALLEGRO ACD 8010

Cassettes

BEETHOVEN:

Sonata in D major, Op. 28, P astorale  

CBS CSP BT 14125

SCHUMANN:

Carnaval Op. 9 
Papillons Op. 2 
Toccata Op. 7
Vogel als Prophet (from W a ld szen en )

CBS CSP BT 14163
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CHOPIN:

B arcarolle  
Fantasy Op. 49 
F a n ta s y -Im p ro m p tu

CBS SP PR BT 14125

LISZT:

Sonata in B minor 
L ie b e s tra u m
Concert Etude, La Leggierezza  
F unerailles
Hungarian Rhapsody  No. 15, R akoczy  

CBS CSP BT 14138

BRAHMS:

Second Piano Concerto (Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest 
German Radio, Baden Baden, Rolf Reinhardt)

ALLEGRO ACS 8010

Three Intermezzi Op. 117 
Intermezzo in A major, Op. 118 No. 2 
Intermezzo in B minor, Op. 119 No. 1

CBS CSP BT 14163

BARTOK:

First Piano Concerto (Symphony of the Southwest German Radio, 
Baden Baden, Rolf Reinhardt)
Second Piano Concerto (Vienna Symphony, M ichael Gielen)
Third Piano Concerto (Vienna Symphony, M ichael Gielen)
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VOX CT 2170

Concerto for Orchestra (piano version by Bartok)
Dance Suite (piano version by Bartok)
Petite Suite (piano version by Bartok from the 44 Violin Duos) 

CBS MT44526

Long Plavs

J. S. B ACH:

Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue
Overture in the French M anner (Seventh Partita)
Fantasy in C minor

COLUMBIA ML 4304

Fantasy and Fugue in G minor (Liszt)
Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C major (Busoni) 
Prelude and Fugue in A minor (Liszt)
Prelude and Fugue in D major (Busoni)
Toccata and Fugue in D minor (Sandor)

COLUMBIA ML 4684

Italian Concerto
Prelude and Fugue in E-flat major, Saint Anne  (Sandor) 
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue

CBS SP PR MC 0781

SCARLATTI:

Sonata in G major 
Sonata in C major
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PRO ARTE SMU 1 

BEETHOVEN:

Sonata in D major, Op. 28, P astorale  

COLUMBIA SP PR P14125

Sonata in C-sharp minor, Op. 27 No. 2, M oonligh t 

PRO ARTE SMU 1

SCHUMANN:

Carnaval Op. 9 

COLUMBIA SP PR P14146

P apillons Op. 2 
Toccata Op. 7
Vogel als Prophet (from W aldzeneri)

COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS ML4375

Carnaval Op. 9 
K reisleriana  Op. 16 
Toccata Op. 7

VOX PL 11630 

CHOPIN:

First Piano Concerto (Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy) 

COLUMBIA ML 4651
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Com plete M azurkas

CBS SP PR MC-0691 (Mexico)

Fantasy Op. 49 
F a n ta s y -Im p ro m p tu  
Barcarolle  Op. 60

COLUMBIA SP PR P14125

Mazurka Op. 6 No. 2 
Mazurka Op. 30 No. 1

TRIO RSA 1012

LISZT:

Sonata in B minor
F unerailles
L ie b e s tra u m
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 15, R akoczy  
Concert Etude, La Leggierezza

COLUMBIA SP PR P14138

M ephisto Waltz 
Spanish Rhapsody  
Third Consolation

COLUMBIA ML 2209

Third Consolation 
F unerailles

TRIO RSA 1012

Concert Etude in D-flat major, Un Sospiro
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BRAHMS:

Second Piano Concerto (Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest 
German Radio, Baden Baden, Rolf Reinhardt)

VOX STPL 510990

Three Intermezzi Op. 117 
Intermezzo in A major, Op. 118 No. 2 
Intermezzo in B minor Op. 119 No. 1

COLUMBIA SP PR P14163

Intermezzo in B-flat minor, Op. 117 No. 2 

TRIO RSA 1012

DVORAK:

Piano Quintet (Berkshire Quartet)

VOX STPL 514340

DEBUSSY:

Ondine (Preludes, Book II)
Feux d'artifice  (Preludes, Book II)

TRIO RSA 1012

SZ1MANOWSKY:

Etude in B-flat minor
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TRIO RSA 1012 

RACHMANINOFF:

Second Piano Concerto (New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Artur 
R odzinski)

COLUMBIA ENTRE RL 3052 

OF FALLA:

Nights in the Gardens o f Spain (Luxembourg Orchestra, Louis de 
F ro m en t)
Fantasia Betica

Turnabout TV-S 34588 

BARTOK:

M ikrokosm os (com p le te )

COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS SL229

M ikro ko sm o s  (complete)

VOX SVBX 5425

M ikro ko sm o s  (complete)

CBS SP PR MC-1082

Complete Solo Piano Repertoire 

VOX BOX 5426-5427

Allegro Barbaro
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For Children (excerpts)
Six Romanian Folkdances 
Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs 
Suite Op. 14

COLUMBIA ML 4868

Baroque Transcriptions (B. Marcello, Rossi, A. della Ciaia, Zipoli, 
F rescobald i)

VCL 9089

Three Piano Concertos
Rhapsody for Piano and Orchestra Op. 1

PHILIPS SFL 7969-70 (Japan)

First Piano Concerto (Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest German 
Radio, Baden Baden, Rolf Reinhardt)

TURNABOUT TV 34065S/4065

Second Piano Concerto (Vienna Symphony, Michael Gielen) 

TURNABOUT TV 34036

Third Piano Concerto (Vienna Symphony, M ichael Gielen) 

TURNABOUT TV 34082

Rhapsody for Piano and Orchestra Op. 1 (Symphony Orchestra of the 
Southwest German Radio, Baden Baden, Rolf Reinhardt)

TURNABOUT TV 34130S/4065
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Scherzo for Piano and Orchestra Op. 2 (Orchestra of Radio 
Luxembourg, Pierre Cao)

TURNABOUT TV-S 34618

Third Piano Concerto (Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy) 

COLUMBIA SP PR P14155

PROKOFIEV:

Complete Solo Piano Repertoire 

VOX SVBX 5408-5409

KODALY:

Complete Solo Piano Repertoire 

CANDIDE CE 31077

Sonata for Cello and Piano (Laszlo Varga, cellist)
Sonatina for Cello and Piano (Laszlo Varga, cellist)

VOX SVBX 560

Szekely R eserves  

TRIO RSA 1012
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PUBLICATIONS

BOOKS:

On Piano Playing: Sound, Motion and Expression (New York: Schirmer
Books, 1981), Italian translation (Rizzoli: three editions), Polish
translation (P.W.N. Ltd.: 1993)

TRANSCRIPTIONS:

J. S. Bach: Organ Toccata and Fugue in D minor (Calgary: Sikesdi 
Press, 1995).

J. S. Bach: Organ Prelude and Fugue in E-flat major, Saint Anne
(Calgary: Sikesdi Press, 1996).

Dukas: Apprenti Sorcier (Milwakee: G. Schirmer Inc., 1992).

Bartok: Tempo di Ciaccona e Fuga (from the Solo Violin Sonata) 
(London: Boosey and Hawkes, 1977).

Bartok: Songs and Dances from  the 44 Violin Duos (New York: 
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D
JACQUES SAtXf I’

te d n u e v e  d-e ju n io  de 
r 1972. Gytwgy Sandor ie  
’ prescii tabu a m  la rocieit* 

lentctuc renm/ada Oftgiesla Sm- 
fdniea Naeiimal l*a|o b  fmtuia dc 
Herald (tamm. HI iwojBram* in* 
kltiia. wlem** de In t4vtiura aetts- 
uunlmxte, tk »  "pesos c u r a p k W  
•Jet flepertorta ptanistit'D (racficio 
«iul: et eewkeno "Tmpcftidor", dc 
I kethovim y rf scgjutdo, ifc Cho* 
fin. Acodado en cTbahun de ptd- 
l«  de jafcrtejCuu la v i r ta j ja  cn 
el tevhdn. tin tiifio espt-ra ri saii- 
da a esarnn <le no Im*tw. I a  no- 
ilia <kl evcnto k* him na; las lu* 
u.-<t dc In sala ipv hujuit «fe imen- 
sidad. fa1* y w «  que sdhaasnente 
sc upagan, el Mkticui electriwintc 
hcvho dc aliralns rsuvpendbdos. el 
cadlico petti cxttaAamcntc scduc*
U t nmKW de Li urqucMa quc Ali
na y, few MtpucshX d  piiUW, ne
gro Pfcgaso dn  br«JUv. ni Bttmtwa 
qne letuoe cn el tcnuro del esoc- 
ttano i  la  esperu de su jinelc.
Sandor hacc por fin su ofntnctiin. 
y el nifto *c steote mWweogido 
por l«> que vfdo ark*. .lespwS al* 
vwttarki a  enm pm ider el cans* 
iiia, la prcviancia y d  mesphta*
Me tnagneiikitHi que dunam  de 
mi ‘allwv” ir iu c ip ru u  T«m illas 
mus tsnle, y comu si (*»» dos eon* 
etcrtos, fucnil pnot a x a ,  Sandur 
ofrecc un rrcifal, y  entre It® obrus 
fnwnnnadie* fiyum ’'fiinwalcV. 
tk  fron / l .iv i  AIK, en
so ask tito  favorite en puhxi «k 
ealcrta. w l w  j  darsc cila cl pe- 
t|*«A«> adrmrador. evia v c / dis- 
jttwsto a dcseifrai wfudlu pr>*li 

pnestKbgilmctdn pkiritaica 
con la nyudn de unoK himscutarcs 
dtft.xiamcntc eafneiidns witwe el 
levladrt. I’m; «n "enwpdt* fomlrc'', 
leu  autentirj* rewktekwt,

Impres,, *n ta mcmorfa
1:1 t'amoso |uvajc tie lav ociyv-jn

oft ■f'ttrHnitkV eMB impres« en In 
imnlkida de n«d<*s Kw ;dli jwcsen- 
lev, ,\quc!ki nu era un i:m 
ima trepidncion. un fragur de hn 
lu lls , unn fu e r/a  lelnricn ti|ue 
anwrui/jdKi tron <fc;mlwi lu .iraim 
ifef Teatni Nacumal y ^ tax lir ,i 
Ipv eiiq»vinvcMjin< fsj)cciittl««ev 
-?n »ik ask‘«i»s. Con lov d iiiw n  
iiciirdev ik te d  ptihlkf* prom«n»pidm«n 
,i»i£iUolwnmi»M.|W HWiy {xhs* k'niii ijue ver con 
In nx’aktdif oxivemiwif soewl kk-l uipKmsy. AI 
termmar cl ictrtal. el nmo sc siniio 
ih« y. i.k: iiMimli.ilt*, siiim qii,' .dgtio Uiii el litisi- 
l-*6n cmnUtria mihcII.is |Mih.vAn, ijue su unico 
Niicfto era vl <k ik y w  a *er un t;rjn piiinistii, 
►.flic Sa nuiska iwliii ►{cj.M.I.i >k ser hhi.i njH i/nt, 
para eonvenirM.- cn un ilivimi cMiaiiKi ».•« vu vt 
•.fe.

A! «flo sijrtneme Saudi \< 4 \ m :il pm s. csu  
‘■ xr  eon d  im v r  ciwieieuo ik  Haiiok - ,»hrj 
f̂we wtrcnara en I'M#*- - y a m d ju tn H iro ik  

l.irtzi. Allf evlm ouna vc/ miK -m uiHrruvmiy 
.ntiMiiiiKi adalkL >|uc a kn ihkvc uitm dc i.slail 
ctMiicn^ifha 3|x;naLV la Inryn fewnada lutein b  
us*hiiv/ |**.adsiiL.i. Hu I‘>78 le iiwivspontlc el 
im w  al sckuimIh ctnwierk* & • fti-alinet, v 5au- 
Jor. um  vc/ mas. sc aptnleni tic l;i amiieitcio 
destlc Iim seitorafcs aqsegios eon que du iiuni* 
la ott3i. 1‘fureiiiiuo el uino Ku aevkhi. y vwla 
visiti dc Sandoc |ah>t^ y treaca una nucvn cla
im dc w  lenm |w «  wpwit eviduticm m ndcd. 
Tu IW I d  sueno sc hace n rdkM , y el jnwsi 
(isiiiEiia licne la tsfKduiwiiiHi de cMmlmr pores' 
ftuc'ii* de dos m exv enn m  hfrnc Je la nine/, 
■kininie tin onrvi* de (K(fe*.titsiannenu> cn la 
Gutted dc M csjuj, f-ue cn e.Ma ocasuki «ft*c le 
esctwhd pnr dhima vc/, pakTow* tonx) stem- 
p»ee MTadijunlo wtnwidud ante d  piano,

O k decudas uddanle
Vcinic >wt« ik'jHi '  dc .•judln incmnmMe 

ot*:hc de 1972, Santhw Ha nynsrtttlo a <V«ta 
Rica ft.tra iiuufeurur ta cctnronitlit olkiat ik  In

1

Gyocqy Sandor n, 9nlr« ottos

El regreso de 
un coloso

La presencia este am del pianista Gyorgy San
dor, para inaugurar la temporada de concier- 
tos de la Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional, Ueva al 
tambien pianista Jacques Sagot a reflexionar 
acerca de las ensenanzas del maestro a traves 

de sus reiteradas visitas a Costa Rica

OfqtKsia Sinfbmea Naeionaf cun cl min'd to  It- 
w in Hoffman en cl pndio HI tuackrit*  fuc 
nucv«cnvtMc et "T-iniverjifcw”. dc BcclM*ven. y  
csta In  sido l;i tcwvni * «  t|ue lo  cfeeuia en 
nucstn^ puis si cufbmfcnmxm q«c >a en 1993 
k» habia mrterptctadn bain al dkeccirfn det cn- 
Iixkxts Knilar dc mtcslr.i auixitlWt sigrupacita 
imR*c«l. el Hwcsira Joseph Wagner, N#» tuiy

trtro  fn in  piannsuicuyo itnm hrc esUi lan intitm- 
n*:tKc avmiiutti al J csWhiIIo etiliurd tk  CoWa 
Rica ronnt Sfcimkr. I .it* amdev ik l Tcidit* Nn* 
cxinid TvgiMra) vu prinwr rucital cn 19.W, (ait 
sel** scniaium nMr* del iMtui en Cameg>c Hull 
quc cwlapuKara so <nwrem Tcvllgo dc lu ev*itt*- 
ctda musical dc iiucsliu pufs per mas dc medic 
Nigh*. Sdodnr nos viviiaria ftixucntemcmc du-

runte las, dccad&s del -40 y cl 541, con un brcvu 
intermedin cn la d d  frfk p in t rctomor cn Fa del 
71) ennto vilista con la nwcv.t nttfuetda. sicniftrc 
dcyarnlit a n  Iwuaia Ittielhi ex mtcstro ntcdin ur- 
tlslk'O. Como *si**ir.if«rii: <fc fsla oitiinovis ar- 
(fsiien, Ic ci tK-sfKXKjcrnt i i»i«?sin» piiFdtcn cl 
viMMir a la gcnesK, mudiirer y imukn <► una ik* 
las mus fulyiinuitcs cafn,r.ts pkunatcits del si- 
gloXX.,

A lu hir de tun csccp^tonul ndianini, el tv- 
gresct ilc Sditihir cv(e u*h> .njt|uinna iii> jpnili- 
ciicnin histtwii-a y unti eaigu cmolioi t|ne mic-e- 
(m (Mildia* cicitaioetrte i*> -.lek' *k fcictisir. L i 
ovacidn on el ow tic ilo  ininiunrid tie- ta lemjs •■ 
t u b  Mlilcrttica urthfiirio el ewiic icr dc irti lacilo 
homcnujjc a la gr;ui llguru^ a la leyeiKl-i vivtci* 
1C, y rcvchi u un puMko etwHii'.A nJo, :*dmiraii- 
vo y, fo r miIwc Eodnr fro t’umiuiiiciMc aeratkci- 
Jo

.A aqitefkn tfuc MtUK'tlcn qln- lit inudca o, 
un arte cvitncscenic y i|iic Ins concitTkw son 
cefxricittias cfliiKfi» dc las cunlcs nndn qucdii 
id ilihiirsw Km lilibiKK aftaumw cn la sola, he dc 
rv*|KHklttl«s cjik picas ciKiw vivcn aiin laiy eit 
mi cspbitsi con lauiu itciualidwl y  tu t absttluiii 
pruscscia canto aquclliss ■nolvidabk’s  vcladiK 
a m  Sandor. vxdadas quc detcnntnunin mi vo- 
cacidn, quc dcscubriercm mi c.sctkmi <k mitsi 
col Tal es el imnspevhutfcr podcr quc cl arte nc 
bc sabre nuertrus vidus For lodo esUi, yimus 
me buMcra perdonudki cl ik'sapfrocclwr cstit 
ocasdbn. a k>s cmcucnia y J«i> iiAw dc su debut 
en  Coviu Rku, para deeirle: gotcias inacvim 
SitfMku. gniciaa dc KkK* ttwa/i'w por las eirwe* 
Aaruas, d  cariAo y K» tumanos dc iinbkw que 
iM'tinequiedt) a nucsim (Mis.

Article published in La Nacion, (Suplemento Ancora, August 9th 1992), on the 
occasion of Sandor’s most recent concert in Costa Rica.
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2 3 0  C E N T R A L  P A R K  S O U T H  
A P A R T M E N T  1 2 F  

N EW  Y O R K , NY 1 0 0 1 9
TEL 212 307-5989 
FAX 212 489-3334

August 15, 1996
Mr. Jacques Sagot 
6500 Main Street #300 
Houston TX 77030

Dear Jacques:
Many thanks for your most welcome package!

It was good to see the Bartok film, it brought back many
souvenirs, some of them very moving...

I was rather puzzled by the essence of 
Sun Kyung Lee's DMA dissertation, while I admired the 
tremendous work put into it. While it is obvious to all 
of us what Bartok so clearly said, that musical annot
ations are very inaccurate and rudimentary, it is even more 
obvious that recorded performances are even further away 
from definitive, exemplary interpretations. Obviously,
Bartok's own performances varied tremendously, whether live 
or recorded: his creative, imaginative approach to anybedy's 
music was not only personal, but full of what we call rubatos", 
and these flexibilities changed all the time and could never 
be pinned down as his definitive, exemplary interpretations.
While I was flattered that "my" recording (which is just as 
un-definitive, as any) was so carefully analyzed and compared 
with his equally un-definitive performances,and "alterations" 
were detected in them, I felt that one was treading on very
shaky grounds. As to textual, rhythmic variants, there are innume
rable misprints, errors in the scores that were analyzed, some of 
which have already been corrected and some which need special 
attention! Also, the optional repeating or omitting of some 
of the passages (like in the Allegro Barbaro) were not always 
caused by crescendos or decrescendos, but were actually filling 
in f  Of FERMATAS :

1 dm delighted that you will play the Bach adap
tation in Costa Rica and I do hops you are enjoying it! I just 
had word the big E flat Prelude and Fugue (St. Anne's) will be 
soon published too . Please don't bother, it is a bit too big for 
the piano....

Please get in touch when you come back to the States, so we can proceed with Kodaly. Ana a big abrazo to Guido,
whom I miss seeing. Let me wish you all the success in your tour 
and have a happy Summer!

Yours,

■f ‘ J [ °  i_eJ r̂ =̂l
/ L’ b

n

A letter maestro Sandor sent to the author o f this document. On it he discusses a 
previous dissertation on the subject o f his Bartok recordings, as w ell as the BBC film  
After the Storm: The American Years o f  Bela Bartok, where maestro Sandor’s playing and 
recollections are featured.
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Bartok’s letter o f recommendation to maestro Sandor. Significantly enough, he 
declares him an ideal performer o f the modern repertoire precisely by virtue o f  his mas
tery o f the classical and romantic literatures.
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oudapa s t , 1O/lX/19 36

Egregio SignoroI

Ho s a n tito  che l'eo ce llen te  p ia n is ta , G iorgio  Sandor, cho ara u io  
d iscep o lo  fa v o r ito , suonera probabilaente ad. uao d e i oo n certi che aaranno 
tenuti agli Pestivali Biennali d ita lia .

ICi r a lle g r o  a aentird con p iacero  se e g l i  in terp re ters , corrispon- 
dentcaente a l  sno d es id er io  una d a lle  a ie  c o n p o s iz io n i.

Certaaente i l  suo suocesso dara la  p o s s ib i l i t a  a i  c i r c o l i  a u s ica -  
l i  i t a l i a n i  di Tare la  conoscenza dell'aoc e l l  ante giovane p ia n is t a .

Bartok’s letter o f recommendation to maestro Sandor on the occasion of his 
Italian debut. The composer calls him “my favorite disciple.”

Con s t ia a  profonda
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Kodaly’s letter o f recommendation to maestro Sandor. He points out his versatility 
as a performer, and praises his intelligence and musicianship.
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“Kindly accept my sincerest thanks for your warm words o f condolence on the 
passing away of my blessed wife. It is o f great consolation for me that so many have 
loved her and are sharing my sorrow.”

Zoltan Kodaly
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S Z E R E T E T T  U R A M  E L H U N Y T A  A L K A L M A B O L  K U L D O T T  

R £ S Z T V E V <3 S Z A V A l E R T  H A l A S  K O S Z O N E T E T  M O N D O K

“My grateful thanks for your consoling words on the passing away of my beloved  
husband.”

Mrs. Zoltan Kodaly
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K O D A L Y  Z O L T A N N E .  P E C Z E L Y  S A R O L T A

m a q a  £s A q y A s z o l P  r o k o n s A q  n e v E b e n  m £ l y  f A j d a l o m m a l

T U D A T JA . H O Q Y  SZERETETT U R A

KODALY ZOLTA N
£LET£NEK 85. EvEBEN 1967. m ARCIL/S 6 -A N , REQCEL 6 0 R A K O R  

ROVID SZENVEDES U T A N  V IS SZ A A D T A  N E M E 5. N A O Y  LELKET TEREM T<5j£NEK  

e n q e s z t e l O  s z e n t m i s e : m A r c i u s  10-E N . PENTEK EN DU. 6 O R A K O R  

A  B A Z IU K A B A N  

TEMETESE: M A R C IU S 11-EN. S Z O M B A T O N  DE. 10 O R A K O R  

a  f a r k a s r Et i  T EM ET O BEN

„TU DOCUISTI ME VIAM RECTAM"

“Mrs. Zoltan Kodaly, Sarolta Peczely and her mourning family have to announce 
with profound sadness the passing away o f her beloved husband, Zoltan Kodaly on 
March 6th, 1967 at 6 a.m., at the age o f 85 years. After brief suffering his great and noble 
spirit returned to its Creator.

A divine service will be offered at the Basilica on Friday, March 10th, at 6 p.m. 
Funeral rites will be on March 11th, at 10 a.m., at the Farkasret burial place”.

Tu docuisti me viam rectam
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Maestro Sandor: an early picture.
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GYORGY S A N D O R A.ss< «.•»<»/<;» M u s i c a l  l \ i n u l .  Mc.vuv

A rather accurate caricature o f maestro Sandor published on the occasion o f one o f  
his frequent Mexican engagements.
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Maestro Sandor with Bartok: a piano lesson.
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Bartok with his wife Ditta Pastorszy. Maestro Sandor attached particular 
significance to this picture: “I give you this photo because I think it has captured Bartok’s 
true essence, and that is how he should be remembered: as a kind, smiling, optimistic 
person, nothing like the tortured, almost spooky character some people think he was.”
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Maestro Sandor with Kodaly.
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Kodaly with maestro Sandor on the campus o f the University o f Michigan, Ann 
Arbor (1966).
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Kodaly, maestro Sandor and an unidentified person in the University o f  Michigan, 
Ann Arbor (1966).
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Kodaly with Sarolta at the Ann Arbor Airport (1966).
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Maestro Sandor, an unidentified person, Kodaly and Sarolta in Lake Michigan (1967).
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Kodaly, Sarolta and maestro Sandor. The composer and his wife were about to embark 
on the boat that would take them back to Europe after their last American Trip (1966).
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Emma Schlesinger, later to become Emma Kodaly.
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Sarolta with maestro Sandor (Budapest, 1995).
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A particularly eloquent picture of Kodaly: sensitivity, aristocracy, intellectual vigour, 
refinement: all the attributes o f the man seem  to have been captured here.
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Kodaly with conductor Ernest Ansermet.
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Sarolta, Pablo Casals, Kodaly and the cellist’s wife, Martita.
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Kodaly with Yehudi Menuhin.
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Kodaly conducting in M oscow (1947).
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Kodaly with some of his former pupils (left to right: Gyula Kertesz, Kodaly, Ivan 
Engel, Tibor Serly, Matyas Seiber, Istvan Szelenyi, Jeno Adam, Lajos Bardos, Mihaly Szigeti, 
Gy orgy Kerenyi).
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Kodaly and “the musicians of the future.”
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Maestro Sandor with the author o f  this document (N ew  York, June 1996).
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